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1. Abstract 
 

The Waitaki Hydro Power Scheme is located in the Mackenzie Basin and Waitaki Valley of the 

South Island of New Zealand. It is a linked series of lakes, dams, canals, and power stations 

designed to produce electricity for the New Zealand power grid. Meridian Energy Ltd own and 

operate the majority of the scheme. A key part of their power generation operation is a fibre optic 

cable loop, buried approximately 1 metre deep. This cable creates a communication network used 

to operate the scheme remotely and safely. Loss of the cable would result in severe impact to 

operation for Meridian Energy. Along its length the cable passes through a variety of terrain which 

exposes it to a range of potential geohazards. The study considers the hazards that could threaten 

the integrity of the fibre-optic communications cable. 

The study area includes the Mackenzie Basin, Waitaki Valley and Hakataramea Valley. This region 

was formed by recent tectonic and glacial processes. Tectonic processes are still active across the 

study area, as are alluvial and slope movement processes. The study area is characterised by 

highly fractured Torlesse bedrock, overlain by Tertiary basin-fill sediments, which in turn are 

covered by varying thickness of glacial deposits and post-glacial fluvial and colluvial soils. 

The area can be broken into four distinct terrain units using an engineering terrain analysis 

approach. The differing terrains are defined by a combination of topography, geology, and active 

surface processes. The terrain units are Formerly Glaciated Terrain, Glacial Outwash Surfaces, 

Contemporary Alluvial Valley, and Bedrock Hillside. Conceptual ground models for each terrain 

unit were used to identify potential geohazards. A combination of remote sensing analysis and 

ground reconnaissance showed the spatial distribution of shallow geohazards. Ground 

deformation, seismically-induced slope failure, liquefaction, static rockfall, rainfall-triggered 

debris flows, and flooding were identified as being the primary hazards in the area. Detailed 

mapping of these hazards highlights the sections of the cable route vulnerable during geohazard 

events.  

Preliminary laboratory testing of the cable strength allowed the determination of strain 

thresholds for cable integrity.  This allows a preliminary understanding of geohazard fragility 

thresholds.   

The information collected and collated in this study can be utilised to perform a comprehensive 

risk assessment for the cable route. 
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7. Chapter One: Introduction 
1.1. Background  

Meridian Energy Limited (Meridian) own and operate a large section of the Waitaki Hydro Power 

Scheme located in the Mackenzie District of the South Island of New Zealand (Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1: Waitaki scheme overview (Meridian Energy own all assets downstream of Pukaki Dam). 
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The power scheme utilises the three natural lakes (Lake Tekapo, Lake Pūkaki and Lake Ōhau) as 

principal storage, connected by water transfer canals and power stations to feed the Waitaki 

River flowing to the coast north of Oamaru. A canal is a man-made waterway used to transfer 

water from one location to another. A dam is a concrete or earth structure holding back water to 

create a storage lake or reservoir. A hydro power station uses elevation difference to pass water 

through turbines in order to generate electricity. Construction of Waitaki Dam began in 1928 and 

was completed in 1934. Decades later Benmore Dam, Aviemore Dam and the terminal for the DC 

transmission link to the North Island were constructed. These power stations are referred to as 

the mid-Waitaki stations. In 1968 construction began on the upper Waitaki scheme. Two dams, 

five hydropower stations and six canals were constructed to meet the growing demand for 

electricity in New Zealand (Meridian, n.d.). The entire scheme was designed and constructed by 

the Ministry of Works and its predecessor the Public Works Department.  Today, the full scheme 

provides approximately 50% of New Zealand’s hydroelectric storage (Martin, 2010). The 

Meridian owned hydro stations from Lake Pūkaki to Waitaki can generate enough electricity each 

year for approximately 832,000 New Zealand homes (Meridian, n.d.). The Meridian-owned 

section of the scheme now consists of six of the hydropower stations, a series of canals, dams and 

reservoirs, intake gates, and spill weirs (Figure 1.2). 

  

 

 

Figure 1.2: Waitaki scheme cross section. 

 

The system was automated in the 1990’s and is now centrally controlled; that is a controller in a 

remote location can control all power stations and their dam safety equipment, such as spillway 

gates. A fibre optic network facilitates communication of control signals between each of the 

assets and the control centres in Wellington and Twizel. The fibre optic network is laid out in a 

loop. Beginning at Tekapo A power station, it travels across the Mackenzie Basin, down the 

Waitaki Valley and up the Hakataramea Valley to meet back at Tekapo A (Figure 1.3).  
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Figure 1.3: Communications network map 

 

It is the primary communication link carrying interpersonal and control communications, and 

monitoring data. Therefore, it is an essential network for the successful and safe operation of 

Meridian’s assets (Walker, pers. comm, 2021). If there is loss of network usability, there will be 

loss of communication between the assets and the control centres. This loss of communication 

10 Km 
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would result in emergency procedures being activated including the need for the mobilisation of 

skilled operators to each power station. The response necessary would put a large strain on 

resources and would only be sustainable in the short-term following a communication loss. 

 

1.2. Meridian’s Communication Network 

Meridian’s fibre optic network was installed in 1998, when their remote-control operating 

system was established.  Expansion of the cable network occurred in the decade following its 

initial installation and extensions or replacements to the original cable were added later. This 

created three distinct sections of the cable as follows:  

• Section 1: The original cable still in use today which extends from Tekapo B power station 

to Waitaki Dam.  

• Section 2; From Tekapo A to Tekapo B was replaced by a new cable in 2013.  

• Section 3: The addition of a cable over Hakataramea Pass in 2008 thereby turning the 

communications system into a loop.  

 

Different sections of Meridian’s fibre optic network use different types of cables and this is largely 

based on the time when the sections were laid. The original cable (from Tekapo B power station 

to Waitaki Dam), installed in the late 1990’s, is a 12-core single mode fibre cable. Sections to 

Benmore Dam, to Ōhau B & C, Waitaki to Tekapo A, and Tekapo A to Tekapo B are all 24-core fibre 

cables. These sections were added or replaced years after the original cable was laid. The 

footprint of the network is indicated on Figure 1.3.  

There is some inbuilt redundancy in the network where, due to the looped nature of the cable, a 

singular break does not inhibit communication (Walker, pers. comm. 2021). This is beneficial in 

the event of localised, anthropogenic damage to the cable. The Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 

(SDH) loop would redirect communication traffic on either side of the damaged site preventing 

loss of communications between assets and the control centre. Accidental severance by 

contractors working in the near vicinity of the cable route, for example, would not impede 

communication. However, breaks in multiple locations can isolate facilities between break 

locations. Therefore, it does not provide guaranteed redundancy in the occurrence of a wider 

scale regional event such as a storm or an earthquake.  

The cables are buried between 0.8 and 1.0 m beneath the ground surface. They are also brought 

to the surface at locations such as bridge or dam crossings. Due to their shallow location, they are 

particularly vulnerable to geohazards related to near-surface processes.  
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An assessment into the communication network’s vulnerability to geohazards would provide 

Meridian with an indication of the risks to their network in relation to a range of relevant 

geohazards in the region. Understanding what geohazards are significant and which locations are 

the most vulnerable can help in improving system redundancy.  

 

1.3. Fibre Optics 

Fibre optic cables carry information and data from one location to another. The data is carried as 

light energy through a glass or plastic cable. As depicted in Figure 1.4, a fibre optic cable consists 

of a core, cladding, and coating. The core is finer than a strand of hair and is made of very pure 

glass or plastic to carry the light waves (Oliviero and Woodward, 2014).  Surrounding the core is 

the cladding. Cladding confines the light within the core (Oliviero and Woodward, 2014). The 

coating is a protective layer designed to protect the core from scratches, shocks, and moisture. 

Any armouring on the outside provides strength and protection on top of what is provided by the 

coating.  

 

 

Figure 1.4: Cross section of fibre optic cable. 

 

Fibre optic technology utilises fundamental concepts of light wave travel. Light passing through 

the boundary between two different materials changes speed and consequently changes 

direction. This is refraction, the principle that causes white light to be split into a rainbow when 

passed through a prism. It is also the principle that allows light energy to be contained within the 

core of a fibre optic cable (Oliviero and Woodward, 2014). Total Internal Reflection (TIR) (Figure 

1.5) occurs when light hits the boundary between the two materials at an angle greater than the 

critical angle. In a fibre optic cable, the boundary causing TIR is the boundary between the core 

and the cladding. TIR allows the light waves to be contained in the cable over long distances and 

around bends (Oliviero and Woodward, 2014).  
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Figure 1.5: Total Internal Reflection (Oliviero and Woodward, 2014). 

 

Optical fibres can be used to carry large quantities of data over long distances, such as Meridian’s 

communication network. To carry large quantities of data at faster speeds, multiple cores can be 

carried in the same armouring (Oliviero and Woodward, 2014). Fibre optic cables can be single 

mode or multi-mode. This is in reference to the number of light wave modes the cable can carry. 

Single mode cables perform far better when used over large distances (Oliviero and Woodward, 

2014). 

 

Core 

Cladding 

Cladding 
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Figure 1.6: Multi Mode vs Single mode fibre optic cables (Oliviero and Woodward, 2014). 

 

1.4. Fibre Optics and Geohazards 

Fibre optic networks are used around the world to communicate data. Commonly found buried 

at a shallow depth in the ground, these cables cover large distances. These cables are exposed to 

a wide range of geohazards including debris flows, erosion, and seismic hazards. So, what is 

already known about fibre optic cables in the event of a disaster?  

Minimal literature or field investigation into telecommunication damage post-disaster exists. This 

is because it is uncommon to perform field assessments of buried electrical engineering 

infrastructure directly after an event (Kwasinski, 2011). However, studies have been undertaken 

following more recent disasters to review the impacts of those disasters on the 

telecommunication infrastructure including fibre optic cables.  Severance of underground cables 

occurred in multiple locations during all the major disasters listed below. It took months and a 

large amount of manpower to completely repair the networks (Giovinazzi et al., 2017; Kwasinski, 

2011). 

• Hurricane Katrina which made landfall in Louisiana, United States of America, 2005 

(Kwasinski, 2011).  

• A M 6.2 earthquake occurred within proximity to Christchurch, New Zealand, February 

2011 (Kwasinski, 2011).  

• Rupture of the subduction zone off the coast of Tōhoku, Japan resulted in a M 9.0 

earthquake and tsunami event, March 2011 (Kwasinski, 2011).  
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• A complex system of faults ruptured near Kaikōura, New Zealand resulting in a M 7.8 

earthquake event, 2016 (Giovinazzi et al., 2017).  

• A large storm system in New Zealand resulted in heavy rainfall in Arthurs Pass, Canterbury, 

2021. Information regarding this event was obtained through a field visit following the 

storm event.  

 

The East Coast Link is a significant fibre optic cable for the upper Canterbury region. Damage to 

this cable in the Kaikōura earthquake was due to a combination of the initial strong ground 

shaking, surface rupture, landslides and lateral spreading (Giovinazzi et al., 2017). Damage to 

buried cables in the Christchurch earthquake happened predominantly in areas where significant 

liquefaction-induced ground deformation occurred (Kwasinski, 2011). Damage during Hurricane 

Katrina was due to flooding and the large storm surge (Kwasinski, 2011). Damage due to the 

storm event in Arthur’s pass was due to large debris flows and scour at bridge embankments. 

These events indicate that shallow-buried fibre optic cables can be vulnerable to damage from a 

wide range of near surface geohazards.  

Understanding significant geohazards and identifying vulnerable locations can help in improving 

system redundancy. Fibre optic cables are typically buried at depths of less than 1 metre. They 

are also commonly on the surface at locations such as bridge crossings. Therefore, they are 

particularly vulnerable to geohazards related to near-surface processes. These include 

liquefaction and lateral spreading, debris flows and shallow landsliding, flooding and erosion, and 

surface rupture.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1.7: Fibre optic cable damage in regional events. Surface rupture across SH1, NZ, following the Kaikōura 
Earthquake where the East Coast Link was broken (left) (Giovinazzi et al., 2017).  Damaged fibre optic cable following 

Kaikōura Earthquake (centre) (Giovinazzi et al., 2017). Storm debris and damaged cables following Hurricane Michael, 
Florida, United States (right) (ConnectedFibre, 2018) 
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1.5. Study Area 

For the purpose of this thesis the study area is the corridor the fibre optic communications cable 

runs within. With the cable covering almost 300 kilometres, the study area crosses both the 

Mackenzie and Waitaki Districts.  

The northern most limit of the corridor is at Tekapo and, from here, the corridor runs across the 

Mackenzie Basin. (Figure 1.3). 

The largest intermontane basin in New Zealand, the Mackenzie Basin was formed through a 

combination of tectonic and glacial processes. It has since been reworked by natural alluvial 

processes and the construction of the upper Waitaki scheme. The study area follows the Tekapo, 

Pūkaki and Ōhau Canals. It runs perpendicular to the main surface drainages, intersects local fault 

structures, and crosses a variety of surface material including engineered fill, glacial deposits, and 

outwash deposits. 

The study area extends down from the Mackenzie Basin to the Waitaki Valley; from Ahuriri River 

bridge to the Waitaki Dam. Waitaki Valley is a narrow alluvial valley modified by the large 

hydropower dams on the river. The valley is bordered by Torlesse bedrock mountain ranges; 

sedimentary on the north side and partially metamorphosed on the south side (Forsyth, 2001). 

The study area runs perpendicular to key drainages coming off the St Mary’s Mountain range. It 

also intersects several fault structures in the Wharekuri Fault Zone (Barrell, 2016; Forsyth, 2001).  

From Waitaki Dam, the corridor runs up the Hakataramea Valley and over the Hakataramea Pass. 

Hakataramea Valley is a wide alluvial valley with large alluvial fans, young and historic, coming 

off the Kirkliston Range to the east of the corridor (Forsyth, 2001). The corridor runs parallel to 

local fault structures but perpendicular across drainages. The Hakataramea Pass is a narrow-

sided valley of sedimentary bedrock. It has significantly smaller drainages than other sections of 

the corridor. 

The study area has a large farming population, made up predominantly of sheep stations with 

some blocks of dairy farming. There are sections of the corridor where the cable runs through 

private land and follows farm tracks or fence lines. It also follows small rural roads. Sections of 

the study area are also used as major transport routes for travelling between Canterbury and 

Otago or for tourists visiting destinations including Aoraki National Park and Tekapo Dark Sky 

Reserve. To support the relatively high transportation demands, key roads in the area are part of 

the National Highway network. Most notably are State Highway 8 and State Highway 83.  
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1.6. Project Scope 

The project was broken into the following distinct phases with three key outputs.  

• The development of engineering ground models 

• the collation of a risk register and establishment of geohazard models 

• the testing of cable properties 

Phase One (Chapter Four) 
In the first phase, ground models were developed using Engineering Terrain Evaluation 

techniques (Brunsden, 2004; Kreig and Metz, 2004; Scott et al., 1973; Shilston and Brunsden, 

2005; Sweeney, 2017). The models incorporate geotechnical soil properties and geomorphic 

information. Conceptual ground models were developed through desk research supported by 

fieldwork truthing exercises. The maps produced were used to establish different terrain model 

groupings. Each group represents areas of similar geology and topography and are representative 

of areas with similar geotechnical and geohazard characteristics. 

Phase Two (Chapter Five) 
A risk register was compiled to identify and concisely organise all potential geohazards that may 

impact the fibre optic cable network. Geohazard models and exposure maps were constructed to 

convey important information regarding the location of the fibre optic network in relation to 

geohazards in the study area. The geohazards considered are near surface geohazards such as 

fault surface rupture, liquefaction, erosion/flooding, and rock/soil movement. 

Phase Three (Chapter Six) 
Cable testing was undertaken to gain an understanding of cable performance and properties. 

Tensile testing provided the maximum loads, strains, displacements the cable could withstand. 

The results of this testing gave a better insight into the impact geohazards modelled in Phase Two 

may have on the fibre optic cable.  

 

1.7. Thesis Structure 

The thesis is comprised of eight chapters. 

Chapter One: Introduction and project scope. 

Chapter Two: Geological setting of the study area.  

Chapter Three: Review of existing research on geohazards and corridor infrastructure.  

Chapter Four: Methodology and results of the first phase: ground model construction.  
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Chapter Five: Discussion of the risk register established in the second phase, and presentation 

and discussion of the geohazard models from phase three  

Chapter Six: Methodology and results from the fibre optic cable fragility testing.  

Chapter Seven: Discussion of the overall project, including conclusions, and future 

recommendations.  
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8. Chapter Two: Geological Setting 
2.1 New Zealand 

New Zealand is located on the transpressional Pacific-Australian plate boundary (Koons et al., 

2003; Norris and Cooper, 1995). To the North-East the Pacific plate is subducting beneath the 

Australian plate forming the Hikurangi Trough and Tonga-Kermadec Trench. To the South-West 

the Australian plate is subducting underneath the Pacific plate forming the Puysegur Trench. The 

plate boundary, between the two subduction zones, is present in the form of the Alpine Fault 

(Figure 2.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: New Zealand Plate Boundary (Furlong and Kamp, 2009). 

Study Area 
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Running from Milford Sound to Blenheim, the Alpine fault is approximately 600 kilometres long 

on land (Berryman et al., 1992; Yetton, 2000). It behaves as a North-East striking dextral-reverse 

fault (Langridge et al., 2010). The central section of the Alpine fault accommodates 50-80% of the 

movement across the plate boundary (Berryman, 1992; Langridge et al., 2010; Langridge et al., 

2016; Norris and Cooper, 2001).  

The diverse geologic environment has resulted in a wide range of rock types across the country. 

The high rates of uplift in New Zealand, particularly along the Alpine fault, have exposed 

basement rocks (Campbell et al., 2012). The basement rocks include plutonic igneous rock such 

as granite; metamorphic rock such as schist; and sedimentary rock such as greywacke sandstone 

(Figure 2.2). Younger sedimentary rocks and coal deposits are also exposed, overlying basement 

from periods of sea level change (Figure 2.2) (GNS, n.d.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2:New Zealand Geology (GNS, n.d). 
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Tectonic plate movement still plays a significant role in New Zealand geology and topography. In 

addition to the plate boundary fault system, secondary crustal faults contribute to regional 

structures and landforms across New Zealand. Young seismic and volcanic activity leads to uplift, 

subsidence and new deposits changing the geological environment.  

In addition to tectonic activity, New Zealand has also experienced geomorphic processes 

including multiple glaciations, alluvial deposition, volcanic events, and significant amounts of 

erosion of New Zealand mountains.  

 

2.2  Regional Geomorphology 

Regional landforms and structures have been formed by a combination of processes. As on a 

New Zealand scale, some of these processes are ongoing changing the landscape in the present 

day. Looking at these landforms, or geomorphology, provides good insight into regional 

processes and the expected regional geology. There are three distinct processes that have 

contributed towards the geomorphology of the study area.  

Fault Systems 
To the northwest of the study area lies the Alpine Fault. This structure has resulted in uplift and 

the formation of the Southern Alps. Within the study area there are several regional scale fault 

systems. The Ostler fault system is the most prominent in the Mackenzie Basin (Figure 2.3) 

(Barrell and Strong, 2010; Barrell, 2010; Cox and Barrell, 2007). A reverse fault system striking 

NE-SW. It is the most active fault within the study area and, over thousands of years, has formed 

distinctive uplift of local ground. The NE-SW striking Kirkliston fault system is the most 

significant system in the Hakataramea Valley (Barrell, 2016). It is responsible for the formation 

and uplift of the Kirkliston range front on the western side of the valley (Figure 2.3 b) (Forsyth, 

2001). Finally, the structure of the mid Waitaki River basin is predominantly controlled by the 

Waitaki fault system (Figure 2.3 c) (Barrell, 2016; Forsyth, 2001). The fault system includes 

Waitangi, Fern Gully and Awahokomo faults (Barrell, 2016; Forsyth, 2001).  

Glacial 
The current geomorphology of the Mackenzie Basin has been carved out by glacial processes. 

Four key glacial advances deposited four distinct formations visible today (Figure 2.4 a). The 

earliest, Wolds formation, was deposited during the Waimean Age. It is followed by a small 

interglacial unit, then the Balmoral Formation. This is the first glacial advance in the Otiran Age 

that left a distinct formation. The Mt John Formation followed. The final glacial formation is the 

Tekapo Formation deposited during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (Cooksey, 2008; Cox and 

Barrell, 2007).  
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The distinctive moraine morphology is lost with time and natural processes. Processes such as 

meltwater during glacial retreat and later glaciations erode and override the early moraine 

deposits (Cox and Barrell, 2007; Read, 1976). Therefore, the older glacial formations have been 

almost entirely reworked and are unrecognisable as moraines. For most of the glacially impacted 

study area the older formations are not easily identifiable in the geomorphology. The Tekapo 

formation, as the youngest deposit, has distinctive moraine morphology with well-defined 

moraine ridges and post glacial lakes (Figure 2.4 b). 

Glacial outwash surfaces in the study area are from the Mt John and Tekapo formations. The 

formations are very similar, with clear abandoned braid patterns still apparent on the surface 

(Maizels, 1989). Like the glacial moraine deposits, outwash deposits become less distinctive with 

age. Small sections to the South and East have outwash from Balmoral and Wolds glaciations. The 

degradation of the distinct outwash patterns is apparent when comparing these different surfaces 

(Figure 2.4 c) 

Post Glacial 
Post glacial processes have reworked and transformed the landscape since the LGM ended. Rivers 

have reworked the top layer of glacial material in the Mackenzie basin, transporting material 

further downstream (Cox and Barrell, 2007). These rivers and streams behave as wide braided 

systems. Therefore, they can be highly dynamic and unpredictable in shaping the regional 

environment. They leave behind abandoned channels, old terraces and deposits of gravels, sands, 

and silts. Rivers in the Hakataramea and Waitaki Valleys down cut and erode in the upper 

catchment before widening into braided systems in the lower plains (Forsyth, 2001). Therefore, 

they perform both erosive and depositional processes, actively contributing to the current 

geomorphology. The Waitaki River system’s natural processes have been influenced by the large 

dams that are a part of the Waitaki Hydro Power scheme (Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation 

Board, 2005).  

Alluvial fans border the valleys. Some fans are active or historic alluvial fans depositing material 

in a calm environment. Others are the result of historic debris flows depositing large amounts of 

material in a chaotic environment. Therefore, the post glacial fans vary in size, shape, and 

material. Alluvial fans are typically wide, shallow sloping fans. Debris flow fans are typically 

steeper containing a more chaotic mix of rock and soil debris (Coussot and Meunier, 1995; Jakob, 

2005).  Active slope processes deposit colluvium at the base of slopes. Weathered bedrock can be 

found at the base of most steep rocky hillside, like the upper Hakataramea Valley. A combination 

of rockfall events, landsliding, and sheet wash brings the weathered rock down slope. It is 

distinctive in the environment as hummocky piles of rock debris forming an apron at the base of 

a slope. 
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Kirkliston 
 

Figure 2.3: Key Fault Systems in the study area. Aerial footage with the main fault trace of the Ostler Fault Zone, the fault 
deformation zone may be much wider than what is observable in image (top) (GNS Science Photograph by Lloyd Homer). 

Kirkliston Range front with the Kirkliston fault zone running in front (bottom) (Forsyth, 2001). 
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l

Figure 2.4: Lateral moraine deposits along the Eastern shore of Lake Pukaki (bottom) (Barrell and Read, 2014). Glacial 
outwash plains west of the Tekapo River. Degradation of older surface features is visible. T=Tekapo Outwash; MJ=Mt 

John Outwash; B=Balmoral Outwash; W=Wolds Outwash (top) (Maizels, 1989). 
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2.3 Regional Geology 

The regional geology of the study area is highly diverse. This is due to the range of historic and 

active processes that formed the area. Starting at the basement rocks, this section outlines the 

key geological materials in the region. Representative stratigraphy models are presented in 

Figure 2.5. 

Basement Rocks 
The study area sits on top of the Torlesse supergroup, specifically the Rakaia Terrane (Cox and 

Barrell, 2007). Although predominantly sedimentary rock, there are small sections of semi 

schistose rock (Forsyth, 2001). Semi schistose bedrock has undergone low grade metamorphism. 

Therefore, it retains its sedimentary presentation, containing only very fine-grained 

metamorphosed minerals (Turnbull et al., 2001). Sedimentary material is predominantly bedded 

greywacke and argillite. On a regional scale the bedrock is reasonably homogenous however on 

a smaller scale bedding thickness may vary and there may be localised beds of conglomerate, 

limestone, or chert (Cox and Barrell, 2007). The Torlesse group is a well indurated (hard) rock. 

Despite this, it is highly fractured from tectonic activity and highly weathered close to the ground 

surface.  

Young Sedimentary Rocks 
The Eyre Group and Kowai Formation both outcrop in the study area (Cooksey, 2008; Cox and 

Barrell, 2007).  

The Eyre group outcrops in the Hakataramea Pass. It is a marine sedimentary rock that is only a 

few tens of metres thick, likely due to erosion. The Eocene to early Oligocene deposits consists of 

either a grey silty sandstone or an olive-grey sandy siltstone or mudstone (Cox and Barrell, 2007; 

Forsyth, 2001). 

The Kowai Formation outcrops at fault uplift locations in the Mackenzie Basin, in particular the 

Ostler Fault Zone and the Irishman Creek Fault zone. The formation is predominantly weathered 

greywacke conglomerate bedded with sandstone and mudstone. It is the youngest rock formation 

in the study area (Cox and Barrell, 2007). 

Quaternary Sediments 
Glacial Deposits 
The glacial deposits are only present in the Mackenzie Basin section of the study area.  

The Tekapo Formation is the predominant formation where the ground surface is glacial till. It is 

a grey till with angular clays, silts, sands, gravels, and boulders (Cox and Barrell, 2007). The 

material from the glacial advances is derived from the Torlesse Supergroup (Read, 1976). Small 

sections of glacial deposits from previous glaciations are present at the surface as well. There is 
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some variation in particle size distribution and colour between glacial deposits from different 

glaciations. But they are all poorly sorted and angular material deposited in a chaotic structure 

with no bedding. 

Glacial outwash is the predominant surface material southeast of the glacial moraines. The 

material is predominantly a bedded sandy gravel with some sand lenses and a very low fines 

content. As with the moraine deposits, there is some variation in outwash material from different 

glaciations.  

Alluvial Valley Deposits 

Alluvial deposits are found in all sections of the study area, predominantly near active river 

channels and in river terraces (Cox and Barrell, 2007; Forsyth, 2001). Deposits are typically 

rounded to sub rounded gravels, sands, and silts. Older surfaces display more weathering than 

younger surfaces which are largely grey unweathered alluvium. The size of alluvium, the degree 

of sorting and the shape is dependent on the depositional environment and therefore varies 

across the study area.  

Alluvial Fan Deposits 

Alluvial fans are present along the margins of the mountain ranges (Cox and Barrell, 2007; 

Forsyth, 2001). The material originates from the ranges and therefore is typically Torlesse 

derived gravel, sand, and silt material. The material can be greywacke, argillite, conglomerate, or 

semi schist derived and this is dependent on the mountain range the material is sourced from. 

The type of material therefore differs across the study area. Alluvial fans are deposited by both 

fluvial processes and debris flows. Typically, the alluvial fan material is poorly to moderately 

sorted and sub angular to sub rounded. There are variations in clast shape, size, and orientation 

due to the two different depositional environments.  

Loess 
Loess (fine, silt sized, windblown depositional layer) blankets some of the ground surface in the 

study area and can be found to a variety of depths.  In the Mackenzie Basin the deposit can be 

several metres in depth compared to the Hakataramea valley where there is a shallower loess 

deposit of less than one metre depth.  

Colluvial Deposits 
Colluvium is an angular blocky material consisting of boulders, gravel, sand, and some silt, a 

result of erosion, rockfall, landsliding, and debris flows. Due to the nature of its deposition, it is 

typically poorly sorted and chaotic.  
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Colluvium is present near bedrock surfaces. Hakataramea Pass and Loch Laird Road are the most 

prominent locations for colluvial material in the study area. It is most commonly evident at the 

base of cuttings and exposed rock faces and slopes.  

Anthropogenic Deposits 

Anthropogenic deposits are deposits of human origin. In the study area, this is engineered fill 

from the construction of the Waitaki Hydro scheme and canal network. The material used was 

largely locally sourced so comes from Torlesse derived material. The exact nature and properties 

of the material varies between the different structures. This is due to the different purposes of 

the material and the timeline of construction.  
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Figure 2.5: Stratigraphy figure of the Formerly Glaciated Mackenzie basin (Cooksey, 2008). 
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2.4 Geohazards 

There is no detailed published work that evaluates debris flow activity or erosion patterns in the 

Mackenzie Region or the Waitaki Valley. Yetton and McCahon (2008) investigate earthquake 

hazards in the wider area. This briefly addresses liquefaction potential, seismic slope failure, and 

tsunamis. A report prepared for Environment Canterbury in 2015 explores the hazard of 

tsunamis and seiches in the Mackenzie Lakes (Clark et al., 2015). Fault rupture has a more 

significant quantity of published information available (Barrell, 2016; Barrell and Strong, 2010; 

Litchfield et al., 2013). 

Liquefaction 
Liquefaction is the loss of soil strength due to excess pore pressure. It is a process dependant on 

soil density, saturation, and shaking intensity. The liquefaction susceptibility is anticipated to be 

very low due to the consolidated material in the study area. There is a small potential for 

liquefaction in sand and silt lenses within the bounds of young drainages (Yetton and McCahon, 

2008). It should be noted that the liquefaction susceptibility in the Yetton and McCahon (2008) 

report was prepared prior to the Kaikoura Earthquake. This is important because during that 

event new information on liquefaction susceptibility came to light. Most relevant is the ability of 

gravels to undergo liquefaction; something previously believed to be highly unlikely (Fenton pers. 

comm, 2021). Therefore, it is necessary to determine further information relevant to the fibre 

optic network, and verify the material presented by Yetton and McCahon (2008).  

Seismic Slope Instability 
Slope failure under seismic loading is influenced by slope angle and distance to seismic source 

(Hancox et al., 2002; Keefer, 2002; Yetton and McCahon, 2008). Yetton and McCahon (2008) 

focused their approach on slope angle, developing zones of varying likelihoods. The report 

determined slope instability to be of biggest concern in the steep mountain ranges. This puts the 

Waitaki Valley and Hakataramea Pass as areas that may be at greatest risk. As with liquefaction, 

it is necessary to determine further information relevant to the fibre optic network, and verify 

the material presented by Yetton and McCahon (2008). 

Tsunami and Seiche 
All lakes in the study area may be susceptible to tsunami or seiche (Clark et al., 2015; Yetton and 

McCahon, 2008). A tsunami is a wave caused by the displacement of water and a seiche is a 

standing wave in a body of water (Yetton and McCahon, 2008).   

Fault Rupture 
The fibre optic cable loop sits in an area of active faulting (Figure 2.6). The faulting and folding in 

the area are key processes in the formation of the current topography. In the Mackenzie Basin, 

the Ostler Fault zone is the most notable fault (Barrell & Strong, 2010). It consists of a series of 
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discontinuous scarps extending from Pukaki to Omarama, south of Ōhau (Barrell & Strong, 2010). 

There are several faults running parallel to the Waitaki Valley. These faults have played a major 

role in the uplift and formation of the St Mary Mountains. The Middle Range and Fern Gully Faults 

are the most significant as they are active and have the potential to be present in close vicinity to 

the fibre optic cable (Barrell, 2016; Forsyth, 2001). The Waitangi Fault is also present in the 

Waitaki Valley (Barrell, 2016; Forsyth, 2001).  This is an active fault crossing the Aviemore Dam. 

Other faults of significance are the Kirkliston and Mt MacGregor Fault Zones (Barrell 2016; 

Forsyth, 2001). These played a large part in the formation of the Hakataramea Valley.  

 

 

Figure 2.6: Recognised active faults in the study area (Langridge et al., 2014). 
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9. Chapter Three: Approach 
 

Unlike the wealth of information on hazard assessment for civil and structural infrastructure, 

there is no known existing guidance on hazard assessments of onshore fibre optic cable routes. 

Nor is there literature on the consideration of geology and geohazards during route selection for 

onshore fibre optic cables. Therefore, approaches used for other corridor infrastructure were 

looked at and modified to suit Meridian’s fibre optic network.   

The approach used for this research was based on Engineering Terrain Evaluation (described in 

Brunsden, 2004; Kreig and Metz, 2004; Scott et al., 1973; Shilston and Brunsden, 2005; Sweeney, 

2017). A standard approach, using detailed site-specific ground investigations and lab testing, as 

used in conventional geohazards investigations could have provided an in-depth understanding 

of the geology and hazards. However, due to the large scale of the study area, this would have 

been impractical in terms of time and cost.  The broader-based terrain analysis approach used is 

considered more efficient (Sweeney, 2017). The ground models that result from Engineering 

Terrain Evaluations divide the cable route into convenient groups as exemplified in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Example of engineering terrain evaluation ground model illustrating landform classifications as used in the 
Alaska Methodology (Kreig and Metz, 2004). 
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3.1 Stage One: Ground Model 

The initial stage of terrain analysis requires the development of a number of conceptual ground 

models, each describing the variety of ground-types or terrains crossed by the fibre optic cable 

route.  As recommended by Brunsden (2004) and Sweeney (2017), this is a desk study activity, 

using all relevant prior data. Existing topographic and geological maps, remote sensing data, and 

Geographic Information System (GIS) software were used to compile and organise data. The desk 

study brought all readily available information together so that it could be applied broadly and 

rapidly over the large study area. This ensured flexibility and efficiency.  They use classification 

schemes for geological models, land systems, regions, and landforms (Brunsden, 2004; Kreig and 

Metz, 2004; Scott et al., 1973; Sweeney, 2017). This results in a systematic map where 

geotechnical properties and expected ground behaviour can be determined at a single site and 

extrapolated out to all sites of the same classification. The ground models are not accurate 

representations of the surface and subsurface conditions at a site-specific level. Instead, they 

capture a full range of potential ground conditions in any one classification group and illustrate 

the range of conditions encountered in each group. 

Model development started by looking at the topography of the study area. This aided in 

identifying the terrain the cable passes through high mountains, valleys, wide river plains 

etcetera. It gave an idea of the initial route zoning. Then the geology of the study area was looked 

at to identify bedrock, glacial deposits, Holocene deposits etc. Finally, active surface processes 

and geomorphology were looked at. The resultant ground models for Meridian’s fibre optic 

network can be found in Chapter Four: Ground Models.  

Based on the geological setting of the Mackenzie region and Waitaki Valley, four classification 

groups relevant to the fibre optic corridor are present. These groups, listed below, have distinct 

topography, geology, and formation processes. Maps of their locations are presented in Section 

4.3. 

1. Formerly Glaciated Terrain – Predominantly glacial moraine and till.  An example of this 

group is the area between Lake Tekapo and Lake Pukaki in the Mackenzie Basin. These 

deposits are layers of glacial till from different glaciations (Tekapo, Wolds, Mt John, 

Balmoral) overlying tertiary sandstone and Torlesse sandstones and siltstones. The terrain 

includes large glacial lakes and hummocky ground. 

2. Glacial outwash plains – Glacial outwash material, often with deposits of post-glacial 

fluvial material. An example of this group is along the Tekapo River Valley. Outwash plains 

consist of layers of sands and gravels deposited during and post glaciations lying on top of 
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tertiary sandstones and Torlesse sandstones. The plains are relatively flat with abandoned 

braid channels and reworked by modern alluvial and tectonic processes.  

3. Alluvial valleys – Deposition solely from fluvial processes such as riverbeds and alluvial 

fans. An example of this group is the Hakataramea Valley and the Waitaki Valley. Several 

metres of alluvial sands and gravels overlying small pockets of tertiary rock. Tertiary rock 

includes sandstones, conglomerate, coal deposits, and limestone. All of this overlies 

Torlesse bedrock. Non-schistose to the Northeast and semi-schistose to the Southwest.  

4. Bedrock hillside/valley – Minimal fluvial deposits where the key active process is slope 

movement. This can be further broken into bedrock categories of schistose and non-

schistose rock types.  Examples of this group are found in the Waitaki Valley and 

Hakataramea Pass. 

 

Following the desk study, field investigations were used to confirm classifications and properties 

of each category. Water presence, presence of rock, and exposed scarp faces can be good sources 

of information (Brunsden, 2004). Field investigations can also include ground testing through 

pits and boreholes in critical spots (Brunsden, 2004). However, these types of investigation were 

not used for this study due to time constraints. Instead, soil information was obtained from 

natural exposures such as stream banks. As more information is gathered the ground models can 

be developed further.  

 

3.2 Stage Two: Hazard Assessment  

The second stage involved the development of a hazards register and hazard models. The 

Mackenzie region is an intermontane basin with the Alpine Fault to the west and a broad zone of 

fault structures in the foothills to the East (Barrell, 2016). The Ostler fault runs across the basin 

(Barrell and Strong, 2010). The Waitaki region sits within the zone of faulting in the foothills 

(Barrell, 2016). Between the numerous fault structures and Waitaki river’s large watershed, there 

are many potential hazards in the study area. Key hazards identified in the hazards register 

provided the focus for this activity, including ground rupture, liquefaction, seismically triggered 

landslides, flooding, debris flow, and rockfall. These hazards were selected based on the 

information obtained in Stage One and existing geological information of the study area.   

Stage two used the information presented in the conceptual ground models to build a Hazards 

Register. The Hazards Register is a list/table identifying all the potential hazards that may occur, 

based on an awareness of known facts and information. 
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Initial hazard models were constructed using GIS software ArcGIS pro.  These are essentially 

susceptibility models, indicating the presence of hazardous ground conditions, without any 

statement of hazard magnitude or frequency of events.  Each model was developed through the 

creation of feature layers in the software. The approach taken for each hazard varied based on 

the level of knowledge and the approaches discussed in literature. 

The purpose of constructing hazard models is to highlight hazards and constraints in the area as 

well as identify relatively low risk sections (Brunsden, 2004; Shilston and Brunsden, 2005; 

Sweeney, 2017). In the context of Meridian’s fibre optic network, this approach helped identify 

sections of the existing network that are more exposed to geohazards. 

Ground Rupture 
Fault structures are well documented in this study area (Barrell and Strong, 2010; Barrell, 2016; 

Litchfield et al, 2013;) as well as multiple technical reports provided by Meridian (Macfarlane and 

Gillon, 2020; URS, 2008a; URS, 2008b; Zachariasen et al, 2001). Therefore, soil type, fault style, 

directionality, moment magnitude, and rupture length were taken into consideration to 

determine the locations that may be impacted by ground rupture.  

Liquefaction 
Guidelines provided collectively by the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE), 

the Earthquake Commission (EQC) and the Ministry of the Environment (MfE) were followed for 

the liquefaction hazard assessment (MBIE, EQC and MfE, 2017). It is designed for regional scale 

assessments and hence considered appropriate for use here. Both global and localised 

assessments would be impractical for the study area. The approach was broken into three levels 

of detail, as follows:  

• Level A: identified areas where liquefaction is unlikely. This was screened by looking at 

the soil age, ground water depth, and shaking hazard to determine locations unlikely to 

suffer liquefaction (Table 2.1).  

• Level B: used information such as geomorphology (from Stage One) to identify where 

liquefaction is possible.  

• Level C: would use site specific testing and because none is available, was not used in this 

study.  
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Table 3.1: Criteria for a Magnitude (M) 7.5 earthquake event (Atlaf et al., 2021). 
 

 
Type of soil deposits 

A Liquefaction Vulnerability category of 
Liquefaction damage is unlikely can be assigned 
if either of these conditions are met: 

Design peak ground 
acceleration (PGA) for the 

500-year intensity of 
earthquake shaking 

 
Depth to 

groundwater 

Late Holocene age 
Current river channels and their 
historical floodplains, marshes and 
estuaries, reclamation fills 

< 0.1 g > 8 m 

Holocene age 
Less than 11,000 years old 

< 0.3 g > 6 m 

Latest Pleistocene age 
Between 11,000 and 15,000 years old 

< 0.3 g > 4 m 

 

Seismically Induced Landslides 
The approach taken for seismically induced landslides was based around earthquake magnitude. 

The average M for each potential fault rupture was used to determine the maximum area 

seismically triggered landslides may occur within and the likely density distribution within this 

area. This approach stems from the global synthesis of earthquake–induced landslides by Keefer 

(1984; 2002) and a similar analysis of New Zealand landslides by Hancox (2002). Observations 

from the landsliding triggered by the 2016 Kaikoura Earthquake were taken into account as well 

(Massey et al, 2018).  

Some materials are more susceptible to earthquake-induced landsliding, such as weak rock, rock 

with prominent discontinuities, residual and colluvial sands, loess, granular alluvium, and 

granular deltaic deposits (Keefer, 1984). However, earthquake induced landslides may still occur 

in any material, on steep or shallow slopes and typically in materials that have not failed 

previously (Keefer, 1984). Both area of landsliding and landslide size has shown to be dependent 

on Magnitude in previous New Zealand earthquakes (Hancox 2002; Keefer, 2002;). 

Debris Flow 
The limited information on debris flows in the study area resulted in very high-level susceptibility 

models being developed. The debris flow model was constructed using the topographic and 

imagery data collected in Stage One. Potential source areas were identified, and the topography 

was used to outline the potential flow path of a debris flow.  Debris flow source material was 

identified by large colluvial deposits and highly fractured bedrock.  
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Rock Fall 
As with debris flow, the limited information on rockfall in the study area meant that very high-

level models are necessary. The rock fall model was constructed using the topographic and 

imagery data collected in Stage One. Potential rockfall source areas were identified with a focus 

on bedrock outcrops and exposed bedrock faces. Talus slopes and boulder trains were used to 

indicate locations of previous rockfall activity. Cable buried downhill of rockfall source was 

deemed exposed to rockfall hazard.  

Flooding 
Flood models of the bigger river systems were provided by Meridian and district councils, as were 

dam break flood models. There was little information regarding smaller drainage systems and 

tributaries. Therefore, the models for flooding in these systems were constructed using the data 

collected in Stage One and reports on historic flooding and should therefore be considered high 

level models.  

 

3.3 Stage Three: Cable Testing 

To understand risk and fragility, information on and understanding of cable performance was 

first gathered. This was done through simple lab testing in the University of Canterbury 

Mechanical Engineering Materials Laboratory.  Displacing the cable under a constant strain rate 

to determine the ultimate deformation and tensile loads the cable can withstand before physical 

failure.  
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10. Chapter 4: Ground Model Development 
 

The objective of the initial phase of this study was to develop a number of conceptual ground 

models that described the variety of ground conditions along the fibre optic cable route. An 

Engineering Terrain Evaluation approach has been used to construct this model. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, the study area is arranged into groups using a classification scheme for the Engineering 

Terrain Evaluation (Brunsden, 2004; Kreig and Metz, 2004; Scott et al., 1973; Sweeney, 2017).  

4.1 Data Used 

The desk study phase of ground model construction used existing data from the following 

sources: 

Land Information New Zealand Maps 
Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) 1:50 000 topographic maps covering New Zealand were 

used where other data was not available (Figure 4.1). These maps indicate topographic relief with 

quantitative detail using contour lines. The detail provided by a 1:50 000 scale gave a broad 

depiction of the landforms and topographic relief of the study area.  

Digital Elevation Model 
For the Digital Elevation Model (DEM), Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data to one metre 

resolution (1m) exists for the Mackenzie Basin section of the study area, from Tekapo A to Lake 

Ruataniwha and Ōhau C (Figure 4.2). LiDAR data to 8 metre resolution (8m) also exists for the 

full extent of the study area. LiDAR is a remote sensing method that produces elevation models. 

The LiDAR data originated from Genesis Energy Ltd and is managed by LINZ. However, this 1m 

data does not cover the entire the study area. The 1:50,000 map data and 8m data had to be used 

for the remainder of the study area. This creates a variation in the quality of relief information in 

the Engineering Terrain model between the sections the LiDAR surveys covers and the remaining 

study area 

Geology Maps 
The institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences (GNS) publishes 1:250 000 geological maps 

(QMAPS) of New Zealand, with a Geographic Information System (GIS) compatible digital version 

stitching together the nationwide QMAPS. Aoraki and Waitaki QMAPs cover the full study area 

and were used in the early stages of building the ground model (Cox and Barrell, 2007; Forsyth, 

2001). The GIS version was used once the ground model was established in ArcGIS Pro. Figure 

4.3 illustrates geological map. 

GNS’ QMAPs provide sufficient geological surface information for the study area, including 

accompanying text detailing the area’s environment (Cox and Barrell, 2007; Forsyth, 2001). 
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These texts include geology, geomorphology, geological hazards, and tectonic history. Whilst a 

very useful resource, the large areas covered and the inherent variability of geology mean some 

uncertainty is expected in the maps, for example boundaries between different geologic units.  

Aerial and Satellite Imagery 
Aerial and satellite imagery, sourced from Environment Canterbury via Canterbury Maps and 

Google Earth, assisted in building a contextual understanding of the study area. Satellite imagery 

was used as the base map for the cable route drawings provided by Meridian. Therefore, this 

imagery was particularly valuable in relating the cable route data to the topographic and geologic 

data. 

Supplied Data 
Meridian provided information on the cable route via more than 200 individual drawing and pdf 

files (original drawing files property of Meridian Energy Ltd.). Each file contained a map sheet 

with the cable route overlaid. They followed a numbering system: SXXX and were separated into 

seven sections, listed below. Five of the sections contain original cable and two sections contain 

newer cable:  

 

1. Tekapo B to Pukaki (installed in the 1990’s);  

2. Pukaki to Twizel (installed in the 1990’s);  

3. Ruataniwha to Ōhau C (installed in the 1990’s);  

4. Twizel to Otematata (installed in the 1990’s);  

5. Benmore to Waitaki (installed in the 1990’s);  

6. Waitaki to Tekapo A, (or the Hakataramea Valley section), (added in 2008); and  

7. Tekapo A to Tekapo B (replaced in 2013 when Meridian transferred Tekapo power stations 

to Genesis Energy Ltd). 

 

Due to sections being installed at different times, the information for each section differs in format 

and quality. Sections covering Tekapo B to Waitaki were provided as drawing files without 

georeferencing information or Global Positioning System (GPS) data. In the oldest section, the 

cable location was recorded as an approximate distance to field markers such as fence lines and 

road edges. The accuracy of these older drawings varied spatially from ± 1 metre to ±10 metres. 

The Tekapo A to Tekapo B section was provided as georeferenced drawing files. The Waitaki to 

Tekapo A section was provided in a georeferenced pdf format with GPS data points every metres. 

The GPS data points are accurate within a 30 mm range.  
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Figure 4.1: LINZ 1:250 000 topographic map of the full study 
area.  The Meridian Fibre Optic Cable route is shown in 
black.  Inset maps are 1:50 000 topographic showing 
greater topographic detail at: (A) Tekapo Canal; (B) 
Ruataniwha Dam and Ōhau B Power Station; and (C) 

Hakataramea Pass. 
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Figure 4.2: Extent of 1m LiDAR data for Mackenzie, Canterbury (LINZ, 2015).
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Figure 4.3: Satellite imagery of study area (left) (GoogleEarth).  Geological map of the same area (right) (Cox and Barrell, 2007; Forsyth, 2001). 

10 km 
10 km 
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4.2  Data Synthesis and Model Compilation 

The process to establish the ground models consisted of data collection, initial summarisation, 

organisation through a reference spreadsheet, model construction in GIS, and field 

reconnaissance for verification.  

Data Collection and Presentation 
At an initial high level, the cable route can be broken into three sections based upon date of 

installation as outlined in Chapter 1. However, the cable route drawings received from Meridian 

broke the route down into seven smaller sections (Figure 4.4).  

1. Tekapo A to Tekapo B  

2. Tekapo B to Pukaki (Tekapo B to Waitaki) 

3. Pukaki to Twizel (Tekapo B to Waitaki) 

4. Ruataniwha to Ōhau C (Tekapo B to Waitaki) 

5. Twizel to Otematata (Tekapo B to Waitaki) 

6. Benmore to Waitaki (Tekapo B to Waitaki) 

7. Waitaki to Tekapo A (Hakataramea Valley) 

 

These sections were derived from the original three sections outlined in Chapter 1. The 

breakdown to seven sections rather than three is used throughout analysis and in the 

presentation of the results. This ensures consistency throughout this thesis.   As a result, the cable 

route will be referred to by the seven sections or by the full looped corridor at any point from 

here on.  
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Figure 4.4: Cable sections. 

 

Initial Summaries 
High level summaries of the ground conditions were compiled to gain an initial understanding of 

the cable route and the anticipated environment through which it runs. These summaries have 

been collated into Table 4.1. Spatial data including geological and topographical maps and 

information obtained during the literature review were used to inform these summaries. The 

summaries describe the soil and rock types crossed by the cable as well as any significant 

infrastructure crossings and any preliminary observations in relation to geohazards.  
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Table 4.1: High level summaries of cable route 

Section Description QMap 

Tekapo A to 

Tekapo B 

Cable follows Tekap Canal alongside Gensis Energy’s 

cables.  

 

The natural ground is hummocky lateral and terminal 

moraine deposits from several glaciations. Canal is cut 

and fill, so some sections are in native ground. Cable is 

predominantly buried in canal embankment; drops 

below batter into natural ground at a couple of locations 

 

Southern section of Irishman creek fault/Wolds fault 

zone runs parallel to cable route and intersects it 

Q8a (outwash), 

Q8t, Q4a 

(outwash), Q2a 

(outwash), Q1a 

(alluvial), Q1n 

Tekapo B to 

Pukaki 

Between Tekapo B and State Highway 8 (SH8), cable 

runs between Hayman Road and Lake Pukaki Runs 

between SH8 and lake until Meridian map sheet S776. 

Crosses underneath road to follow SH8 on the other 

side of the road. Crosses Pukaki Spillway Structure, 

Pukaki Earth Dams and Pukaki Canal Intake Gate.  

 

The natural ground is hummocky lateral and terminal 

moraine deposits from the last glaciation. Some 

outwash gravels from last glaciation. Pukaki Dam is a 

combination of fill and natural ground. Spillway 

structure is concrete.  

 

No fault structures along this section. 

Q2t, Q2a 

(outwash, 

alluvial), Q1n 

Pukaki to 

Twizel 

Cable follows Pukaki Canal embankment and crosses 

canal at SH8 bridge. At Ōhau A, cable follows penstocks 

into power station. Crosses Ōhau A Intake Road and 

follows Max Smith Drive to Twizel. Cable appears to be 

predominantly buried in natural ground. Rises into 

canal embankment to cross above infrastructure such 

as culverts (i.e., in map sheet S785). Buried in native 

ground along Max Smith drive.  

Q8a (outwash), 

Q6a (outwash), 

Q2a (outwash), 

Q1a (alluvial), 

Q1n 
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Relatively flat outwash surfaces with a few fault 

outcrops such as Mt Ostler. Canal is cut and fill so some 

locations it sits above the ground surface.  

 

Multiple strands of the Ostler Fault intercept cable 

route.                              

Ruataniwha to 

Ōhau C 

Cable crosses Ruataniwha Earth Dam and concrete 

spillway structure. Crosses spillway structure internally 

– inside gallery. Cable is buried between road and Ōhau 

Canal. At Ōhau B and Ōhau C cable drops off batter to 

enter power stations (and switchyard at C).  

 

Natural ground is contemporary alluvial deposits and 

canal is predominantly fill.  

 

No fault structures present. 

Q2a (outwash), 

Q1a (alluvial), 

Q1n 

Twizel to 

Otematata 

This cable section is the longest length, excluding 

Hakataramea Valley. Cable follows natural ground 

along SH8. Extra loop passes through Twizel Substation 

infrastructure in map sheet S804. Cable crosses 

Ruataniwha Earth Dam, Spillway Structure, and Ōhau 

Canal Intake Structure. Follows SH8 to Ahuriri River 

bridge. Follows Prohibition Road to State Highway 83 

(SH83). Skirts around Otematapaio Station paddock 

and re-joins road corridor in map sheet S823. Runs 

between SH83 and Lake Benmore. Leaves road corridor 

into Otematapaio Station, follows power lines, re-joins 

corridor at Sailors cutting (map sheet S828). Follows 

SH83 to Loch Laird Road, Otematata.  

 

Cable is buried in natural ground except at Ruataniwha 

Dam and bridge crossings. Mostly outwash gravels, fan 

deposits and post glacial alluvial deposits. Small swamp 

deposit beside SH8. Trenched into Torlesse bedrock 

Q2a (alluvial, 

outwash, fan), 

Q1a (alluvial, 

swamp), Tt, 

mMm 
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just before Ahuriri River bridge. Rock/colluvium before 

Ahuriri River and between SH83 and Sailors Cutting.  

 

Ostler Fault traces run parallel to SH8 section.  

Benmore to 

Waitaki 

Cable runs alongside Benmore spillway, across the base 

of downstream face of the dam, into power station. 

Follows Loch Laird Road to SH83 junction in Otematata. 

Cable runs up both sides of Loch Laird Road between 

Benmore and Otematata – creating a loop. From 

Otematata, cable follows SH83 between Lake Aviemore 

and the road. Crosses underneath SH83 in map sheet 

S844. Moves into foothills in map sheet S846. Returns 

to road corridor above Aviemore Dam. Wraps around 

base of Aviemore Earth Dam into power station and 

returns to road corridor. Follows SH83 to Waitaki Dam. 

At Waitaki cable runs through power station and across 

the dam – in gallery.  

 

Cable is buried in natural ground except at bridge 

crossings and at Benmore, Aviemore, and Waitaki 

Dams. Cable is buried in colluvium overlying Torlesse 

Group bedrock along Loch Laird Road. Cable route 

traverses contemporary and historic fan deposits, 

contemporary alluvial deposits, Hawkdun Group 

conglomerate, and Kekenodon Group limestone 

deposits. 

 

Cable route intersects and runs parallel to the Waitaki 

fault zone. Of note: Wharekuri Fault, Fern Gully Fault, 

and Waitangi Fault.  

Q1a (fan), Q2a 

(alluvial, fan), 

Q4a (fan), mQa, 

Pd, eMk 

Waitaki to 

Tekapo A 

(Hakataramea 

Valley) 

From Waitaki Dam, the cable runs up a gully into Glen 

Cary Station. Exiting the station, the cable follows Hayes 

Road down to Hakataramea Valley Road. Cable follows 

Hakataramea Valley Road, Hakataramea Pass Road, and 

Haldon Road until it reaches Dog Kennel Corner on SH8. 

Q1a (Fan, 

alluvial), Q2a 

(Fan, Outwash), 

Q4a (Fan), Q6a 

(Outwash), Q8a 
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Cable follows SH8 corridor for a distance before leaving 

corridor to follow transmission lines. When cable 

reaches Tekapo River it follows the true left river 

embankment upstream until it reaches Lake Scott and 

Tekapo A power station. Here it connects to the cable 

that follows Tekapo Canal – creating the cable loop. 

 

Cable is buried in natural ground except at bridge 

crossings. Native ground includes shallow bedrock 

across Glen Cary Station, historic and contemporary 

fans, contemporary alluvial deposits, tertiary rock 

including some limestone, Torlesse Group bedrock, and 

conglomerate deposits, and glacial deposits from the 

last glaciation. The terrain varies from wide alluvial 

valleys to narrow bedrock passes.  

 

The cable runs parallel to and intersects Kirkliston fault. 

It also comes in close proximity to the mapped end of 

Dalgety Fault.  

(Fan), mQa, eMk, 

Pk, Eeb, Eo, Ee, Yt 
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Reference Spreadsheet 
These preliminary summaries formed a framework with which the cable route could be examined 

in greater detail. The following typology was used to identify key details from the cable route 

drawing files and geological maps regarding surface material. Any interaction with infrastructure 

was also noted.  

 

The information was collated in an excel spread sheet, see Figure 4.5 for a sample section. The 

full spreadsheet can be found in Appendix A. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Example of spreadsheet. 
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Transition
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Assessing the detail in this manner provided a valuable reference between the cable route 

drawing files and the final ground model. In hindsight it would have been more time efficient to 

construct the GIS ground model and then collate the reference spreadsheet.  

GIS Ground Model Constructed 
The ground model was constructed using the GIS software ArcGIS Pro. First the LINZ Topo50 map 

was imported as the base layer. This was then overlain by GNS digital QMap series. Adjustment 

of the QMap layer symbology allowed areas of related geology and surface processes to be 

grouped together. For example, areas of glacial till were grouped together by the same symbology. 

From here classification groups were established based on geology, topography, and 

geomorphology.  

The cable route data obtained from Meridian was imported into the ground model. Tekapo A to 

Tekapo B data was imported as georeferenced DWG files; Waitaki to Tekapo A data was added as 

GPS data points connected by a path; and the rest of the cable data was added using fixed 

reference points on permanent structures.  

Field Work Performed 
Field work was performed to ground truth the initial ground model and to enhance the level of 

detail. This consisted of reconnaissance-level field trips to gather field observations via field 

sketches and photos. No site-specific subsurface investigations were performed.  More detail on 

the field work is outlined in Section 4.4. 
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4.3 Ground Models Produced 

The two key ground models produced express the predominant surface material (Figure 4.6) and 

the active surface processes (Figure 4.7).  

Figure 4.6: Predominant surface material. 
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Figure 4.7: Active surface processes. 
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More detailed models are presented in Appendix B. Four broad terrain classification groups were 

identified based on the predominant geological materials and processes identified in these initial 

models (Figure 4.8). These are:  

• Formerly Glaciated Terrain, 

• Glacial Outwash Surfaces, 

• Contemporary Alluvial Valleys, and  

• Bedrock Hillside/Hillside 

 

Block models for each terrain classification were developed (Figures 4.9-4.12). These terrain 

classifications group together areas of similar geology, processes, and potential hazards. The 

block models highlight the typical ground conditions encountered in each terrain along with the 

typical geohazards present. They are not accurate to a specific site or to scale but rather 

representative of the terrain as a whole. 

Key to Block Model processes and hazards: 

a: Downcutting and erosion by river/stream 

b: Erosion and undercutting of bank, may result in slope failure 

c: Rockfall  

 c*: Fractured bedrock outcrop as source area 

 c**: Blocky rock debris at base of slope, may fall, bounce, or roll 

d: Debris Flow 

 d*: Debris source area in upper catchment, colluvium and fractured bedrock 

 d**: Debris flow fan   

e: Side drainages, includes erosion and deposition processes and the hazard of flooding 

 e*: Alluvial fans  

f: Landslide 

 f*: Landslide source area, colluvium and fractured bedrock 

 f**: Landslide deposit, large volume may block valley drainage  

g: Aggradation,  

 g*: River delta, at top of glacial lakes can lead to delta slumping and tsunami 

h: Fault structure, can result in fault rupture, ground shaking and ground deformation  

 h*: Shear zone, severely fractured rock 

 h**: Back tilting, surface deformation 
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Figure 4.8: Ground model terrain groupings 
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Figure 4.9: Bedrock Hillside Block Model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

Figure 4.10: Contemporary Alluvial Valley Block Model. 
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Figure 4.11: Glacial Outwash Surfaces Block Model. 

 

Figure 4.12: Formerly Glaciated Terrain Block Model. 
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• In cable sections 1 and 2 the cable crosses ground predominantly represented by Formerly 

Glaciated Terrain (Figure 4.12).  

• Cable sections 3 and 4 travel through ground represented by Glacial Outwash Surfaces 

(Figure 4.11).  

• The northern half of cable section 5 also runs across Glacial Outwash Surfaces (Figure 4.11).  

• The southern half of cable section 5 crosses terrain represented by both the Bedrock 

Hillside (Figure 4.9) and Contemporary Alluvial Valley block models (Figure 4.10).   

• Cable section 6 is predominantly represented by the Contemporary Alluvial Valley (Figure 

4.10).  

• Cable section 7 is the longest section and therefore travels through changing terrain. The 

northern and southern lengths are best represented by Glacial Outwash Surfaces (Figure 

4.11) and Contemporary Alluvial Valley (Figure 4.10) block models. The central length, over 

Hakataramea pass, is represented by the Bedrock Hillside block model (Figure 4.9).  

 

In the Bedrock Hillside, slope movement is the biggest active process and consequentially slope 

movement is also the biggest hazard. This includes rock fall, slope was debris flow, and 

channelised debris flow. In Alluvial Valleys the biggest process is alluvial. The primary hazard is 

flooding. Flood events may be from the primary drainages or smaller tributaries. On Outwash 

Surfaces the dynamic nature of braided rivers poses the biggest hazard in the form of flooding. 

Formerly Glaciated terrain has a diverse range of environments from steep valley walls, glacial 

lakes, and hummocky ground. Whilst there are many differences in the geologic environments, 

there are some similarities that can be drawn as well. Across all geological environments in the 

study area rupture along active fault structures have the potential to be a large hazard. Figure 4.8 

delineates the terrain groupings.  The boundaries between the different terrains can have their 

own hazards as the geology and topography of the area changes significantly. A key hazard 

observed at these boundaries is debris flows. As they are sourced in bedrock and are commonly 

deposited onto shallow slopes present in Outwash Surfaces and Alluvial Valleys. Chapter Five 

goes into more detail on the potential hazards imposing on the cable, across the different terrains  

 

4.4 Field Work 

Initial field work involved a road reconnaissance around the study area. The majority of the cable 

route runs adjacent to existing roads and tracks. The reconnaissance work allowed confirmation 

or correction of the exact cable location.   Thus, ensuring the level of certainty in the location of 

the cable allowing a greater precision in delineating the exposure of the cable to various 
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geohazards. The cable route was mostly identified by yellow markers (Figure 4.13) attached to 

wooden posts, fence posts, gates, and signposts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Typical cable route marker post. 

 

More detailed field investigations followed the construction of the initial ground model. The 

primary aims of these more detailed investigations were: (1) to obtain detailed ground 

descriptions; (2) to collate additional information and confirm existing information for the 

ground model; and (3) to make observations at locations where the cable crosses key 

infrastructure.  

Field descriptions 
As identified in the ground model (Figure 4.8), the study area can be grouped into four 

classification groups. Within these groups are a range of geological materials: glacial deposits 

(till), fluvioglacial outwash, bedrock-derived colluvium, alluvial and debris fan deposits, alluvium, 

and engineered ground. Figure 4.14 indicates locations selected to be representative of each 

group. Each location was visited, sketches and photos were taken, and detailed material 

description recorded. Soil and rock descriptions followed the NZGS Field Description of Soil and 
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Rock standards, with additional geological and environmental observations made to support the 

description.  

 

Figure 4.14: Ground description location map. 

 

Glacial 

Glacial material, present in the Formerly Glaciated Terrain block model (Figure 4.12), are 

moraine and till deposits. Observed in the field deposits from the various Pleistocene glacial 

episodes are: 

Widely graded boulder clay with high fines content. The material contained large boulders, the 

largest observed was greater than 2 metres in diameter. Clasts were very angular. Chaotic and 

disordered structure with no distinguishable bedding. Low plasticity. A very small amount of 
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organic matter was observed. This is likely from grasses and pine trees growing on the surface 

(post glacial). 

Morphology is hummocky ground with large boulders scattered across the surface. Shallow 

slopes are stable under static conditions except at cuttings for roads. In these locations small 

amounts of colluvium have collected at the base indicating sheet wash, ravelling, and minor 

rockfall occurrence. Rainfall accumulates at low points creating temporary ponds. Drainages are 

small and not significant enough to carry large sediment loads.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Field photos. Exposed face of glacial moraine along Hayman Road (top). Hummocky terrain, photo taken 
from Tekapo Canal stilling basin (bottom). 

 

Given existing knowledge about the depositional environment, this is as expected. The chaotic 

structure reflects the depositional environment wherein the glacier begins retreat and dumps the 

debris along its margins. The angular material is linked to the laminar flow of a glacier resulting 

in minimal degradation of materials. Some variation between different glacial deposits can be 

expected as well. This is variation in colour, particle size and distribution, and morphology of the 
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area. This is partially due to each glaciation having different extents and behaviour. However, it 

is mostly a result of other geological processes reworking the deposits. For example, glacial 

outwash may remove most of the sands and small gravels and deposit them further away from 

the moraine. Later glaciations also rode over historic glacial deposits.  

Fluvioglacial 

Fluvioglacial material, present in the Glacial Outwash Plain block model, is the outwash material 

deposited by rivers flowing from melting glaciers. Most of the material was deposited during 

glacial retreat in the early Holocene. Observed in the field this material was: 

A sandy gravel. The material contained significantly fewer and smaller boulders than glacial 

deposits. The material was mostly cobbles, gravels, sand, and silt. Very few fines were present. 

There were lenses of predominantly sand or predominantly gravel. Material was loosely packed 

and non-cohesive. Clasts were sub angular and homogenous but there was no distinct bedding at 

the scale being observed.  

Morphology was large relatively flat plains with abandoned braided channels covering the 

surface. Some modern braided rivers occupy or carve out channels on the surface as well 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Field photo. Exposed face of outwash deposit. Photo taken along Max Smith Drive. 
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Figure 4.17: Field photo. Outwash plains with abandoned channel and active river (Photograph by Clark Fenton). 

 

What was observed in situ reflects the depositional environment. Larger boulders typically do not 

get transported very far down stream, hence the material in the outwash plains being smaller. In 

contrast, fines travel much further than gravels and sands so were likely deposited much further 

away than the sands and gravels.  

As with the glacial deposits, there will be variations between material from different glaciations. 

Different glacier sizes and melt rate impact the energy of the depositional environment. Faster 

melting and more water in the rivers created a more active, chaotic environment. This would have 

led to small variations in the initial deposits. Like glacial deposits, the older deposits have also 

had more time for succeeding processes to alter the morphology.  

Shallow Bedrock & Colluvium 

Shallow bedrock is bedrock present at, or close to, the ground surface. Bedrock-derived 

colluvium, present in the Bedrock Hillside block model and a small amount in the Contemporary 

Alluvial Valley model, is the material deposited at the base of slopes from downward slope 

movement. Observed in the bedrock was: 

Moderately weathered sandstone (greywacke) and mudstone (argillite) with small (~0.5m) 

bands of bedded chert. Strong rock with large amounts of discontinuities at the surface. 

Discontinuities spaced approximately 0.3m apart but this spacing varied from approximately 

0.8m to approximately 0.1m. Weathering more prominent along discontinuities. Inclined bedding 

present.  

Colluvium was present in large quantities at the base of slopes and on slope surfaces, interrupted 

by bedrock outcropping. Colluvium was a highly angular, poorly sorted material.  

Abandoned Outwash 
Channels 

Active River 

River Terraces 
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Figure 4.18: Exposed bedrock face, Hakataramea Pass (top). Bedrock cut face with colluvium talus, Hakataramea Pass 
Road (bottom left). Bedrock outcrop, North Kirkliston Range (bottom right). 
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Inclined bedding of bedrock indicates that extensive deformation has occurred in the past. The 

shear zone observed is likely an area of faulting. This is reinforced by the displaced bedded layers 

on either side. Colluvium travels down slope from gravity and surface water movement. 

Therefore, large amounts at the base of slopes are expected. Angularity of the material is a result 

of the short distances travelled. 

Alluvium 

Alluvial material, present in the Glacial Outwash Plain, Contemporary Alluvial Valley, and Bedrock 

Hillside block models, is the material deposited by rivers and other drainages. Observed in the 

field it was: 

Sandy gravels. There were large variations between alluvial deposits based on the age of 

deposition. Material ranged from rounded to sub rounded and the largest material ranged from 

boulders up to 0.8m to smaller gravel. Colour also varied from light grey to orange-brown. 

Structure ranged from chaotic to bedded.  

Morphology showed older river terraces from the Waitaki River. These terraces had exposed 

faces due to the active down cutting of younger tributaries.  

 

 

Figure 4.19: Historic and contemporary alluvial deposits, Fern Gully Stream (Photographs by Clark Fenton). 
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Older deposits were likely the orange coloured soil as they had been exposed to weathering for a 

longer period of time. These were also denser deposits, reflective of their age. It was these 

deposits that had smaller, rounded soil clasts. This indicates that they were deposited in a low 

energy environment. The younger deposits are the loose, grey, gravels and sands deposited in the 

active tributary channel. There was also variation between alluvial drainages observed in the 

field. For example, streams in the Hakataramea Valley appeared to be low energy with no 

evidence of large-scale flooding. Very different to the streams feeding into the Waitaki River 

which showed evidence of being able to carry large sediment loads while in flood.  

Alluvial and Debris Fan Deposits 

Fan material, present in the Contemporary Alluvial Valley and Bedrock Hillside block models, is 

the material deposited by Observed in the field it was: 

Sandy gravels. There were large variations between fan sites visited in the field. Material ranged 

from sub rounded to angular and the largest material ranged from boulders to smaller cobbles 

and gravel. Colour also varied across fans from light grey to orange-brown. Structure ranged from 

chaotic to bedded.  

Fan surfaces varied in size but had shallow slopes. The fans spread out spatially from the source 

point creating the distinctive fan shapes. The active fan visited had fast growing vegetation but 

otherwise was barren whereas the older fan surface had established vegetation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.20: Historic alluvial fan in the Hakataramea Valley. 
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Figure 4.21: Field sketch of Mackenzie Stream active alluvial fan (Sketch by Gussy Collett) (top). Older uplifted fans 
dissected by active alluvial channels, Lake Aviemore (Photograph by Clark Fenton) (bottom). 

 

As expected, the younger fans were grey in colour due to less weathering since deposition. They 

contained larger clasts and had a more chaotic structure. Clasts were more angular as well. The 

younger fan observed in the field had a steeper fan surface and is likely most of the material is 
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deposited during floods and debris flows. This is reflected in the material as their appearance 

indicates a higher energy depositional environment. 

Older fans were more orange-brown in colour due to weathering. The smaller, subrounded, and 

slightly bedded clasts reflected their deposition environment. Post glacial, they likely come from 

much larger drainages but deposited further downstream. They are also more likely deposited as 

an alluvial fan so a much lower energy environment than a debris flow fan.  

Anthropogenic Fill 

Anthropogenic fill was present across the study area. Pukaki Dam, Ruataniwha Dam, Benmore 

Dam, and a section of Aviemore Dam have been engineered out of earth material instead of 

concrete. Tekapo, Pukaki, and Ōhau Canals are also constructed out of engineered fill.  

The fill material was locally sourced from borrow pits. Therefore, in the canals, Pukaki Dam, and 

Ruataniwha Dam are comprised of disturbed glacial and outwash deposits. Benmore and 

Aviemore Dams also used locally sourced materials, likely alluvial deposits. Both dams had a clay 

core and gravel shoulders constructed out of river gravel (Barrell et al., 2009; Jones, 1965). 

Aviemore Dam also has filter and drainage layers (Barrell et al., 2009). 

There are variations in the source material as well when each structure was constructed. This has 

likely resulted in large variability in density, structure, and permeability of the anthropogenic fill.  

 

4.5 Infrastructure Crossings 

Throughout the study area, the fibre optic cable crosses 19 bridges, a large number of culverts, a 

concrete dam, intake gates and spillways, and underneath roads 64 times. It also crosses earth 

embankment dams and canals made of engineered fill material. As engineered fill is considered 

in the ground model, only infrastructure constructed out of other building material (i.e., concrete) 

will be considered in this section. At locations where the fibre optic cable crosses infrastructure 

it is no longer interacting with just the soil/rock at a depth of 1 metre. It interacts with the 

infrastructure, engineered backfill, and/or any transition zones. It is also at these locations where 

the infrastructure may be buried at a shallower depth or sit above the ground surface.  
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A spreadsheet inventory of all infrastructure was established and can be found in Appendix C. 

The inventory provided an organised and central location for all infrastructure information to be 

kept. The key types of infrastructure along the cable route were: 

• Bridge crossings 

  Upstream side 

  Downstream side 

• Culvert crossings 

  Upstream side 

  Downstream side 

• Road crossings 

  Sealed roads 

  Gravel roads & driveways 

• Dams 

Infrastructure that has been examined in the field have been identified in Figure 4.22. The 

selection of bridge crossings includes a variety of size, age, and drainage size; a culvert crossing 

was investigated; and each concrete dam was visited due to their unique designs.  
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Figure 4.22: Locations of infrastructure observed in field. Green = Dams, Blue = bridges, Yellow = culverts. 

 

Where the cable crosses infrastructure, additional protection is often provided. This may be a 

steel channel, steel pipe, pvc pipe, or existing channels or ducting. The cable vulnerability at 

infrastructure crossing varied for each location. Factors that impact the vulnerability are: 
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• Whether the cable is brought to the ground surface. For example, the cable remains 

buried and feeds straight into a gallery inside dam structures (e.g., Ruataniwha 

spillway). But, at bridges it comes to the surface and is attached to the bridge deck. 

• The protection the cable is carried in. For example, there are differences between the 

steel ducting used on bridges. Some had robust 100 mm steel pipes, but others had 

thinner steel channels that could get damaged significantly more easily. 

• The condition of the infrastructure itself. Bridge crossing are a good example of this. 

Some bridges had well engineered embankment walls, others had riprap protecting the 

embankment from scour, and some had no protection at all.  

 

4.6 Uncertainties, lessons, and challenges 

Throughout the construction of the ground models there were uncertainties within the data used 

and the models produced, assumptions were made, and challenges were faced.  

There are some inherited uncertainties in the boundary lines between different surface materials 

because of the overlapping data sources.  

The certainty of the cable route location varied for different sections.  The accuracy of the older 

drawings (Tekapo B to Waitaki) varied spatially from +/- 1 metre to +/- 10 metres. The Tekapo 

A to Tekapo B section was provided as georeferenced drawing files. The Waitaki to Tekapo A 

section was provided in a georeferenced pdf format with GPS data points every metres. The GPS 

data is accurate within a 30 mm range. More accuracy could be obtained through in the field by 

detecting the location strip buried directly above the cable. However, for the entire loop this 

would be time consuming and ineffective. Therefore, a buffer zone has been placed along the cable 

route to account for uncertainty.  

Determining the details of how to construct the ground models was challenging. In the future 

constructing the model first, after data collection, would be significantly more efficient and 

practical. Establishing inventories and spreadsheets for easy reference can be done after ground 

model construction. Establishing these first resulted in the unnecessary repetition of tasks.  

One of the biggest challenges in this stage was data compatibility. There were issues entering 

some of the cable route data into the GIS software. This challenge was time consuming to 

resolve and resulted in additional levels of uncertainty in some of the cable route data.  
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11. Chapter Five: Geohazards 
2. For the context of this study, geohazards are defined as geological processes that have the 

potential to cause disruption or damage to Meridian’s communication network. As the cable route 

is buried in the top couple of metres, the geohazards are a subset of geohazards that affect the 

near surface.  

3. A geohazard register was developed, containing a brief description of each potential hazard and 

their effect. 

4. Geohazard susceptibility and hazard models were constructed to develop an informed 

understanding of the network’s exposure to each hazard. These models are presented with the 

methodology for model construction; figures of the model output; and a discussion relating the 

cable exposure to the models. 

 

5.1 Hazard Register 

The hazard register (Table 5.1) is a collation of all potential hazards in the study area. It was 

developed from an understanding of the tectonic and geological conditions found in the study 

area. 

Table 5.1: Hazard Register 

Seismic Impact on Ground Impact on Cable 
Surface Rupture Vertical Displacement  Deformation results in cable 

damage or impacts access to 
cable 

Horizontal Displacement Deformation results in cable 
damage or impacts access to 

cable 
Ground Shaking Triggers cascading hazards No direct impact. Cascading 

hazards such as damaged 
infrastructure, liquefaction 

and landslides will have 
impact 

Liquefaction Loss of bearing capacity Particularly affects 
infrastructure foundations. 
Differential movement at 

bridge crossings etc  cable 
damage.  

Lateral Spread Increases potential 
differential movement at 

bridge abutment. Leads to 
cable damage 

Settlement Differential movement from 
settlement leads to cable 

damage 
Tsunami/Seiche Inundation downstream of major lakes Potential cable damage, 

exposure, or 
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loss/impairment of access to 
cable 

Slope Failure Rockfall Burial of cable or rock impact 
could damage cable  

Debris Flow Exposure or burial of cable 
dependant on whether cable 
crosses source or deposition 
area of flow. Impacts access 

to cable 
Landslides and Rock avalanches Burial of cable, cable damage 

or impacting ability to access 
the cable 

Dam breach 
flooding 

Inundation Exposure of cable, potential 
damage to cable 

Scour/Erosion Exposure of cable 
Aggradation Burial of cable (long term 

hazard) 
Static Impact on Ground Impact on Cable 

Storm related 
flooding 

Inundation Exposure and potential 
damage to cable 

Scour Exposure and potential 
damage to cable  

Aggradation Burial of the cable (long term 
hazard) 

Erosion Embankment scour Exposure and potential 
damage 

Slope undercutting Exposure and potential 
damage 

Slope failure  Rockfall Burial of cable or rock impact 
could damage cable  

Debris Flow Exposure or burial of cable 
dependant on whether cable 
crosses source or deposition 
area of flow. Impacts access 

to cable 
Anthropogenic Cause Impact on Cable 
Shovel Damage Agricultural Activity Cable damage 

Meridian Contractor  Cable damage 
External Contractor (Council, Waka 

Kotahi etc,) 
Cable damage 

Flooding Dam/Canal Failure Cable damage, exposure, 
burial, or loss of access all 

possible impacts  
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5.2 Hazard Descriptions 

All potential hazards have been systematically categorized as seismic hazards, static (non-

seismic) hazards, and anthropogenic hazards. Seismic hazards incorporate all hazards that stem 

from an earthquake event. Static hazards incorporate all natural hazards that are not triggered 

by a seismic event. This covers storm related events and events that occur from ongoing geologic 

processes such as erosion. The final category is anthropogenic hazards. These are not geohazards; 

they are hazards specifically caused by human activity.  

Hazard events can occur as an isolated occurrence. But more often, a hazard event will trigger 

secondary hazard events resulting in cascading hazards. These cascading hazards can last much 

longer than the initial earthquake (Fan et al., 2019). For example, a landslide dam leading to 

breach (in Figure 5.1) could happen in the days or decades after the earthquake.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: Example of a hazard cascade 
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When the event has the potential to impact the cable it becomes a hazard of concern. That impact 

may be burial of the cable, impairing access for maintenance and repair; exposure of the cable, 

increasing its vulnerability; or breakage of the cable, directly impacting the communication 

network.  

The location of impact along the cable route has a direct influence on the significance of the 

hazard. Due to the location of Meridian’s assets, hazard impact will have different degrees of 

significance for different sections. For example, if damage were to occur in the Hakataramea 

Valley the significance to Meridian’s overall communication network is notably less than if the 

same damage were to occur in the Waitaki Valley or Mackenzie Basin. This is due to the lack of 

assets along the Hakataramea Valley section of the cable (refer to Chapter One for a map of 

Meridian assets).  

Seismic Hazard - Ground Shaking 
Rapid ground acceleration from seismic waves results in ground shaking. The intensity and 

duration of the shaking is heavily influenced by the topology and geology of the area (Bird et al., 

2004; USGS, 2019).  

It was observed in the Canterbury Earthquakes that buried cables area are more vulnerable to 

co-seismic hazards than ground shaking itself (Kongar et al.,2017). However, the hazards that can 

be triggered by ground shaking do pose a direct risk to the cable. These potential cascading 

hazards include liquefaction and slope movement.  

There are locations where a cable crosses infrastructure such as a bridge or a dam. Ground 

shaking is a significant hazard for these structures as well. Larger intensity shaking or longer 

duration shaking poses a larger risk of structural damage or failure, potentially impacting the 

cable.  

There are several local and regional seismic shaking sources in the study area. Local sources are 

identified in Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2: Recognised active faults in the study area (Langridge et al., 2016). 

 

Another potential seismic source is reservoir induced seismicity (Reyners, 1988). This is the 

result of the weight of water loading bedrock and the changes in ground water pore pressure 

causing stress changes at seismogenic depths in the crust. The phenomenon was observed 

surrounding Lake Pukaki following the lake level being raised 37 metres in 1977. Seismicity 

increased within 15km from the lake, and background seismicity (beyond 15 km) decreased 

(Reyners, 1988). When the ground water level stabilised the seismicity levels returned to pre-

filling levels (Reyners, 1988).  The likelihood of reservoir induced seismicity is relatively low as 

the lake levels are controlled and ground water levels stabilised in the 45 years since the last 

event. A large change in lake level would most likely be necessary for it to become an active 

seismic source.  

Seismic records over the last 80 years shows many minor (Magnitude < 4) seismic events; less 

than 30 events with a magnitude between 4.0 and 5.0; and a single shallow magnitude 5.0 

earthquake in 1970 (Figure 5.3). However, 80 years is a short historical record and therefore not 

a strong indication of the long-term seismic hazard, especially as many of the fault structures in 

the region have relatively low slip rates and long recurrence intervals (Barrell and Strong, 2010; 

Barrell, 2016). The fault structures indicated in Figure 5.2 have the potential to produce seismic 

events with magnitudes between 6.0 and 7.4 (Barrell and Strong, 2010; Barrell, 2016; Langridge 

et al., 2016).  
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Figure 5.3: Seismic history of study area to present day (Acknowledgements to the New Zealand GeoNet project and its 
sponsors EQC, GNS Science, LINZ, NEMA and MBIE for providing this figure). 

 

Based on New Zealand seismic hazard models, the study area has a potential Peak Ground 

Acceleration (PGA) of 0.3g-0.4g for shaking hazards with a 10% probability of exceedance in the 

next 50 years. For events with a 2% probability of exceedance, the modelled PGA is 0.4g-0.5g for 

the Waitaki Valley and 0.5g-0.6g for Mackenzie Basin (Stirling et al., 2012).  

Seismic Hazard - Surface Rupture 
Surface rupture is one of the primary hazards following an earthquake event.  This occurs when 

lateral and/or vertical displacement due to fault rupture extends to the ground surface. It is most 

likely to eventuate during earthquakes with shallow hypocentres and was observed in recent 

earthquake events in New Zealand (i.e., Darfield 2010 and Kaikoura 2016) 
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Figure 5.4: Fault ruptures propagated to ground surface (Photographs by Clark Fenton). Combined ridge-rent and fault 

rupture from the 2016 M7.8 Kaikoura earthquake. Person is 1.7 m tall (left). Right-lateral offset of a buried irrigation 
pipe along the Humps fault, Emu Plain, North Canterbury. Epicentral region of the 2016 M7.8 Kaikoura earthquake. 

Tape measure is 0.5 m right). 

 

The deformation features at the surface are dependent on the fault geometry and directionality; 

fault rupture location and magnitude; and the local geologic conditions. Therefore, each fault 

within the study area is likely to have a different zone of potential deformation. For example, thick 

deposits of loosely deposited soils inhibit shear localisation that is observed in bedrock (Bloom 

et al., 2021). This results in a much wider zone of deformation in unconsolidated soils than at 

bedrock locations. Asymmetry is also common, particular in dip-slip faults. A larger proportion 

of deformation is often observed in the hanging wall (Bloom et al., 2021).  

Local fault structures have the potential to cause surface rupture impacting the fibre optic cable 

where the cable intersects the deformation zone. Within the study area there are faults with the 

potential to be a direct hazard to the network (Figure 5.2).  
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Seismic Hazard - Liquefaction 
Liquefaction is a secondary seismic hazard. It is the process where soil loses its stiffness due to 

loading. The cyclic ground motion that occurs during an earthquake is the most common 

liquefaction triggering load. When fully saturated, the rapid loading does not leave enough time 

for the pore water to drain. This results in excess pore pressure rapidly reducing material 

effective strength in granular material (Bird et al.,2004; Knudsen et al., 2000; Youd, 1973; Youd 

and Idriss, 2001). Certain soils are more susceptible to liquefaction than others. Loose, 

cohesionless, and saturated material is the most susceptible soil type to liquefaction.    

 

 
Figure 5.5: Diagram of liquefaction process (MBIE, EQC and MfE, 2017). 

 

The initial expectation is for low to no liquefaction hazard in most areas. This is due to 

consolidated, coarse gravels and a low water table covering large sections of the study area. There 

is some liquefaction risk in drainage channels, but these cover very small sections of the overall 

study area.  

Seismic Hazard - Lateral Spreading 
Liquefaction has the potential to lead to other hazards particularly, ground settlement and lateral 

spreading (Bird et al., 2004; Youd and Hoose, 1978). Lateral spreading is a hazard in locations 

where there is a risk of liquefaction combined with a sloped ground surface (Bird et al., 2004; 

Youd, 1973;). When in a liquid-like state, the ground will flow towards open space. This is most 

likely to be an issue where liquefaction occurs along the edge of drainage channels. Lateral 

spreading can cause severe damage to bridges and their abutments, as observed in the 2011 

Christchurch Earthquake (Figure 5.6). This damage is a result of the differential movement 

between the bridge deck and the embankments. 
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Figure 5.6: Lateral spreading damage to bridge and abutment following Christchurch 2011 Earthquake (Smyrou et al., 
2012). 

 

Seismic Hazard: Settlement 
Settlement is a downward movement of the ground surface. Ground settlement occurs slowly 

underneath structures due to the loading from above. Settlement can also occur in unloaded areas 

due to changes in ground water and/or vegetation. Additionally, settlement is a common hazard 

following an earthquake event (Bird et al., 2004; Youd and Hoose, 1978; Youd and Idriss, 2001). 

In a seismic context, settlement may occur from the ground shaking and/or from liquefaction 

processes. The change in stress in the ground allows loose soils to reconsolidate or settle. 

Differential settlement is a significant risk to the cable. If the foundations of structures along the 

cable route, such as bridges or dams, settle a different amount to the approach embankments 

there will be deformation at that specific location in the cable length. The photo is Figure 5.7 is 

evidence of this. 
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Figure 5.7: Differential movement between bridge deck and embankment. Photo of settlement of bridge approach 
embankment due to earthquake-triggered lateral spreading of both embankment and underlying alluvial soil, Leslie Hills 

Road, Waiau (Photograph by Clark Fenton) 

 

Seismic Hazard: Tsunami/Seiching   
A tsunami is the displacement of water from a large body (Clark et al., 2015; Kremer et al., 2020; 

Levin and Nosov, 2016). The primary triggers are: lake/seabed displacement from fault rupture; 

submarine landsliding or slumping; volcanic eruption; and landslide debris landing in the body 

of water (Figure 5.8) (Clark et al., 2015; Power and Leonard, 2016). The displaced water travels 

at high velocities as a wave until it reaches the shore. The consequential tsunami wave can be 

anywhere from centimetres to metres high. The size of the wave is dependent on the volume of 

water displaced and the geometry of the shoreline.  

A seiche is a standing wave in an enclosed or semi enclosed body of water (Cuomo, 2016). A seiche 

can be caused by a tsunami wave, earthquake related ground motion, or wind formed waves.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Diagrams of tsunami causes. Landslide trigger (left); Delta Slumping (centre); Lakebed Fault Rupture (right). 
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A tsunami hazard is present in the study area from multiple sources (Clark et al., 2015).  

• Fault rupture: Two lakes in the Mackenzie District, Lake Tekapo and Lake Ruataniwha, 

have active faults running across the lake beds (Barrell and Strong 2010; Clark et al., 2015; 

Langridge et al., 2016). Lake Aviemore in the Waitaki Valley also has an active fault 

structure running underneath (Barrell, 2016; Clark et al., 2015; Langridge et al., 2016).  

• Delta collapse (submarine slumping): Glacial rivers feeding Lakes Tekapo and Pukaki 

have deposited copious amounts of sediments at the lake heads. The collapse of these 

sediment deltas is likely to trigger a tsunami (Clark et al., 2015).  

• Landsliding into lakes: Lake Pukaki and Lake Tekapo are bounded by steep slopes at their 

Northern ends. There is a risk of these slopes collapsing into the lakes, especially in an 

earthquake (Clark et al., 2015). 

Seismic Hazard: Slope Failure 
There are five key types of slope failure: falls, topples, slides, flows, and spread (Hungr et al., 2014; 

USGS, 2004; Varnes, 1954; Varnes, 1978). Landslide classification then breaks the key slope 

failure types down further based on material (Hungr et al., 2014; Varnes, 1954; Varnes, 1978;). 

Landslides are caused when there are changes to the natural slope stability. This could be caused 

by changes in the ground water; heavy rain events; seismic loading; undercutting of the toe of the 

slope; changes in vegetation; or changes in the loading on the slope. This section looks specifically 

at seismic slope failure. Seismic slope failure may include everything from large rock avalanches 

to shallow spreads (Hancox et al, 2002; Keefer, 2002). Therefore, they can occur across a wide 

range of slope gradients (Hancox et al, 2002).  

Seismic landslides may occur anywhere, within proximity to a seismic source. Due to the large 

number of active faults in the study area, this is a prominent hazard to the cable route. Of note are 

the Ostler Fault Zone and Irishman Creek Fault Zone. These have a much higher probability of 

rupturing in the cable’s lifetime than other seismic sources. Other potential seismic sources in the 

study area are Waitangi Fault, Fern Gully Fault, Kirkliston Fault and Dalgety Fault. Steeper slopes 

such as the Hakataramea and Ahuriri Passes are more vulnerable to slides and flows. Rock faces 

are more vulnerable to rockfalls and topples. Shallower soil slopes are more vulnerable to flows 

and spreads.   

Static Hazard: Debris Flow 
A debris flow is a specific type of landslide (Hungr et al., 2014; Varnes, 1978). Commonly triggered 

by rainfall or snow melt, a debris flow consists of muddy water and soil/rock debris behaving like 

a viscous fluid mass (Glade, 2005; Iverson et al., 1997; Iverson, 2005). Debris flows are distinctive 

from both floods and other landslide types due to the interaction of soil and fluid. Instead of the 

flow being controlled by either solid or liquid mechanics, both play a role (Iverson, 1997; Iverson 
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et al., 1997; Iverson, 2005).  They carry low plasticity material ranging in size from small 

sediments up to boulders several metres in diameter (Coussot and Muenier, 1995; Hungr, 2005).  

Debris flows typically travel down valleys and fan out when they reach the wider plains or less 

commonly, they can occur on open hillslopes (Figure 5.9) (Glade, 2004; Hungr et al., 2014). 

 

  

Figure 5.9: Debris flow illustration (Nettleton et al., 2005). 

 

Debris flows are a widely occurring hazard in New Zealand. The geological and climatic setting of 

the study area has resulted in steep slopes, fractured bedrock, high rates of weathering, and 

frequent rainfall (McSaveney and Davies, 2005). Therefore, debris flows present a significant 

hazard in the study area. The cable route runs perpendicular to many drainage channels; an 

existing relief feature that debris flows commonly follow. These are vulnerable locations in the 

cable route. There is also evidence in the field of past debris flows, particularly in locations like 

the Hakataramea Pass and Ahuriri Pass. 

Static Hazard: Rockfall 
Rockfalls are specifically sourced by rock. They are most prevalent in steep mountainous regions 

(Ferrari et al., 2016). Rockfall is defined as the detachment of blocks or rock fragments from 

vertical or near vertical rock faces (Ferrari et al., 2016; Hungr et al., 2014). The material may rest 

at the base of the exposed rock face or bounce and/or roll further down slope. Bouncing blocks 

can leave significant impact damage in the ground (Figure 5.10). The size of rock is controlled by 

the geological structure.  Bedding thickness, erosion, joint spacing, and hardness all contribute.  
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Figure 5.10: Rockfall triggered by the 2016 M7.8 Kaikoura earthquake (Photographs by Clark Fenton). Limited run-out 
from a 30-m-high slope in weak sedimentary rock at Wandle Downs, Waiau, North Canterbury. The majority of the 
debris rolled or slid and does not extend beyond the base of the slope. (left). Impact craters and debris from bouncing 
boulders falling from a 200-m-high slope above Spey Stream, North Canterbury. The source area is a sub-vertical outcrop 
of fractured Torlesse greywacke. Debris extends for up to 100 m from the base of the slope. (right). 

 

The greywacke and semi schist in the study area are exposed to faulting and frost shattering. This 

has resulted in many discontinuities that provide kinematically-feasible failure surfaces in the 

rock mass. This hazard is predominantly present in steep bedrock hillside areas. Therefore, there 

are sections along the cable route that may be exposed to the hazard. These include Hakataramea 

Pass, Loch Laird Road, and the valley connecting Waitaki Dam to the Hakataramea Valley. Smaller 

rockfall hazard is also present at locations where the roads/canals that the cable route follows 

are cut through bedrock.  

Static Hazard: Flooding 
Flooding is defined in the Collins as: “usually dry land being submerged by substantial amounts 

of water”. This most commonly occurs during periods of high rainfall with rivers and streams 

overtopping their banks. Dam failure can also cause flooding, with the large dams in the Waitaki 

Valley prominent hazards in the Mackenzie and Waitaki Districts.  

A flood hazard presents in several ways. Considering the cable, the cable is vulnerable to scour 

and erosion from flooding, especially at bridge approaches. Impact by debris carried in the flood 

waters is also a potential flood hazard. Flooding can also result in large material deposition and 

long-term change to aggradation patterns in a river system.  
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Four large, braided rivers feed into the Waitaki catchment. Tekapo, Pukaki and Ōhau rivers do 

not pose a natural flood hazard as most of their flows discharge into Lakes Tekapo, Pukaki and 

Ōhau before being diverted through the canals. The fourth, Ahuriri River, typically peaks during 

spring/summer months due to snow melt and heavy rains (Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation 

Board, 2005).  

The smaller tributaries (Fox Stream, Irishman Creek, Twizel River, Sawdon Stream, Edwards 

Stream) typically peak between May and November (Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Board, 

2005). In the lower part of the Waitaki catchment the hydropower scheme dampens the 

fluctuating flow of the Waitaki River, reducing natural flood risk (Heslop et al.,2015). The 

tributaries that feed into the lower catchment (Otematata, Awahokomo, and Otematapaio rivers) 

are more likely to peak in winter/spring months due to heavy rainfall. 

Severe flooding of the Ahuriri River and Otematata River has been recorded multiple times. These 

flood events have occurred during large storm events. In January 2021 the Otematata River 

threatened to breach its flood banks during a large wet weather event (RNZ, 2021). 

As the cable route runs perpendicular to many drainages, flooding is a prominent hazard for the 

cable. Bridge, culvert, and ford crossings are all at-risk locations due to the cable’s exposure to 

flood hazard. The cable is also at risk of flood impacts where it runs downstream of dam and canal 

structures. Flooding may result in cable failure, cable damage, exposure, or burial.  

Anthropogenic Hazard 
Anthropogenic refers to human activity. This is one of the most likely hazards faced by buried 

infrastructure. It is most observed as damage by tools or machinery being used in the vicinity of 

the cable. Some key examples include landowners digging on their property; council or 

government contractors working on roads or other buried infrastructure; and geotechnical or 

earthworks for construction projects.  

Anthropogenic damage is a major risk to the Fibre Optic network and has caused damage in the 

past (Haugh, pers. comm., 2021). Of biggest concern are farmers/locals in the Hakataramea and 

Waitaki Valleys; contractors for external parties such as district councils, Waka Kotahi, Chorus, 

and Telecom; and contractors for Meridian. This is a hazard that could occur anywhere along the 

cable route and thus a hazard model would be ineffective. It is also an incredibly localised hazard 

and consequently a fast and simple repair is usually possible. Therefore, the impact of the hazard 

is expected to be small, provided it can be accessed and repaired promptly. 
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5.3 Hazard Models 

Hazard susceptibility models were constructed to provide an informed understanding of the fibre 

optic network’s exposure to each hazard. Developed as GIS layer files, the models were built to be 

used individually or layered to represent a multi hazard event.   

Extensive hazard modelling was not undertaken for every hazard identified because of limited 

information, the information being identifiable in models for other hazards, or the hazard not 

being location specific.  

Examples of hazards that have not been modelled include: Lateral spreading which becomes a 

potential hazard when there is a potential for liquefaction coinciding with sloped or unsupported 

ground; Erosion which has the potential of occurring in loose soils within potential flood zones; 

and Anthropogenic hazards as there is the potential for anthropogenic damage to occur anywhere 

along the cable route.  

The hazards that have been modelled are: 

• Ground rupture/deformation, 

• Liquefaction, 

• Rockfall and Landslides, 

• Debris Flows, and 

• Flooding. 

Each model was approached differently as each hazard has unique causes and behaviour. The 

following sections outline the approaches, present the models, and discuss the implications for 

the fibre optic cable.  

Ground Rupture/Deformation 
There are different levels of knowledge, research, and data across the active faults in the study 

area. The aim of the model was to determine potential deformation zones for each fault structure 

in the event the rupture propagated to ground surface. Fault location and length have been 

mapped by Cox and Barrell (2007) and Forsyth (2001) as part of GNS QMaps. They have also been 

mapped out in the New Zealand Active Fault Database (NZAFD) (Langridge et al., 2016).  

With the scale of the fault maps being used being 1:125,000, there is not enough detail to 

accurately depict fault location. Using a Fault Awareness Area (FAA) is the recommended 

approach for New Zealand research when considering faults mapped at a scale between 1:35, 000 

and 1:125,000 (Barrell et al., 2015). A FAA of ±125 metres for likely and definite faults or ±250 

metres for uncertain faults accounts for the uncertainty of the mapping and the knowledge that 

fault ruptures are not always clean lines (Barrell et al., 2015). This is an important consideration 
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when constructing the hazard maps. In a similar but more conservative approach, California’s 

Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act applies a broader 400 metre wide Earthquake Fault 

Zone (EFZ) (Bryant, 2010). For development within the EFZ detailed site investigations are 

required to identify a more accurate location of any fault traces (Bryant, 2010; Fenton, 2018). A 

FAA has been applied to the faults in the study area. This is demonstrated for the Waitaki Valley 

section in Figure 5.11.  As the mapped faults have a likely to definite level of certainty, a buffer of 

125 metres was applied on either side of the mapped fault lines.  

Existing studies, LIDAR, and aerial imagery of the Ostler fault zone provide more certainty in its 

fault trace location. There is also sufficient research, including trenching, to have a high level of 

certainty of the fault location for sections of the Waitangi Fault. The research and studies were 

publicly available studies carried out by GNS and consultancy work undertaken for Meridian. 

FAA’s were therefore not applied for the locations of these fault sections.  

Following the application of the FAA’s, additional data on the faults in the study area was collected 

to ensure a more accurate assessment of potential deformation zones could be determined (Table 

5.2) 

 

Figure 5.11: Faults and Fault Awareness Areas
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Table 5.2: Fault Details 

Fault Name1 Surface Soil Type  Fault Style Approximate 
Length 

Avg. slip 
(mm/yr) 

Approx. SED2 M3 Dip 
Dir. 

Avg. RI 
(yr) 

Ostler Fault Zone Outwash gravels, Young 
alluvial & Lake deposits, 
Engineered fill 

Loose, unconsolidated 
surface material 

R* 65 km 1.1 3.3 m 7.4 W 3000 

Fern 
Gully/Wharekuri 
Fault 

Schistose Bedrock, Tertiary 
rock, Historic alluvial fans. 
Small sections of young fan 
material 

Hard rock and 
consolidated, dense 
soils 

SS** 54 km 0.6  3.6 m 
(horizontal) 

7.2  6100 

Waitangi Fault Tertiary Rock, Bedrock 
(Schsitose to West, non-
schistose to East), 
Engineered material, young 
fan deposits 

Range of ground type Reverse – 
Oblique 
slip 

17 km 01 - 03 1-2 m 6.5 SW 6200 

Kirkliston Fault 
Zone 

Historic Fan deposits 
intersected by modern 
alluvial and fan deposits 

Predominantly older 
dense material with 
some sections of 
young loose material 

R 60 km 0.08 – 
0.11 

3.25 ± 0.25 
m 

7.3 W 26000 

Dalgety Fault Bedrock and historic fans  R 25 km - - 6.8 W 6700 
Wolds Fault Engineered material, 

Glacial deposits – Wolds to 
Tekapo, Modern Alluvial 
deposits 

 R 8 km 0.07  2.0 m - NW 28000 

1NZAFD 
2Single event displacement 
3NZSHM 2010 
*R = Reverse Fault 
**SS = Strike-Slip
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There is no specific methodology for determining the area of potential deformation. However, the 

Ministry for the Environment (MfE) has produced guidelines contained in their document: 

Planning for Development of Land on or Close to Active Faults (Kerr et al., 2003). This document 

details an approach based on Fault Avoidance Zones (FAZ). Whilst this research looks at existing 

infrastructure and ‘avoidance zones’ are typically for development and planning, the purpose 

behind an avoidance zone is relevant. The purpose is to identify the zone where potential 

deformation may occur (and therefore should be avoided in development) which is what the 

ground rupture models are also identifying. The MfE guidelines recommends adding a 20m buffer 

to either side of the fault trace (Figure 5.12).  

 

 
Figure 5.12: FAZ as recommended by MfE guidelines document (Kerr et al., 2003). 

 

This assumes symmetry in the fault rupture. However, as identified in Table 5.2, the majority of 

fault structures in the study area are reverse faults. It has been evidenced through past events 

that asymmetry is more common for dip-slip and thrust style faulting. For example, Boncio et al. 

(2018) observed a ratio close to 1:2 for a footwall to hanging wall deformation width ratio. A ratio 

between 1:3 and 1:2 was observed in the 2008 earthquake in Wenchuan, China (Yongshuang et 

al., 2013).  Langridge and Morgenstern (2019) doubled the width of the locational accuracy zone 

on the hanging wall side of reverse faults in their assessment for the Horowhenua District to 

accommodate the asymmetric deformation (Figure 5.13). 
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Figure 5.13: Avoidance zone for reverse faulting (Langridge and Morgenstern, 2019). 

 

The 2016 Kaikoura Earthquake provided an opportunity to compare real deformation 

measurements to FAZ established following MfE guidelines. Litchfield et al. (2019) followed the 

MfE Active Fault Guidelines to develop updated FAZ for the region. These new zones do not 

capture the full extent of deformation that occurred in the 2016 earthquake. It was found that an 

additional 11% of the deformed area around the Papatea Fault would be captured by increasing 

the zone width by 10 metres (Bloom et al., 2021). The geology in the Kaikoura region consists of 

bedrock of the Torlesse terrane and variable thicknesses of Quaternary deposits (Rattenbury et 

al., 2006). As the geological setting in Kaikoura is similar to the study area, these observations 

were incorporated when establishing the model.  

The following considerations were applied in developing the model (Figure 5.14 and Appendix 

D1): 

1) FAA for fault structures where the best location mapping was NZAFD and QMap series. 

2) An additional 50% allowance on the hanging wall side for reverse faults. 

3) + 20m on either side of the fault trace based on MfE guidelines. 

4) An increase to the FAZ of +10m following observations made in the Kaikoura Earthquake  

5) For comparison, a generic 500 metre fault zone was applied to all faults, based on 

California’s approach (Appendix D1). 
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6) More accurate deformation zones were applied where further research exists.  

a) Ostler fault hanging wall has ground deformations extending 400-800 metres from Ōhau 

A. Deformation in this area includes back tilting and warping (Macfarlane and Gillon, 

2020) 

b) Geophysical tests at Clearburn have indicated that there are multiple faults within the 

Ostler fault zone that have not broken the ground surface (Ghisetti, 2007; Macfarlane 

and Gillon, 2020).  
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Figure 5.14: Map of potential zones of fault deformation (detailed sections can be found in Appendix D.1). 
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The cable route crosses the Ostler, Wolds, Fern Gully, Waitangi, and Kirkliston fault deformation 

zones. It also skirts around the very tip of the Dalgety fault zone (Figure 5.14). Some of these faults 

intersect the cable more than once. Ostler Fault intersects the cable at least three times near Ōhau 

A power station and once along Pukaki Canal; Waitangi Fault intersects the cable twice at 

Aviemore Dam; and Wolds Fault zone intersects the cable twice at Tekapo A. Detailed fault maps 

illustrating these locations are presented in Appendix D1. Sites where the cable interacts with 

and intersects faults are likely to cause significant damage to the cable as all faults in this area are 

potentially capable of displacing ≥1 metre in a single rupture event. That scale of displacement is 

likely to sever, or partially break, the cable that crosses it. In the sections where the cable is 

intersected in multiple locations there is a possibility of it being severed across all those 

intersections. This has the potential to isolate Aviemore Power Station, in a Waitangi Fault 

rupture, or isolate Ōhau A Power Station, in an Ostler Fault rupture.  

The model also identifies locations where the cable runs within several hundred metres of faults. 

In these locations, whilst surface rupture is not a direct hazard, the cable will still be exposed to 

off fault deformations that may occur outside the mapped areas and cosiesmic hazards. Surface 

ruptures near the cable may also impair contractors' ability to access the cable for repairs and 

maintenance.  

How the cable is affected will be influenced by fault features. In table 5.2 single event 

displacement (SED), ground material, and approximate Return Interval (RI) were identified as 

features for all faults in the study area. The SED may impact how damaged the cable gets. Larger 

deformations are significantly more likely to fully sever the cable. These larger deformations are 

expected to occur on the Ostler, Wolds, Fern Gully, Waitangi, and Kirkliston Faults. How much 

deformation the cable can withstand is explored in cable testing in Chapter Six. 

Ground material impacts surface deformation. Rock typically has much more localised shear 

zones whilst thick deposits of loose soils may have deformation zones extending across a wider 

zone (Fenton, 2018). Separately, there is the possibility of differential movement between cable 

and soil where the cable is buried in loose soil. The impact of this is uncertain and research into 

soil – cable interaction would be beneficial. 

Finally, the RI of rupture events will play a role in how much of a hazard each fault structure 

poses. A longer RI, such as Kirkliston Fault, is less likely to rupture during the cable's life span. In 

comparison, the Ostler Fault has a shorter RI and consequentially is a greater risk to the cable. 

However, as return intervals are discussed as likelihoods or probabilities, it is not definitive that 

a fault will or will not rupture in the cable’s operating life. Therefore, all faults do still pose some 

risk to the cable route.   
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It should be noted that secondary off-fault deformations can extend hundreds of metres to over a 

kilometre from the central rupture zone. This deformation may be in the form of stepovers, 

echelon fractures, secondary faulting, cracking, warping, or back tilting (Fenton, 2018; Hornblow, 

2016; Milliner et al., 2015). The wider area of off-fault deformation has not been included in the 

initial mapping as it can be challenging to identify the full extent of potential off-fault deformation. 

The only exception is Ostler Fault near Ōhau A. Knowledge of back tilting, warping, and 

subsurface fault traces allowed a wider area of potential deformation to be noted. Off fault 

deformation is an important aspect of fault rupture to consider and, whilst it has been observed 

in previous seismic events, there are no clear guidelines on how to incorporate it into fault hazard 

modelling (Hornblow, 2016; Milliner et al., 2015). The 500 metre zone included in the model 

(Appendix D1) can encapsulate more potential off fault deformation than the area mapped 

following New Zealand guidelines. However, there is no guarantee that it captures all potential 

off fault deformation.  

Another feature that was unable to be considered when mapping out potential deformation zones 

was hidden faults. Long term surface process such as aggradation and erosion can change and 

remove evidence of historic seismic events. These processes can bury or erase fault scarps, so 

they are unidentifiable as faults (Fenton, 2018). Therefore, it is possible for faulting and ground 

rupture to occur at locations not identified in Figure 5.14. 

 The information on the Waitangi fault sections is of particularly high quality. Multiple large field 

trenches and some optical luminescence dating was performed to gather the information 

(Zachariasen et al., 2001). Ostler fault has moderate quality data. Small trenches, geophysics 

investigations, and observations of terrain features have been used to identify the fault zone 

(Macfarlane and Gillon, 2020). The remainder of the fault information was obtained from the New 

Zealand Active Fault Database (Langridge et al., 2014), New Zealand Seismic Hazard Model 

(Stirling et al., 2012), and Barrell’s (2010; 2016) reports on faulting in Mackenzie and Waitaki 

Districts. This information was low quality due to the low accuracy. This was accounted for by the 

fault awareness areas established during model construction.  

Liquefaction 
In developing the liquefaction model, the first issue to address was the scale of the study area. 

Using localised assessments, typically used for engineering infrastructure was an impractical 

approach as it required comprehensive site testing and soil analysis. Zhu et al. (2017) present 

an approach that can be utilised to model earthquake induced liquefaction. The intent behind 

this approach was to develop liquefaction mapping from widely available parameters. It has 

been successfully applied in specific instances in New Zealand for liquefaction mapping on a 

national scale (Crawford-Flett et al., 2022). Using global information means that the effect of 
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local geology and geomorphology is overlooked and the level of detail in the parameters is 

limited. Due to the uncertainties involved in such a wide scale approach, it is a much less 

appropriate approach for a New Zealand regional scale study.  

Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE), the Earthquake Commission (EQC), 

and the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) have produced a guideline: ‘Planning and 

engineering guidance for potentially liquefaction-prone land’. These guidelines are 

specifically for use in regional planning and developments. Therefore, it is a much more 

appropriate approach to apply the liquefaction guideline for this study area. It utilises 

geological, hydrogeological, and geotechnical data to perform a liquefaction assessment. 

The more appropriate regional application of the processes outlined in the guidelines led to 

it being selected as the best approach for a liquefaction assessment of the study area.  

Figure 5.15 summarises the approach presented by MBIE, EQC, and MfE.  

 

 

Figure 5.15: Summary of MBIE, EQC, and MfE approach (Atlaf et al., 2021). 

 

For this model, the first two levels of detail (A and B) were applied. As identified in Figure 5.16, 

this is undertaken by a basic desktop assessment followed by a calibrated desktop assessment.  
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To provide a greater level of detail, a more in-depth subsurface investigation would be required 

at a greater spatial density.  

 
Figure 5.16: Summary of level of details for liquefaction assessment (MBIE, EQC and MfE, 2017). 

 

 

For Level A the screening criteria in Figure 5.17 was applied. Soil deposit information was taken 

from the ground model, PGA was determined using the New Zealand Transport Agency Bridge 

Manual (NZTA, 2013), and ground water depth was inferred from research by Cooksey (2008).  
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As Figure 5.17 is specifically for M 7.5 earthquake events, PGA was scaled using a Magnitude 

Scaling Factor (MSF) proposed by Idriss and Boulanger (2008): 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =  6.9𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
−𝑀𝑀𝑤𝑤
4 − 0.058        [1] 

      

 

Figure 5.17: Level A screening criteria (MBIE, EQC and MfE, 2017). 

 

Level B was a calibrated desktop assessment. Calibration was done through a small number of 

subsurface investigations. These investigations provided a more comprehensive and qualitative 

understanding of soil conditions and water presence below ground level. Existing bore records 

and well site monitoring was used for the calibration. No additional field work was performed for 

this level. The records, obtained from ECan, are in Appendix E. 

The liquefaction hazard model for the full study area is presented in Figure 5.18. More detailed 

sub sections can be found in Appendix D2. 
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Figure 5.18: Liquefaction hazard model for fibre optic communication network. 
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Due to large coverage of bedrock and old (pre-Holocene) reworked soils (Figure 4.6) combined 

with a low water table in many areas, a large portion of the study area has an unlikely liquefaction 

hazard (pink features in Figure 5.18). Areas where liquefaction damage is possible, but low, 

include younger glacial outwash deposits with a shallow water table, such as south of Lake 

Ruataniwha, and active alluvial plains, such as the Ahuriri River flood plain (blue features in 

Figure 5.18). In these areas there is the possibility for small lenses of deposits that have a higher 

proportion of sands and silts. These lenses would be more prone to liquefaction however overall, 

they are small deposits which would require more detailed testing to identify. Overall, the 

liquefaction hazard for the fibre optic cable is low.  

If liquefaction were to occur on flat ground along the cable route the impact to the cable is likely 

to be minimal. However, if the liquefaction is combined with an infrastructure crossing the 

potential differential movement is likely to damage the cable. Lateral spreading stemming from 

liquefaction also has the potential to deform the cable.  

This is because the model construction is determined by the quality of information available. The 

regional scale of the study area resulted in minimal site-specific testing. A high density of field 

testing is necessary to progress the model further than Level A or B and improve the data quality..  

Lateral Spreading 

The lateral spreading hazard was not modelled. Lateral spreading is challenging to model as there 

are multiple factors involved (Atlaf et al., 2021) including topography, depth of liquefaction, 

height of exposed faces, and shaking intensity.  

It is important to acknowledge that when liquefaction occurs in or near inclined ground there is 

the possibility for lateral spreading to occur. This is important as lateral spreading causes 

significantly more damage to buried cables than liquefaction alone (Kongar et al., 2017).  

Taking all this into account, lateral spreading is likely to cause the biggest risk to the cable route 

at drainage crossings where liquefaction is more likely and the ground is sloping. This would 

apply at bridge crossings where lateral spreading of approach embankments has the potential to 

cause serious damage to the structure and differential movement across the cable length. 

Settlement 

This hazard has not been modelled due to the complexity and need for site specific information 

to accurately model.  
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Tsunami/Seiche 
 Tsunami and seiche hazard in the upper Waitaki have already been investigated. Clark et al. 

(2015) identified potential sources and the potential size and distribution of tsunami/seiche 

waves in the Mackenzie District lakes. Key findings from that study are included in the discussion.  

The size of a tsunami caused by landsliding, or delta collapse is variable based on the volume of 

material displacing water. Clark et al. (2015) determined potential landslide triggered waves 

could range from 0.5 to 25 metres. Lakes Ōhau, Pukaki, and Tekapo are all at risk of tsunami 

waves triggered by landslides or delta collapse.  

Tsunami triggered by fault rupture is a hazard specific to lakes lying on top of a fault structure. 

Clark et al. (2015) determined potential tsunami wave heights >3 metres in Lake Ruataniwha and 

2-3 metres in Lake Tekapo.  

There is a lot of variability in this hazard as tsunami waves have multiple potential sources and 

factors that control wave height and extent. Cable located downstream from any of the lakes in 

the study area are exposed to this hazard. Any of the lakes may be impacted by seismic seiching 

in the event of an Alpine Fault or regional earthquake event. Aviemore, Tekapo, and Ruataniwha 

Lakes all have fault structures running underneath the lake beds. Therefore, the risk of tsunami 

waves due to fault rupture is linked directly to the Waitangi, Irishman Creek, and Ostler faults.  

The biggest hazard appears to be from landsliding or delta slumping as it triggers the largest 

wave.  Poses the biggest risk to cable route sections downstream from Lakes Tekapo, Pukaki, 

and Ōhau.  

Seismic Slope Failure 
There are several approaches for modelling seismic landslide hazard (Allstadt et al., 2018).  

However, most use local or site-specific data that was unavailable for this study. Therefore, the 

approach taken was a more straightforward approach that required less detailed data. The 

approach was based on earthquake magnitude. The product was a very high-level series of maps 

denoting the maximum area within which seismic landsliding may occur. 

A map was developed for the five fault ruptures in the study area: 

• Irishman Creek Fault Zone 

• Ostler Fault Zone 

• Waitangi Fault  

• Kirkliston Fault  

• Dalgety Fault 
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The average magnitude for each potential fault rupture was used to determine the maximum area 

seismically triggered landslides may occur within. This approach is based on Keefer’s (1984; 

2002) global synthesis of earthquake induced landslides and Hancox et al.’s (2002) New Zealand 

synthesis. 

Keefer (1984) established an empirical relationship between magnitude and landslide arial 

extent for seismic events where 5.5 < M < 9.2: 

Log10 𝐴𝐴 = 𝑀𝑀 − 3.46(±0.47)        [2] 

Hancox et al. (2002) established a similar relationship based on New Zealand specific data: 

log10 𝐴𝐴 = 0.96(±0.16)𝑀𝑀 − 3.7(±1.1)       [3] 

 

Table 5.3: Potential areas of cosiesmic landsliding based on Hancox et al. (2002) and Keefer (1984) modelling. 

 KEEFER HANCOX 

Fault M Fault 

Length 

Landslide 

extent 

(Km2) 

Width from 

fault (Km) 

Landslide 

extent 

(Km2) 

Width from 

fault (Km) 

Waitangi 6.5 17 692 41 347 20 

Ostler 7.4 65 8710 134 2535 39 

Irishman 

Creek 

7.0 28 6467 124 1047 37 

Kirkliston  7.3 60 6918 115 2032 34 

 

Following the 2016 M 7.8 Kaikoura Earthquake Massey et al. (2018) inventoried the resultant 

landslides and landslide dams. Thousands of landslides were recorded across an area 

approximately 10, 000 km2 (Massey et al., 2018). However, all the large landslides occurred 

within 2500 metres of surface rupturing faults and the density of landslides was three times 

greater within the same 2500 metre zone (Massey et al. 2018). This may be due to weaker, more 

fractured rock near the fault zone and/or due to high frequency shaking rapidly decreasing with 

distance from the fault (Massey et al., 2018).  

Between the lower values from Hancox et al. (2002) and the observations in Kaikoura, the 

assumption was made that the global model was an over prediction for New Zealand geological 

conditions. The calculations based on Hancox et al. (2002) data were therefore used. An 

additional dashed line was added to the models 2500 metres from the mapped faults. This is 
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reflective of what was observed in the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake. Figure 5.19 expresses the 

modelled areas of potential landsliding for the full study area. Break down by individual seismic 

event can be found in Appendix D3. 

 

Figure 5.19: Model of Cosiesmic landsliding hazard for fibre optic communication network. 
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The cable interacts extensively with the area of potential co-seismic landsliding for every fault 

rupture modelled (Figure 5.19). All except Irishman Creek fault have the cable entering the zone 

of high-density landslide activity. This high-density area has a much greater possibility of the 

cable being impacted by a co seismic landslide because of significantly more landslide activity.  

Impact by a co-seismic landslide may be the loss of access for maintenance and repair purposes. 

If a landslide were to occur across the cable route, full severance of the cable is very possible. The 

cable may also be buried by landslide debris. This would impair access to the cable.  

Within the mapped area of potential slope failure there are several other factors that may also 

influence the landslide distribution (Massey et al., 2018). These include: 

• Ground acceleration and ground velocity, 

• Slope, 

• Elevation, and 

• Geology 

 

Geology would impact the landslide type. For example, greywacke was observed to be the typical 

source material in debris avalanche landslides in the Kaikoura Earthquake (Massey, 2018). 

Discontinuities in the rock source control the debris size. Slope has some control over the style of 

landsliding. Cliffs, cut faces, and other near vertical rock features are more likely to produce 

rockfall; steep slopes are more likely to result in rock/debris slides and rock/debris flows; and 

shallow slopes are more likely to experience flows and spreads. Elevation has some impact on the 

energy of a landslide. A more elevated source area will result in higher energy and more 

destructive landslides that may have longer run out distances.  

Debris Flows 
Limited information on debris flow hazard in the study area meant that susceptibility models 

were constructed rather than detailed hazard maps.  

Construction of these models was based on topographical maps, aerial photos, satellite imagery, 

and field reconnaissance.  

Debris flows consists of three key zones: the initiation or source area; the transportation zone; 

and the zone of deposition (Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.20: Debris flow zones (Rubensdotter, 2020). 

 

Potential source areas were identified first. Significantly fractured bedrock, as is present across 

bedrock slopes in the study area, is more susceptible to erosion processes resulting in the 

production of large quantities of sediment (McSaveney and Davies, 2005). Sediment build-up in 

the wall and floors in the upper parts of catchment valleys are a primary source material for 

debris flows (Glade, 2005). Colluvium on open slopes is a source material for open-slope debris 

flows.  

Geomorphic features were then observed through desk-based study and field reconnaissance. 

This was used to identify 

• Potential channels, and therefore locations that may be more susceptible to channelised 

debris flows.  

• Historic debris flows in the field. Numerous features in the field were used to assist with 

this, including looking at lobes, lateral levees, boulder trains, boulders too large to be 

carried by flood flow alone, deeply incised channels, and steep fans with poorly sorted 

angular material (Coussot and Meunier, 1995; Jakob, 2005). 

 

Potential source areas were mapped out in ArcGIS Pro and the cable route down slope from the 

source areas was identified as being exposed to the hazard (Figure 5.21). Sub sections can be 

found on Appendix D4.  
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Figure 5.21: Susceptibility model for debris flows in the study area. 
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Debris flows posed the biggest hazard in Bedrock Hillside terrain, for example the Hakataramea 

Pass is highly susceptible to debris flows (Figure 5.21). They also posed a hazard around the edges 

of Contemporary Alluvial Valley and Glacial Outwash Terrains, where they transitioned into 

Bedrock Hillside. Whilst the source would be in the Bedrock Hillside, the deposition zone can 

extend into other terrains. A primary example of this would be along the edge of Lake Benmore 

(Figure 5.21).  

The model identifies cable lengths that are highly susceptible to channelised debris flows (dark 

red) and sections that may be exposed to slope wash debris flows (orange). As channelised debris 

flows can involve large differential movement between the flow and the stationary ground, the 

bright red indicates cable lengths that may be impacted peripherally by channelised debris flow. 

A debris flow may damage, expose, bury or impede access to the fibre optic cable. The potential 

impact on the cable depends on which zone of the debris flow the cable intersects and the 

characteristics of the individual flow. Intersecting the flow in the source or transport zone is more 

likely to damage or expose the cable. In the deposition zone, the cable is more likely to be buried. 

There is also the potential for the cable to be indirectly impacted by a debris flow. This would 

occur if the access to the cable is damaged or buried by a debris flow. Each debris flow can behave 

differently regarding velocity, material, volume, run out etc. Each of these would affect how 

severe the impact to the cable is.  

Evidence of historic debris flows were predominantly channelised debris flows. Therefore, 

channelised debris flows were focused on for the construction of the susceptibility model.  

A high-level approach was taken for the debris flow assessment. This was determined by the 

information readily available. The exact path a debris flow may take and where it’s deposition 

zone may be is unpredictable.  Therefore, decisions were made on a more conservative basis. 

More detailed field investigations could be undertaken in the future to aid in determining 

occurrence probability and estimate magnitudes (Jakob, 2005). However, this was deemed 

unnecessary and inefficient for the scope of this project.  

Rockfall 
Limited information on rockfall in the study area meant that rockfall susceptibility models were 

constructed rather than detailed hazard maps. Rockfall occurs from rock outcrops, cliffs, and near 

vertical cut faces.  Therefore, elevation data was put into ArcGIS Pro and the slopes mapped out 

(Figure 5.22). As identified in Chapter Four, 1m resolution LiDAR only exists for small sections of 

the study area (Figure 4.2). Eight metre (8m) resolution DEM data was used for the rest of the 

study area (Geographx, 2012). This elevation data was then converted into a slope model for the 

study area.  
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Figure 5.22: Slope model for study area. 

 

From the slope model, locations where slope angle was 45-90 degrees were identified. Other 

locations, not picked up because of the 8m accuracy of the DEM, are at cuttings for road/canal. 

These were identified in the field with support from aerial imagery.  

Figure 5.23 identifies locations where rockfall may pose a risk to the fibre optic communications 

network. More detailed sub sections of the cable route are in Appendix D5. 
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Figure 5.23: Cable exposure to potential rockfall. 
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Natural outcroppings and steep slopes were present near the Ōhau A intake; along Loch Laird 

Road to Benmore Dam; in the valley the cable travels through from Waitaki Dam to Hakataramea 

Valley; and in the Hakataramea Pass. For the locations of Ōhau A and Hakataramea Pass, the 

potential source areas are far enough away from the cable route to be unlikely to impact the cable. 

Rock fall in these slopes, particularly Hakataramea Pass, could however add debris to drainages 

increasing the risk of debris flows during heavy rain events. The potential source areas along Loch 

Laird Road and in the valley connecting Waitaki Dam to Hakataramea Valley are very close to the 

cable route. Consequently, they are more likely to be a larger hazard.  

In addition to natural source areas, one of the largest source areas of rockfall are man-made 

cuttings for roads and canals. Key locations where they are evident include: Hakataramea Pass, 

Loch Laird Road, and Mt MacGregor. The height of the source area has the potential to affect the 

impact a rockfall has on the cable. This is due to the energy of falling material being related to 

height of fall. A shorter fall will have less energy and thus rockfall will have a smaller talus apron.  

All bedrock material was considered suitable for rockfall provided the slope angle was steep 

enough. This is due to the highly fractured nature of both the Greywacke and Semi-schist in the 

study area. As seen in the field (Chapter Four), existing debris in observed talus slopes were small 

– with maximum size ranging from approximately 5 cm to approximately 20 cm. Larger blocks 

(>1metre) were observed along Loch Laird Road. This indicates that, while most of the rockfall 

debris is small, there is the possibility that larger blocks could come down.  

 The 1m resolution DEM data had a high level of quality and therefore accuracy. In comparison 

the 8m resolution DEM data was of significantly lower accuracy. Consequentially there were 

areas that were missed by the 8m resolution DEM data that had to be supplemented by field 

observations and satellite imagery. Of note was smaller outcroppings and cut faces. These 

features were typically missed due to their small size. 

Flood 
Flood modelling can be broken into two distinct categories. Dam break and storm related 

flooding. Meridian had existing models of dam break inundation. This accounted for Sunny and 

Rainy-Day failures of each dam in the hydro power scheme as well as failures at several points 

along Pukaki and Ōhau Canals. Mackenzie District Council also has inundation maps, these were 

used for Tekapo Canal which is not owned by Meridian (Opus, 2015). Rainy Day failure is 

presented in Figure 5.24. 

The second set of flood maps is for storm related events. For these events the models constructed 

were susceptibility models not detailed hazard models. Mackenzie, Waitaki and Waimate District 

Councils have all mapped flood inundation zones for the flooding of their major rivers (Fauth, 
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2020; Waimate District Council, 2014; Waitaki District Council, 2020) (Figure 5.25). This included 

the Hakataramea, Otematata, Ahuriri, Ōhau, Fraser, Pukaki, and Tekapo Rivers. There was no 

existing information on any other drainages in the study area. Therefore, flood susceptibility for 

all the tributaries and feeder streams was mapped using topographical data, historical events, 

aerial imagery, and field observation (Figure 5.26).  

Topographical data was from the NZ Topo50 series and the small quantity of 1 metre resolution 

LiDAR available for the study area. Historic flood events have been recorded in media, particular 

newspapers such as the Otago Daily Times, RNZ, Stuff, and the New Zealand Herald. Field 

observations (Appendix F) looked specifically at infrastructure at stream crossing. Observations 

made included debris in the channel, bridge/culvert condition, and embankment condition. 

The data was used to make an informed judgement on the land susceptible to inundation if a 

drainage were to flood.   
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Figure 5.24: Rainy Day dam break analysis for full study area. 
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Figure 5.25: Flooding of primary drainages. 
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Figure 5.26: Susceptibility map for flooding of tributaries. 
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Sections from Tekapo A to Ōhau C and from Benmore Dam to Waitaki Dam are severely impacted 

by dam break flooding. This is to be expected as these sections are downstream of the hydro 

power scheme infrastructure.  

The cable intersects drainages at locations around the entire cable loop. Therefore, it is 

susceptible to inundation at numerous locations along its length. The impact of flooding may 

differ based on the interaction the cable has with the drainage. The drainages in Waitaki Valley 

differ significantly from those in the Hakataramea Valley. Field observations indicated that the 

Hakataramea Valley drainages have a much lower energy that the Waitaki Valley drainages. This 

indicates that flood events are likely to on a much smaller scale in the Hakataramea Valley. 

Drainages in the Hakataramea Pass are very different. This is because they are in Bedrock Hillside 

rather than Contemporary Alluvial Valleys. The cable interaction with the drainages occurs much 

higher in the catchment. Therefore, the amount of water in the catchment is significantly less than 

in the valleys. In the Glacial Outwash Plains, drainages are large, braided rivers and streams 

carrying large sediment loads.  The Waitaki Valley and Glacial Plains appear to have the greatest 

vulnerability to flood hazard.  

The cable may be broken or exposed (from scour) when exposed to flooding. It is most at risk of 

breaking where it crosses infrastructure. With the cable being fixed to the infrastructure, any 

flooding or scour around the embankments may result in differential movement. This would put 

large amounts of stress across the cable and may lead to failure. Exposure of the cable would not 

be as serious a consequence for the cable. However, it would still increase the risk of damage to 

the cable because of future hazards.  

 The dam break maps were constructed by a professional engineer for Meridian, and it is assumed 

they are of good quality. The quality of district council maps varied between the three councils. 

Some were based on aerial imagery and historic events and therefore only slightly better quality 

than the tributary susceptibility maps created.  
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12. Chapter Six: Cable Testing 
 

Cable testing was undertaken to obtain an understanding of how the fibre optic cable performs 

under differing levels of strain, and to determine the ultimate strain accommodated before 

failure.  Determining the fragility of the cable provides insight into the consequences of each 

hazard.  Fragility is defined as the probability of reaching or exceeding a specific damage state 

during a geohazard event.  Integrating geohazard knowledge (magnitude-frequency) and system 

vulnerability or fragility allows the development of fragility functions, i.e., the probability of a 

given level of damage occurring based on the likely ground response under differing geohazard 

events.  Each geohazard event has a different ground response or likely ground deformation 

(Chapter Five).   

For example, rockfall is likely to result in localised impact. With the cable buried one metre deep 

the impact will likely be dampened by the soil for most rockfall cases. The exception would be 

high energy rockfall, from high source area or seismic activity, with larger blocks volume may 

leave an impact crater deeper than one metre. Differential movement including fault rupture, 

debris flow, lateral spreading, and settlement would put the cable under tensile loading.  

Deposition from rockfall, debris flow, and flooding aggradation may result in crushing of the 

cable, dependant on the volume of deposition. 

The communication network consists of four different fibre optic cables.  The first three (Section 

1.2) are: a 12 core Pirelli cable installed in 1998; a 24 core Pirelli cable installed in 2013; and a 24 

core non Pirelli cable installed in 2008.  In addition, a lighter strength flexible Pirelli cable is used 

to feed into power stations.  

Prior to installation, the manufacturers ran tests, following international standards, to confirm 

the stated cable specifications.  These tests highlighted the cable performance for crush, impact 

resistance, fluid penetration, bend radius and tensile loading (Table 6.1) (McKeown, 1996).  The 

maximum tensile loading supplied by the manufacturer is the maximum allowable during 

installation (McKeown, 1996). 
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Table 6.1: Cable specifications as given by manufacturer. 

Test Test Standard Conditions Related Geohazard 

Short Term Crush IEC 794-103C 2.2 kN/100mm  

Long Term Crush IEC 794-103C 1.0 kN/100mm Deposition zone of 
debris flows, Rockfalls 

and Landslides  
Impact Resistance IEC 794-1-E4 100g from 1 m height Rock Fall 

Fluid Penetration IEC 794-1-FS No water flow at 1m 

head 

Flooding  

Bend Radius* IEC-794-1-E11 20x cable diameter N/A 

Tensile Loading* IEC 794-1-E1 2.7 kN over a 50m 

length 

N/A 

*Relevant to installation not operation 

Cable specifications provided by manufacturers do not include information on how much strain 

or deformation the cable can handle before failure.   The biggest impact not explicitly covered by 

manufacturer specifications is the maximum tensile loading.  Therefore, tensile testing was 

explored.   

 

6.1 Approach to Testing 

Meridian provided cable for testing.   This was excess cable remaining from the initial network 

installation, now used for maintenance purposes.  Approximately 10 metres of 12 core Pirelli 

cable, 10 metres of 24 core non Pirelli cable, and 10 metres of lighter strength Pirelli cable was 

provided.  Testing was performed at the University of Canterbury (Mechanical) Engineering 

Laboratory.  

Laboratory testing of the cable was not considered in the original scope for this research.   

However, in order to develop an understanding of system-wide risk, it was considered necessary 

to develop an understanding of the cable fragility.  As it was not a main focus of this research, 

there were some constraints on the testing programme.  Limits on the time available for testing, 

availability of laboratory space, and the requirement to design and construct some of the test 

apparatus meant that the testing programme was rather limited. 

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has a series of international standards for 

testing fibre optic cable properties including two for tensile strength testing (IEC 60794-1-21-E1; 

IEC 60793-1-31:2019).  The IEC 60794 tensile test is specifically a type test for manufacturers.  

This would be an updated version of the IEC 794-1-E1 test run by the manufacturers of Meridian’s 
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fibre cable.  It is performed over 50+ metre cable lengths with specific tensile load and strain rate 

dependant on if the test is being performed for installation tensile load or operation tensile load.  

For this standard the cable is supposed to withstand test conditions and not reach failure.  It is 

not an appropriate approach for this research as the focus of this research is to determine the 

point of failure.  The IEC 60793 standard is more relevant to this research.  It sets out a 

standardised testing method where a uniform stress or strain is applied across the cable until it 

breaks.  The applied stress or strain is increased at a constant rate.  It is intended for cables with 

a higher median fracture strength which was unknown for Meridian’s cable and the testing was 

supposed to be undertaken in a temperature and humidity controlled environment which was 

not possible with the available laboratory facilities. Therefore, it was not entirely appropriate 

given the constraints of resources.   

The key concepts of the testing detailed in IEC 60793-1-31, uniform stress or strain applied across 

a length of cable until failure, played a key role in designing the cable testing.  A simple uniaxial 

tension test was designed.  A 0.4 metre length of cable was gripped by two hydraulic wedge grips 

(Figure 6.1).  Once gripped and locked into place, a uniaxial tensile load was applied through the 

cable.  Initial tests had a load applied at a strain rate of 2.5 mm/s and a grip pressure of 90 Bar.  

The strain rate of 2.5 mm/s was considered too slow, so a follow up test was run with a strain 

rate of 10 mm/s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Initial test apparatus. 
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There were challenges with this set up, which are discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.  The key 

take away was that the testing did not reflect field conditions.  In the field the cable would 

continue either side of where it was being deformed.  Therefore, new grips (Figure 6.2) were 

designed to be more reflective of field conditions.  

Key features of the new design included: 

• A longer grip length - to spread the confining grip over a longer length of the cable, 

• A hole to feed the cable through - so the cable could continue for a length after the loaded 

section,  

• Ribbed grip section – to remove any slippage between the cable and the grip, and 

• Different diameter grips - for the different sized cables: 14mm and 10mm. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Grip design for 3D printer. 

 

The new grips were 3D printed out of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) filament. It was 

trialled in the test apparatus and the design readjusted.  The first grips were oriented incorrectly 

and were not strong enough to withstand the pressure from the hydraulic grips.  This was 

corrected by rotating the tongue 90° and printed to increase crush resistance.  Figure 6.3 shows 

Cable grip 

Ribbed edge of grip 

Hole for loose cable to 
continue beyond loaded 
length 

Tongue – gripped by 
hydraulic grips on 
apparatus 

5 cm 
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two of the redesigned grips.  The final set of tests were run with a strain rate of 5mm/s over a 

cable length of 0.3 metres. The shorter length was due to machine constraints.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Adjusted grips (yellow and white) and original grip (black). 

 

6.2 Results 

Output from the testing consisted of force-displacement data, video recording, and observations 

made of the cable before and after testing.  Section 6.2 presents data from the testing that has 

been processed through a MATLAB file to produce plots.  Observations are incorporated into 

Section 6.3.   

Initial Tests 

In the initial testing, failure consistently occurred around 2800 N.  

Final Tests 

Final tests were performed with the redesigned cable grips.  Figure 6.4 expresses the Force-

Displacement results from the three tests performed on the 12 Core Pirelli Cable.  

5 cm
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Figure 6.4: Pirelli Cable Testing results (3 trials). 

 

Figure 6.5 expresses the Force-Displacement results from the three tests performed on the 24 

Core Non Pirelli Cable. 

A B 

C 
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Figure 6.5: Non-Pirelli Cable Testing Results (3 trials). 

 

The results of the Non-Pirelli Cable Test 1 (Blue line) were disregarded as there was slip between 

the cable and the grips. 

 

A is the zone where displacement and deformation of the cable is elastic or reversable.  

B is the zone where the displacement or deformation if the cable is plastic or permanent.   

C is the zone where necking, narrowing of cable diameter in a localised spot, occurs. This follows 

the point of peak loading (D) and leads to physical failure of the cable. 

 

 

 

 

D 
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6.3 Discussion 

Initial testing demonstrated a much poorer performance compared to the tests with the 

redesigned grip.  It was observed that failure in the initial tests was predominantly occurring 

because of slipping between the outer armouring of the cable and the inner components of the 

cable (refer to figure 1.4 in Chapter 1 for cable cross section).  In the field, the cable would 

continue beyond the section that was under strain.  It would also be confined due to being buried.  

Therefore, this differential movement between the cable components would not be possible.  

Extending the cable beyond the grips was done to minimise differential movement between 

layers across the cable so that other failure modes could be observed.  The final testing showed 

no discernible differential movement at the ends of the cable.  However, in one of the final tests 

plastic deformations in the form of bunching was observed.  This was only evident in a single test.  

This may indicate some degree of differential movement between the armouring and internal 

components, implying that it was deforming differentially within the localised area but not over 

the full cable length.  

In the final tests with the redesigned grips, necking failure was observed in the cable (Figure 6.6).  

This was to be expected due to the ductile properties of the armouring.  

 

 

Figure 6.6: Necking Failure on Fibre Optic Cable. 

 

The maximum tensile loads prior to failure were low across all the tests.  They were marginally 

better in the final tests compared to the initial tests.  The initial tests had an ultimate load of 2.8 

kN and the final tests had a final average force of 4.7 kN for the 1998 Pirelli cable and 3.3 kN for 

the 2008 non Pirelli cables.  This indicates that the adjustments to the cable testing set up made 

a difference.  It also shows that the older cable, which has been used from Tekapo B to Waitaki, 

can handle marginally higher tensile loads than the younger cable which has been used from 

Waitaki to Tekapo A.  These differences are very small, and the ultimate loads are not much 

15 
mm 
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greater than the maximum tensile load supplied by the manufacture for installation which was 

2.7 kN.  

Due to limitations in the testing set up, the strain rate was in the order of mm/s.  Geohazard events 

such as debris flows or fault rupture, two of the most prominent geohazards the cable is 

potentially exposed to (Chapter Five), have much larger strain rates. Debris flows can exceed 10 

m/s (Iverson, 2014).  The strain rates for fault rupture are expressed as mm/yr for the fault 

systems in the study area (Table 5.2).  However, most of that deformation occurs at exceptionally 

high strain rates, in the order of km/s, during a seismic event. Only a small amount of strain is 

accommodated by aseismic movement.  Therefore, the magnitude of strain rate in the cable 

testing is reflective of slow strain deformations which may be the result of geohazards such as 

settlement or creep. 

The displacements observed in the laboratory tests were in the order of millimetres. All 

geohazards the cable is exposed to (Chapter Five) can occur at magnitudes in the order of 

centimetres, metres or, in the case of large debris flows, kilometres.  This indicates that the cable 

would not withstand displacements of the scale that may occur in a geohazard event.  It should 

be noted that in testing, the cable sample was fixed on both ends by grips but in the field, it is 

anticipated that differential movement between the cable and soil may impact the displacement 

and strains experienced by the cable.  Further testing and exploring the relationship between 

cable and soil would enhance this understanding.  

The testing run was simplified due to time and resource constraints.  Therefore, the testing 

provided more value from a qualitative perspective.  The quantitative data should be considered 

indicative for the purpose of characterising the cables.  Several improvements could have been 

made to the tests and additional tests could be run to enhance the data collected if time permitted. 

Test results do not enable determination of whether the fibre itself was damaged prior to armour 

failure or if it was damaged at all.  There is also no way to determine if there was degradation of 

transmission prior to failure.  The testing was explicitly looking at physical failure of the cable 

and not internal failure of the cable signal.  The fibre optic industry has tools that they employ to 

run regular diagnostics on fibre optic cables (F.O.A, n.d.).  These tools could be utilised in future 

testing to provide accurate information on the performance of the fibre optics inside the cable. 

For example, the Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (ODTR).  An ODTR sends a pulse wave of 

light down the fibre cable and receives back-scattered and reflected light (F.O.A., n.d.).  Using basic 

wave mechanics, the machine can determine the exact location light is reflected or back scattered.  

Therefore, it can determine the exact location a break occurs.  ODTR devices are used on 

Meridian’s fibre cable as part of a routine inspection to observe overall cable performance.  A 
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simplifier form of the ODTR is the Optical Break Locator.  This uses the same concept as an ODTR 

however, is considered more user friendly and does not require special training (Blackbox, n.d.).  

This would provide details of location of failure as well as identifying any degradation of signal 

prior to failure and it would specifically look at failure of the optical fibres themselves.  

Future testing with a specific focus on testing cable performance for field conditions would 

provide more information on cable resilience and performance.  This testing could explore the 

use of ODTR equipment; shear testing for situations where the cable is being deformed across a 

fixed surface such as a boulder corner or bridge deck; or what is happening at the cable-soil 

interface.  All would provide additional and valuable insight.  
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13. Chapter Seven: Discussion and Conclusions 
 

Meridian Energy rely on a fibre optic communication cable for automated control of their 

hydropower assets in the Upper Waitaki Valley and Mackenzie Basin. Without this 

communication cable, Meridian Energy cannot control their power stations from their central 

control room in Wellington and would require local operators to man the six power stations.   

This study was undertaken to determine the vulnerability of Meridian Energy’s buried 

communication network to geohazards. As part of this the cable route and the ground it was 

buried in were assessed to develop ground models and terrain block models. Key geohazards in 

the study area were identified and the susceptibility or risk they pose to the communications 

cable was modelled. Tests were run on the fibre optic cable to get an understanding of cable 

fragility and displacement limits.  

 

7.1 Discussion 
Identifying and modelling the geohazards the fibre optic cable is exposed to and ascertaining 

cable properties such as fragility, collectively provide the necessary information to begin 

understanding the risk and vulnerability of the cable network. Whilst a risk assessment was not 

performed as part of this study, the key inputs necessary for a risk assessment were collated. A 

risk assessment places complex geological processes into a quantifiable format and this makes it 

comparable to anthropogenic risks (Sweeney, 2017). Presenting data in a risk based format is a 

more effective way of  communicating the implications of complex geological and geotechnical 

information (Sweeney, 2017). 

The information collected on geohazards in Chapter Five included discussions on the type and 

magnitude of ground deformation for hazard events as well as the potential interaction between 

each hazard and the fibre optic cable. The assessment of cable properties in Chapter Six included 

limits on displacement, crush, and impact. This information can be used to apply thresholds to 

each geohazard event. In turn, thresholds provide an understanding of the potential effect a 

hazard may have on the fibre optic cable and whether a geohazard event will result in damage to 

the cable. Understanding effect, or consequence, to the cable is one of the key factors in 

performing a risk assessment. The likelihood of the hazard event occurring is the other key factor 

needed for a risk assessment. Chapter Five includes this for hazards such as fault rupture and 

recommends further field investigations for hazards such as tributary flooding where 

comprehensive information is currently unavailable.  
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Risk to the communication network can be directly linked to the vulnerability of Meridian 

Energy’s Waitaki Hydro Power Scheme. As can the location of a geohazard event (Chapter Five).  

The network can withstand damage in a singular location without any impact on communication 

or scheme operation (Chapter One). However, the impact of multiple breaks in the cable is 

dependent on the location those breaks occur. Hazard impact will have different degrees of 

significance for different sections. For example, if damage were to occur in the Hakataramea 

Valley the significance to Meridian’s overall communication network is notably less than if the 

same damage were to occur in the Waitaki Valley or Mackenzie Basin. This is due to the lack of 

assets along the Hakataramea Valley section of the cable (refer to Chapter One for a map of 

Meridian assets). 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Cable significance map 

Low significance Multiple failures may occur in this section with no impact to the 
scheme operation 

Moderate significance Single or multiple failures may impact single aspect of scheme i.e., 
cable up to Ōhau A intake 

High significance Multiple failures impact multiple aspects of scheme  
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It is still important to be aware of the risk to low significance cable sections as, whilst damage to 

these sections does not directly affect scheme operation, it does leave the scheme more 

vulnerable through the loss of the continuous loop. Damage elsewhere on the cable, even a 

singular break, could directly impact operation of the scheme if the cable is not repaired quickly 

enough.    

Therefore, resilience of the scheme is tied up in two factors. How significant the damage is to 

overall operation, as discussed above. And the rate contractors can repair the cable in. This is 

dependent on their ability to mobilise rapidly i.e. tools, cable, and manpower on hand. It is also 

dependant on the ability to access the cable rapidly. A couple of factors would impact this 

including distance from centre of operations i.e. Hakataramea Valley is several hours drive from 

Twizel; condition of roads i.e. a storm event may make fords on Hakataramea Pass Road 

impassable or rockfall on Loch Laird Road may impede access to cable near Benmore Dam.  

 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
This section outlines recommendations for further research into geohazards within the study 

area and recommendations for improvements that Meridian can consider to the resilience of their 

communication network.  

• First and foremost, it is recommended to utilise the information collated in this study to 

perform a comprehensive risk assessment for the communication network. This would 

provide valuable information regarding the network and enable Meridian Energy to 

identify what hazards their communication network is most vulnerable to.  

 

• Further investigation, including comprehensive site-specific testing, could be used to get 

more accurate geohazard information.   

o Comprehensive ground testing would increase the liquefaction models to a Level 

C or D (refer to Chapter 5 for context).  

o Hydrological modelling for catchments of tributaries would provide hazard 

models rather than just susceptibility models 

o Field testing and more comprehensive field reconnaissance for rock fall and 

debris flow hazards. In turn it is recommended to collate the necessary data to 

turn the susceptibility models into hazard models. 

 

• Running hazard event scenarios. For example, exploring the cascading impacts of a 

specific magnitude fault rupture on the Ostler fault or of a particular rainfall event. This 
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would provide a greater understanding of how the various hazards present in this specific 

study area interact.  

 

• Further cable testing  

o The testing that was performed did not guarantee that the fibres inside the cable 

broke at the time of cable failure. There is the possibility they broke or degraded 

prior to the failure point being reached. An Optical Time Domain Reflectometer, 

used by contractors to check cables for signal degradation, should be used to 

identify fibres that break. This could more accurately identify the threshold for 

fibres to break and thresholds for there to be degradation in signal.  

o Observing the interaction between soil and the cable when the soil is deforming 

would be insightful. There is a distinct possibility the cable may move 

differentially to the soil particles, especially in loose soils. Exploring what happens 

in that interaction could provide useful information on the impact different 

geological material may have on cable deformation. 

o Another recommendation for cable testing is to develop shear tests for the cables. 

The cable may go around the edge of a large boulder (most likely in Formerly 

Glaciated terrain) or travel across the edge of a structure such as a bridge deck . 

Any differential movement could put the cable under shear stresses. Obtaining 

thresholds for shear stress would be beneficial in understanding what may 

happen to the cable.  

 

• Improving the resilience of the cable 

o The section of cable between Waitaki and Tekapo A has storage pits with 30m 

coils of cable strategically placed along the route. This improves the response time 

for repairs due to material being readily accessible. There is no evidence of these 

storage pits being installed at such frequent intervals along the Tekapo A to 

Waitaki section. The drums of cable stored in Twizel is the nearest accessible 

spare cable for this section. Adding cable pits along the older parts of the cable 

route would aid in reducing repair time. Consideration could also be given to 

adding longer lengths of cable to the pits between Waitaki and Tekapo A as well. 

This would ensure material is prepared for hazard events that take out long 

sections of cable such as earthquake induced landslides.  

 

o Identify alternate access routes to reach the cable after an event. Hazard events 

are not going to target the cable specifically. Roads and farm tracks may be cut off 
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by damage from the same hazard. It is strongly recommended to construct a plan 

for when damaged cable sections are inaccessible.  

 

7.3 Conclusions 
Some of the key aspects of the research are summarised in this section. 

Ground Models (Chapter Four) 
The communication network is a loop that runs across the Mackenzie Basin, down the Waitaki 

Valley, and up the Hakataramea Valley to connect Meridian’s assets in their Waitaki hydropower 

scheme (Chapter One). Within this study area the cable route runs across four distinct terrains: 

Formerly Glaciated, Glacial Outwash Plains, Contemporary Alluvial Valleys, and Bedrock Hillside. 

These terrain groupings have distinctive geology, geomorphology, and active surface processes.  

Formerly Glaciated Terrain consists of layers of glacial deposits on top of tertiary rock and 

greywacke bedrock. The ground surface is hummocky and the soil at the surface has a disordered 

structure.  

Glacial Outwash Plains consist of layers of glacial outwash deposits from four glaciations on top 

of tertiary rock and greywacke bedrock. The glacial deposits are less chaotic and predominantly 

sand and gravels sized. The surface is relatively flat with abandoned channels and modern 

braided rivers reshape some of the surface.  

Contemporary Alluvial Valleys are controlled by rivers. Tributaries deposit alluvial fan material 

from the bordering ranges and debris flows deposit colluvial fans. Upstream, the controlling river 

down cuts into rock whilst downstream alluvial material is deposited on top of Tertiary 

sedimentary rock and greywacke or semi-schist bedrock.  

Bedrock Hillside are dominated by slope movement processes. Erosion and frost shattering 

provide colluvial materials for rockfalls, slides, debris flows etc. Alluvial processes down cut into 

the bedrock to form the valley. Small alluvial deposits can be found in the valley, but the 

predominant geology is greywacke or semi-schist bedrock covered by a colluvium layer.  Some 

features are present across all models. For example, fault structures are present across the entire 

study area.  

Geohazards (Chapter Five) 
The hazard analysis identified all potential geohazards based on the geology and active surface 

processes. Numerous potential geohazards were identified in the risk register including ground 

rupture, liquefaction, lateral spreading, seismic slope failure, static rockfall, static debris flow, 

flooding, and dam break flooding. 
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Models were constructed in ArcGIS Pro to visualise the cable’s exposure to each hazard. The level 

of detail of the models varied dependant on the level of detail of the input data. Therefore, the 

product of this stage was a combination of susceptibility models and hazard models.  

Fault structures were identified across the entire study area, noting that the Ostler Fault poses 

the biggest hazard to the Mackenzie section; Fern Gully and Waitangi structures pose the biggest 

hazard to the Waitaki Valley; and the Kirkliston fault poses the biggest hazard to the Hakataramea 

Valley. The cable is most vulnerable where it intercepts the potential deformation zone of a fault 

structure.  

Co-seismic slope failure is more dependent on distance to fault than slope angle or any geology. 

Therefore, this is directly related to location of fault structures and because there are several 

significant active faults distributed over the study area, co-seismic landslides are a hazard across 

the entire study area as well. The model indicates an area of potential slope failures. Within that 

area, the cable is more vulnerable to debris avalanches and rockfalls where it crosses steeper 

slopes and more vulnerable to shallow slope failure such as lateral spreads where it crosses 

shallow slopes.  

Liquefaction potential was determined to be unlikely across most of the study area. There are 

very small pockets, mostly in streambeds and riverbeds, where liquefaction may be possible but 

low. The hazard of lateral spreading is directly linked to liquefaction. This is probably most 

relevant at bridge abutments at the edge of drainage channels. 

Rockfall was mapped out as susceptibility models based on bedrock outcrops and cut faces. It is 

most prevalent in Bedrock Hillside as they have more outcrops, steeper slopes, and plenty of 

rockfall source material.  

Debris flows were also modelled as susceptibility models. The models indicated that debris flows 

are prevalent in Bedrock Hillside, contemporary alluvial valleys and along the margins of outwash 

plains. The debris flows are more likely to be channelised debris flows that follow existing 

drainage channels. 

The flood modelling was broken into three groups. Sunny and Rainy Day dam break analysis 

already existed. This identified location at risk of inundation from failure. These areas are 

downstream of dam structures and don’t interact with the cable route except for downstream 

from Benmore Dam. Models of the larger rivers in the study area were provided by District 

Councils in their District Plans. Flooding of these drainages could impact the cable at Ahuriri River 

bridge and alongside Tekapo River. The third set of flood models were susceptibility models for 

all the smaller tributaries in the study area. The construction of these models was based on 
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imagery, field reconnaissance, and historic events.  This is a significant hazard for the cable as it 

exists at every bridge and culvert crossing. There are notably more drainage crossings in the 

contemporary alluvial valley and bedrock valley areas. As the Bedrock Hillside are located higher 

up in the catchments, the flood volumes are likely to be less than in the alluvial valleys.  The cable 

vulnerability is linked to the design of the bridge embankments. Except for the dam break 

analysis, the other flood models were susceptibility models due to the lack of hydrological data 

for the smaller water courses in the study area.   

Tsunami and seiche hazard has been briefly discussed in this study but models were not 

constructed for it. There is the potential for waves up to 25 metres from delta slumping or 

landsliding and the potential for much smaller waves (up to 3 metres) from lakebed fault rupture. 

Cable downstream from lakes Tekapo, Pukaki, Ōhau, Ruataniwha, and Aviemore is most at risk 

from this hazard. 

The final hazard considered was an anthropogenic hazard (damage from human activity). This 

was not modelled as it could occur at any location along the cable route. A hazard caused by local 

farmers, contractors etc. It is however the most likely hazard to occur to the cable and has 

occurred in the past. 

Individual hazards are not the biggest concern for the cable route, however. An event that triggers 

multiple hazards is more likely to have a much larger impact on the communication network. 

Therefore, consideration towards cascading hazards is very important to keep in mind.  

Cable Testing (Chapter Six) 
Cable testing explored how the cable performed under a tensile load applied at a constant strain 

rate. The intention was to ascertain strain, load and deformation limits the cable could withstand. 

The testing indicated maximum tensile loads were 4700N for the cable used from Tekapo A to 

Waitaki and 3300N for the cable used from Waitaki to Tekapo A when a strain rate of 5 mm/s.  

The strain rate can be related to lower strain geohazards such as settlement and it is anticipated 

that cable performance would decrease at higher strain rates. The displacement the cable could 

withstand prior to failure was significantly less than the differential displacements that may be 

observed in geohazards the cable is exposed to. The tests run were high level and simplified due 

to time and resource constraints. Therefore, further analysis of cable performance should be 

undertaken before using the results as hard quantitative information. The testing gave good 

qualitative insight into how the cable might perform under loading which allowed for qualitative 

boundaries to be used in the risk assessment workflow. 
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Appendix A
Ground Model 

Spreadsheet



Drawing Number Infrstructure Crossings Filter #1 Filter #2 Filter #3a Filter #3b
SGC\CYG-S750
SGC\CYG-S751
SGC\CYG-S752/004 Back of TekA station Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S753/005 Both* Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S754/006 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S755/007 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S756/008 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S757/009 Both Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S758/010 Culvert Both Soil Alluvial 
SGC\CYG-S759/011 Natural Soil Glacial/Alluvial
SGC\CYG-S760/012 SH8, Canal access rd, Irishman creek Natural Soil Alluvial 
SGC\CYG-S761/013 Irishman creek access rd Both* Soil Alluvial 
SGC\CYG-S762/014 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S763/015 Both* Both Greywacke
SGC\CYG-S764/016 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S765/017 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S766/018 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S767/019 Engineered*
SGC\CYG-S768/020 Under base of TekB Penstocks, Natural Soil Glacial

Drawing Number Infrstructure Crossings Filter #1 Filter #2 Filter #3a Filter #3b
SGC\CYG-S772 Boat ramp rd, culvert 8830 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S773 culvert 8830, 8550, 7822 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S774 culvert 7822, 7106, 6460 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S775 culvert 6460, 7588, 5412, gravel rd Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S776 culvert 4410 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S777 SH8 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S778 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S779 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S780 Gate 19 Natural Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S781 Gate 19 Both X Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S782 Pukaki canal rd, gate 18 Both X Soil Glacial

Drawing Number Infrstructure Crossings Filter #1 Filter #2 Filter #3a Filter #3b
SGC\CYG-S783 Gate 18 Both X Soil Glacial
SGC\CYG-S784 Culvert 9267, SH8, SH8 bridge Natural Soil Glacial/Fluvio X
SGC\CYG-S785 culvert 7040 Natural X Soil Fluvio/Alluvial X
SGC\CYG-S786 culvert 4113, 4158 Natural Soil Alluvial
SGC\CYG-S787 Natural Soil Alluvial
SGC\CYG-S788 culvert 2690, 9669, fraser bridge, cros Both* X Soil Alluvial
SGC\CYG-S789 culvert 9669, fraser bridge, crosses GleBoth* Soil Alluvial 
SGC\CYG-S790 Natural* Soil Fluvio/Alluvial X
SGC\CYG-S791 Natural* Soil Fluvio/Alluvial X
SGC\CYG-S792 Pukaki canal rd, Ohau A penstocks, subBoth X Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S793 pukaki canal rd natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S794 natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S795 Ostler rd natural Soil Fluvio

Drawing Number Infrstructure Crossings Filter #1 Filter #2 Filter #3a Filter #3b
SGC\CYG-S796 canal bridge, rth dam Both* X Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S797 Ohau B stn, alongside penstocks Both* X Both X Fluvio Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S798 Ohau B stn, alongside penstocks, culveBoth X Both X Fluvio X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S799 culvert 5657, 5014 Engineered* Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S800 culvert 4118 Engineered* Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S801 Engineered* Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S802 Ohau c stn, access rd Both X Soil Fluvio

Drawing Number Infrstructure Crossings Filter #1 Filter #2 Filter #3a Filter #3b
SGC\CYG-S803 SH8 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S804 SH8 x2, Twz sub stn, old iron bridge rdNatural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S805 Identical to 796
SGC\CYG-S806 Culvert to Kellands ponds, gravel side Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S807 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S808 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S809 culvert c-7 natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S810 culvert c-8, c-9, c-10 natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S811 culvert c-11, c-12, c-13 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S812 culvert c-15, c-16 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S813 culvert c-17 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S814 Natural Soil FLuvio
SGC\CYG-S815 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S816 culvert c-18, c-19, c-20 Natural Soil Fluvio
SGC\CYG-S817 culvert c-21, c-22, c-23, c-25 Natural Both X Swamp/Fluvio X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S818 culvert c-26, 9313, 8964, 8191, followsNatural Both X Alluvial Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S819 SH8, Ahuriri bridge Natural Soil Alluvial

Tekapo A to Tekapo B

Twizel to Otematata

Ruataniwha to Ohau C

PukkPPukaki to Twizel

Tekapo B to Pukaki



SGC\CYG-S820 Natural Soil Alluvial X
SGC\CYG-S821 culvert 4472, 4253 Natural Soil Alluvial
SGC\CYG-S822 Natural Both X Alluvial Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S823 Natural Both X Fan X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S824 Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S825 Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S826 Culvert 894, 403 Natural Both X Fan X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S827 SH83 Natural Rock X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S828 Natural Both X Alluvial X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S829 SH83, Otematapaio bridge Natural Soil Alluvial
SGC\CYG-S830 Natural Both X Alluvial Greywacke
SGC\CYG-S831 Natural Rock Waitangi Coal Measure
SGC\CYG-S832 culvert 3727 Natural Rock Waitangi Coal Measure
SGC\CYG-S833 Natural Both X Fan Waitangi Coal Measure
SGC\CYG-S834 Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S835 Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S836 Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S837 Loch Laird Rdx2 Natural Soil Fan

Drawing Number Infrstructure Crossings Filter #1 Filter #2 Filter #3a Filter #3b
SGC\CYG-S838 Up spillway, pwr stn, switchyard, Both X Rock X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S839 Otematata substn, loch laird rd Natural Both X Fan X Greywacke X
SGC\CYG-S840 Otematata river bridge Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S841 Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S842 Parsons rock creek brisdge Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S843 Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S844 SH83 Natural Soil* X Fan
SGC\CYG-S845 SH83 (same crossing as 844) Natural Soil X Fan Conglomorate
SGC\CYG-S846 Natural Both* X Fan Conglomorate
SGC\CYG-S847 SH83, avie pwr house Both X Both* X Fan Conglomorate
SGC\CYG-S848 Avie pwr house, sub stn Both X Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S849 Natural Soil Fan/Alluvial
SGC\CYG-S850 Awakohomo bridge Natural Soil Fan
SGC\CYG-S851 SH83, Waitaki pwr stn, Waitaki dam Natural Soil Fan

Drawing Number Infrstructure Crossings Filter #1 Filter #2 Filter #3a Filter #3b
CYP-S801 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S802 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S803 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S804 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S805 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S806 Natural Soil Fluvio/Alluvial x
CYP-S807 Natural Soil Fluvio
CYP-S808 Natural Soil Fluvio/Alluvial x
CYP-S809 SH8 Natural Soil Fluvio/Alluvial x
CYP-S810 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S811 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S812 SH8 at Sawdon Stream Natural Soil Alluvial/Fan x
CYP-S813 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S814 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S815 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S816 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S817 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S818 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S819 Natural Soil Alluvial/Fan x
CYP-S820 Natural Soil Fan/Alluvial x
CYP-S821 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S822 Mackenzie River bridge Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S823 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S824 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S825 Natural Soil Alluvial x
CYP-S826 Natural Soil Alluvial x
CYP-S827 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S828 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S829 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S830 Natural Soil Alluvial/Fluvio x
CYP-S831 Natural Rock Greywacke
CYP-S832 Natural Both Fan Greywacke/Eyre
CYP-S833 Natural Rock Eyre group
CYP-S834 Ford Natural Rock Eyre group
CYP-S835 Ford Natural Rock Eyre group/greywacke
CYP-S836 Ford Natural Rock Marine sandstone
CYP-S837 Ford Natural Rock Greywacke
CYP-S838 Natural Rock Greywacke
CYP-S839 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S840 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S341 Natural Soil Fan

Benmore to Waitaki

Waitaki to Tekapo A



CYP-S342 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S343 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S344 Natural Soil
CYP-S345 Natural Soil
CYP-S346 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S347 Grampian Stream bridge Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S348 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S349 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S350 Gorman Stream bridge Natural Soil Fan/Alluvial
CYP-S351 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S352 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S353 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S354 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S355 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S356 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S357 Mckays stream bridge Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S358 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S359 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S360 Deadman stream bridge Natural Soil Alluvial/Fan x
CYP-S361 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S362 Station stream bridge Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S363 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S364 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S365 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S366 Kirkliston stream bridge Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S367 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S368 Natural Soil Alluvial
CYP-S369 Padkins stream bridge Natural Soil Fan/Alluvial x
CYP-S370 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S371 Natural Soil Fan
CYP-S372 Natural Both x Fan Semischist
CYP-S373 Waitaki dam Natural Rock Semischist
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Appendix C 

Infrastructure 

Inventory



Power cable CYG-S819/20 Cable in steel channel, intersects power cable running upto a hut
Creek Crossing CYG-S828 1897 Clark Creek, unsure manner of crossing, crosses just before rejoinging SH83 (split after crossing SH83 to go over Sailors Cutting)
Wire access TEK-CYG-019 2288458E 5674096.55N

Gate 19/Spillway&Carpark CYG-S780/1 Cable installed in existing pit and run to gate 19 control room
Pukaki Dam CYG-S780/1 From Pit 7209 to pit 7209
Sub station CYG-S781/2 7033
Gate 18 CYG-S782/3 6819 Cable crosses gate
SH8 bridge CYG-S784 Bridge on 8909, bridge off 8765, now runs along south side of canal
Fraser bridge CYG-S788/9 Drum #10526 2159 to 1970, cable runs across Pukaki canal road and across bridge to reach WLS
Ohau A Penstock CYG-S792/3
Ohau A powerstation CYG-S792/3 Runs through inside of powerstation, likely attached to building itself, exit from stn 6181
Ruataniwha dam CYG-S796 Cable runs through duct attatched to dam
Ohau B Penstocks CYG-S797/8 Runs alongside norhtern side of Penstocks, 
Ohau B Power Station CYG-S797/8 Cable runs through power station N-S
Ohau B Substation CYG-S797/8 Enters substation, does not enter switchyard
Water pipe CYG-S801 9879 Just downstream from WLS
Ohau C sub station CYG-S802 6931 Enters substation, does not enter switchyard
Ohau C Power station CYG-S802 Enter power station sbuilding
DOC centre building CYG-S803 2276 Enters building?
ABB Building CYG-S803  Cable runs into ABB building, between SH8 and building was nothing now developed so potentially lies under parking lot etc?
Sub station CYG-S804 Runs through substation building
Switchyard CYG-S804 Runs along edge of switch yard, appears to run inside fencing (under paved surface?)
Ohau Canal Bridge CYG-S805 Cable runs through existing duct
Ahuriri Bridge CYG-S819 Run in ducting underneath bridge
Middle weigh bridge CYG-S822 3615 Assumption - cable runs beside not underneath
Otamatapaio Bridge CYG-S829 257-223, no details as to manner of attachement to bridge
Benmore Spillway CYG-S838 Runs up RH side of spillway. In steel channel as of 2011
Benmore Switchyard CYG-S838
Benmore Powerstation CYG-S838
Benmore Switchyard B CYG-S838 24 core cable, in existing 100 mm duct to Comms room, in 32mm duct to SIKA pits, in exisitng 100 mm duct to road
Otematata Substation CYG-S839
Bridge CYG-S839/40 ON 1855 OFF 2007, cable run in existing duct
Bridge CYG-S842 ON 5559 OFF 5631
Elver Eel pass CYG-S848 2890
Aviemore Powerstation CYG-S848
Awakohomo Bridge CYG-S850 ON 4633
Waitkai dam CYG-S851 Inside gallery
Waitaki Powerstation CYG-S851
Lake Scott Spillway CYP-S801 Into Takepo river
Tekapo canal intake gate CYP-S801 Lake Scott into Tekapo canal
Sawdon Stream Bridge CYP-S812 Inside steel conduit
Bridge CYP-S816 FOC inside steel conduit
Bridge CYP-S819 In steel conduit
Mackenzie River Bridge CYP-S822 FOC in steel conduit
Snow River Bridge CYP-S825 In Steel conduit
Bridge 1 CYP-S847 In steel conduit
Bridge 2 CYP-S850 In steel conduit
McKays Stream Bridge CYP-S857
Deadman's stream bridge CYP-S860
Station Stream Bridge CYP-S862
Kirkliston Stream Bridge CYP-S866
Padkins Stream Bridge CYP-S869
Tekapo B Penstocks TEK-CYG-020 Cable runs under base of penstocks 
Tekapo B switchyard TEK-CYG-020 Cable runs along edge of switchyard
Vault housing CYG-S775/6 Vault housing on either side of new section
Vault housing CYG-S775/6 Vault housing on either side of new section
Vault housing CYG-S777 3046 South side of SH8 just after cable crosses under road
Vault housing CYG-S779 2 Appears to house cable join, start of drum #10520 - 10050 to 7290
Pit CYG-S780/1 7209 Cable installed in existing pit 
Pit CYG-S781/2 7209 Cable installed in existing pit, cable runs to substation, drum #10520 - 7290 to 7033
Pit CYG-S782 6889 cable runs to Pukaki info centre, drum #10520 - 6889 to 7033
Vault housing CYG-S782/3 7033 Pukaki info centre
Pit CYG-S782/3 6580
Vault housing CYG-S784 8660 Contains 1m of cable - 8660 to 8659
Strainer CYG-S784 8394
Strainer CYG-S784/5 7395
Strainer CYG-S785 6643
Strainer CYG-S785/6 5726
Strainer CYG-S786 5591
Strainer CYG-S786 5476
Strainer CYG-S786 5273
Strainer CYG-S788 2762
Strainer CYG-S788/9 9796
Strainer CYG-S788/9 9726
Strainer CYG-S788/9 9469
Strainer CYG-S790 7463 On top of hill
Strainer CYG-S790 7389 Bottom of hill, in water table
Strainer CYG-S790/1 6965
Ohau A vault housing CYG-S792/3 4849 Passes over penstocks (at top where penstocks are underground)
Ostler Fault Pit CYG-S793 IN 4567 OUT 4515
Strainer CYG-S795 2137
Strainer CYG-S795 1883
vault housing CYG-S797/8 7025 Ohau B Penstocks
Vault housing CYG-S803 2684 IN 2684 OUT 2684 OUT 2276, 2 cables come out - 1 to DOC centre, 1 to tin shed
Joint Pit CYG-S803 2406 Twizel DOC joint pit
Vault housing CYG-S804 IN 809 OUT 4076
Vault housing CYG-S812 IN 002 OUT 10036, Start of drum #10516
Vault housing CYG-S818 IN 005 OUT 10055, Start of drum #10521
Vault housing CYG-S819/20 IN 7143 OUT 7037, at corner SH8 and Prohibition Road
Strainer CYG-S820 6464 First corner
Strainer CYG-S820 6372 At top of bank
Vault housing CYG-S824 IN 0001 OUT 3012 (Drum # 10570
Vault housing CYG-S827 IN 001 OUT 4476(Drum #10514)
Strainer CYG-S829 1336
Vault housing CYG-S830 IN 005 OUT 005 (Drum #10518) and 10231, 2 cables run from this point - 2m apart
Strainer CYG-S830 1012



Strainer CYG-S837 9399
Vault housing CYG-S837 IN 400 (cable 2) IN 10068 (cable 1) OUT 0001 OUT 4880, Up Loch Laird road, Westside of road
Joint Pit CYG-S837/9 Located between vault housing and SH83 intersection, west side of road
Vault housing CYG-S838 Out 808
Vault housing CYG-S838 At junction to visitor centre
Buried rural pit CYG-S839 Cable joint in buried rural pit Eastside of road
Vault 4 CYG-S839 At end of 2011 addition
Vault housing CYG-S839 IN 1161 OUT 1250 OUT 1290
Vault housing CYG-S842 IN 5558 OUT 5559
Vault Housing CYG-S844 IN 10000 OUT 10107
Vault housing CYG-S848 IN 2542
Vault housing x2 CYG-S848 10085 2x for dual transpower connection
Vault Housing CYG-S850 IN 4548 OUT 4548
Vault Housing CYG-S851 Just before SH83 crossing
Joint Pit CYP-S803 2305935.35E 5682969.28N
Buried pit CYP-S807 2,306,878.83E 5,678,557.61N 20m cable loop inside
Joint Pit CYP-S808 2307934.92E 5678506.12N
Buried pit CYP-S808 2308406.93E 5678535.27N 30m cable loop inside
Buried pit CYP-S808 2308499.75E 5678585.1N 30 m cable loop
Storage pit CYP-S812 2313612.52E 5677012.89N 30m loop, pit at Sawdon Stream bridge end
Joint Pit CYP-S813 2314734.11E 5676356.75N
Storage pit CYP-S816 2312796.62E 5672933.07N 30m loop inside, pit ast end of bridge
Joint Pit CYP-S819 2312970.12E 5669912.58N North of bridge
Storage pit CYP-S819 2313000.92E 5669564.32N
Storage pit CYP-S822 2312108.26E 5666349.77N 30m loop after bridge
Joint Pit CYP-S824 2309629.46E 5663340.06N 90m north of culvert
Storage pit CYP-S825 2309189.9E 5662653.72N 30m loop at bridge end
Joint Pit CYP-S834 2316490.02E 5651526.52N 11m south of culvert
Joint Pit CYP-S839 2321460.89E 5647290.61N
Storage pit CYP-S839 2322002.25E 5646302.88N loop inside unkown length
Joint Pit CYP-S844 2323591.61E 5639910.41N 43m north of culvert
Storage pit CYP-S846 2323701.42E 5637451.62N 30m loop inside
Storage pit CYP-S847 2324521.6E 5636067.06N 30m loop inside, north bridge embankment
Storage pit CYP-S850 2325042.03E 5633284.04N
Joint Pit CYP-S850 2324825.94E 5632730.6N 43m south of culvert
Storage pit CYP-S852 2325124.24E 5630538.55N 30 m loop inside
Joint Pit CYP-S855 2324287.57E 5626626.23N
Storage pit CYP-S857 2323753.61E 5623873.48N 30m loop inside SW of bridge
Storage pit CYP-S859 2322765.46E 5621292.19N 30m loop inside
Storage pit CYP-S860 2322284.16E 5620609.62N 30m loop inside
Joint Pit CYP-S860 2322245.33E 5619793.98N
Storage pit CYP-S862 2321389.32E 5617563.38N 30 m loop, SW side of bridge
Joint Pit CYP-S865 2318154.04E 5613090.63N
Storage pit CYP-S866 2317376.85E 5612403.78N 30m loop inside, Sw side of bridge
Storage pit CYP-S869 2313565.68E 5610261.82N 30m loop inside, Sw side of bridge
Joint Pit CYP-S870 2311697.51E 5609261.01N
Joint Pit TEK-CYG-004 2306462E 5685057.29N Pit with Sika cover
Wire joint & access TEK-CYG-007 2304039E 5680973N
Buried Storage Pit TEK-CYG-009 2303619E 5679121N
Buried joint pit TEK-CYG-010 2302338E 5678989N Meridian and Genisis cables converge in joint pit
Buried joint pit TEK-CYG-010 2302939E 5678968N Meridian and Genisis cables in separate pits
Buried joint pit TEK-CYG-012 2298487E 5678642.53N
Wire joint & access TEK-CYG-012 2298485E 5678644N
Buried Storage Pit TEK-CYG-017 2289516E 5676477.2N
Buried Storage Pit TEK-CYG-017 2289439E 5676399N
Buried Storage Pit TEK-CYG-019 2288458E 5674096.55N
Culvert CYG-S772/3 8830
Culvert CYG-S773 8550
Culvert CYG-S773/4 7822
Culvert CYG-S774 7106
Culvert CYG-S774/5 6460 Around culvert face
Culvert CYG-S775 5788
Culvert CYG-S775 5412
Culvert CYG-S776 4410
C-22 CYG-S776 4042
C-23 CYG-S776
C-25 CYG-S777 1812
C-26 CYG-S777 1709
C-27 CYG-S778 1049
C-28 CYG-S778 810
C-29 CYG-S778 413
C-30 CYG-S779 9725
C-31 CYG-S779 9316
C-32 CYG-S779/80 9017
C-33 CYG-S779/80 8891
C-34 CYG-S780 8601
C-35 CYG-S780 8240
Pukaki diversion culvert CYG-S781 2 Cables installed in existing pit and run to transformer room and peizo site
Culvert CYG-S784 9267
Culvert CYG-S785 7040 Twizel River culvert, cable is run to top of batter to cross above culvert, downstream side
Culvert CYG-S786/7 4158 Dry stream culvert, cable appears to run above culvert, downstream side
Culvert CYG-S786/7 4113 Dry stream culvert, cable appears to run above culvert, downstream side
Culvert CYG-S788 2690 Drainage between lake Merino and Loch Cameron
Culvert CYG-S788/9 9669 Fraser stream culvert, appears to run above culvert, downstream side
Culvert CYG-S798 6337 Just downstream from WLS, upstream side
Culvert CYG-S798/9 5657 Upstream side, start of salmon farms
Culvert CYG-S799 5015
Culvert CYG-S800 4118 Upstream side
C-12 CYG-S804 1531 Next to SH8, between Twizel substation and Max Smith Drive turn off
Culvert CYG-S806 9356 Steel culvert, drainage between Lake RTH and Kelland Ponds, unclear if over or under culvert
C-1 CYG-S807 7759
C-2 CYG-S807/8 6662
C-3 CYG-S808 6283
C-4 CYG-S808 5862
C-5 CYG-S808 5158
C-6 CYG-S809 4077
C-7 CYG-S809 3800 Cable in steel conduit, potentially spring creek



C-8 CYG-S810 3181
C-9 CYG-S810 2978
C-10 CYG-S810 1649 Cable in steel conduit, Wairepo creek just before Lake Ohau Rd
C-11 CYG-S811 1520 Just after Lake Ohau Rd
C-12 CYG-S811 1477
C-13 CYG-S811 834
C-15 CYG-S812 9561
C-16 CYG-S812 8877
C-17 CYG-S813 5177
C-18 CYG-S816 3392
C-19 CYG-S816 3241
c-20 CYG-S816 2825
C-21 CYG-S817 1559 Runs trough steel conduit as trenched into rock
C-22 CYG-S817 1120
C-23 CYG-S817 993
C-25 CYG-S817 60
C-26 CYG-S818 9726
Culvert CYG-S818 9313 Middle of track cable follows, upstream side 
Culvert CYG-S818/9 8191 Downstream side
Culvert CYG-s821 4472 Between driveway and SH83
Culvert CYG-S821/2 4253 Just after turning onto SH83
C-28 CYG-S821/2 4045
C-29 CYG-S822 3915
C-20 CYG-S823/4 1384 Directly after cable run away from SH83 through Otamatapaio Stn back to SH83
C-19 CYG-S823/4 1258
C-18 CYG-S824 544
C-17 CYG-S824 45
C-16 CYG-S824/5 2777
Culvert CYG-S825 2216
C-14 CYG-S825/6 1826
C-13 CYG-S825/6 1643
C-12 CYG-S825/6 1337
C-11 CYG-S826 1198 Glen creek
Culvert CYG-S826 894
Culvert CYG-S826/7 403
C-9 CYG-S826/7 203
C-29 CYG-S830 Notes 590 (cable 1) 9641 (cable 2)
Culvert CYG-S830/1 Notes 1362 (cable 1) 8865 (cable 2)
C-27 CYG-S831/2 Notes 1852 (cable 1) 8379 (cable 2)
C-26 CYG-S831/2 Notes 2320 (cable 1) 7910 (cable 2)
C-25 CYG-S831/2 Notes 2571 (cable 1) 7657 (cable 2)
C-24 CYG-S832 Notes 2846 (cable 1) 7382 (cable 2)
C-22 CYG-S832 7124
C-21 CYG-S832/3 6500
Culvert CYG-S832/3 3727
C-20 CYG-S832/3 Notes 3894 (cable 1) 6334 (cable 2)
C-17 CYG-S833/4 Notes 4103 (cable 1) 6123 (cable 2)
C-16 CYG-S833/4 Notes 4640 (cable 1)
C-15 CYG-S834 Notes 5028 (cable 1) 5199 (cable 2)
C-14 CYG-S834 Notes 5173 (cable 1) 5057 (cable 2)
C-13 CYG-S834 Notes 5309 (cable 1) 4919 (cable 2)
C-12 CYG-S834/5 Notes 5625 (cable 1) 4606 (cable 2)
C-11 CYG-S834/5 Notes 5733 (cable 1) 4303 (cable 2)
C-10 CYG-S835 Notes 6117 (cable 1) 4110 (cable 2)
C-9 CYG-S835 Notes 6272 (cable 1) 3958 (cable 2)
C-8 CYG-S835/6 Notes 6740 (cable 1) 3491 (cable 2)
C-7 CYG-S836 7362 cable 1
C-5 CYG-S836 7526 cable 1
C-4 CYG-S836 Notes 7868 (cable 1) 2352 (cable 2)
C-3 CYG-S836/7 Notes 8358 (cable 1) 1833 (cable 2)
Stormwater duct CYG-S838 305 Cable in existing 100 mm duct
Drain CYG-S838 1059
Culvert CYG-S838 Cable runs on both sides of Loch Laird road (original 12 and newer 24 laid in 2011)
Culvert CYG-S838 1326
Culvert CYG-S838 1326
Drain CYG-S839 1685
Culvert CYG-S839 3827
C-68 CYG-S841 3785
C-67 CYG-S841 4160
C-66 CYG-S841 4367
C-65/1 CYG-S841 4411
C-65 CYG-S841 4765
Drain CYG-S842 6110
Culvert CYG-S842 5895
C-60 CYG-S843 6358
C-59 CYG-S843 6662
C-58 CYG-S843 6808
Drain CYG-S844 7097
C-53 CYG-S844 7605
C-52 CYG-S844 8025
C-51 CYG-S844 8108
C-50 CYG-S844 8233
C-49 CYG-S844 8439
C-48 CYG-S844 8587
C-47 CYG-S844 8776
C-46 CYG-S844 8812
C-45 CYG-S844 8951
C-44 CYG-S844 9112
C-42 CYG-S844 9302
C-41 CYG-S844 9369
C-39 CYG-S844 9588
C-36 CYG-S844 9811
C-31 CYG-S845 8983
C-27 CYG-S845 8180
C-23 CYG-S846 7246
Culvert CYG-S846 6889
Culvert CYG-S847 In steel channel



C-3 CYG-S848 8887
C-2 CYG-S848 8575
C-1 CYG-S848 8277
C-42 CYG-S849 7727
C-40 CYG-S849 7347
C-39 CYG-S849 7238
C-38 CYG-S849 7042
C-36 CYG-S849 6478
C-34 CYG-S849 6040 Steel channel and conduit
C-33 CYG-S850 5835
C-32 CYG-S850 5592
C-31 CYG-S850 5442
C-29 CYG-S850 5290
C-28/1 CYG-S850 5136
C-28 CYG-S850 4974
C-27 CYG-S850 4766
C-25 CYG-S850 4240
C-23 CYG-S850 3572
C-22 CYG-S850 3280
C-21 CYG-S851 2853
C-20 CYG-S851 2665
Culvert CYP-S810 2311673.82E 5678365.51N
Culvert CYP-S811 2312256.5E 5677957.27N
Culvert CYP-S811 2312506.96E 5677773.89N
Culvert CYP-S812 2313129.3E56 5677346.95N
Culvert CYP-S813 2314831.15E 5676311.6N
Culvert CYP-S814 2314750E 5675452.46N
Culvert CYP-S814 2314653.73E 5675294.01N
Culvert CYP-S814 2314116.92E 5674857.78N
Culvert CYP-S815 2313436.93E 5674425.62N
Culvert CYP-S815 2313329.05E 5674388.82N
Culvert CYP-S815 2313234.51E 5674335.49N
Culvert CYP-S816 2312937.43E 5673590.63N
Culvert CYP-S818 2312721.1E 5671021.64N
Culvert CYP-S819 2312976.61E 5669254.75N
Culvert CYP-S820 2312766.58E 5668647.32N
Culvert CYP-S820 2312660.29E 5668383.95N
Culvert CYP-S820 2312637.6E 5668326.59N
Culvert CYP-S820 2312609.58E 5668260.55N
Culvert CYP-S820 2312428.2E 5667967.92N
Culvert CYP-S821 2312097.36E 5667417.4N
Culvert CYP-S821 2311903.31E 5667066.16N
Culvert CYP-S823 2310847.43E 5665127.25N Just before Mackenzie road
Culvert CYP-S823 2310770.02E 5664998.32N
Culvert CYP-S823 2310691.13E 5664871.74N
Culvert CYP-S823 2310557.92E 5664675.93N
Culvert CYP-S823 2310375.98E 5664340.8N
Culvert CYP-S823 2310225.68E 5664120.95N
Culvert CYP-S824 2310114.9E 5663969.41N
Culvert CYP-S824 2310039.36E 5663870.57N
Culvert CYP-S824 2309809.67E 5663566.1N
Culvert CYP-S824 2309587.59E 5663254.36N
Culvert CYP-S824 2309448.1E 5663064.29N
Culvert CYP-S825 2309024.95E 5662360.49N
Culvert CYP-S825 2309806.17E 5661980.22N First on haka pass road
Culvert CYP-S828 2313402.11E 5660123.42N
Culvert CYP-S830 2314751.59E 5656779.91N
Culvert CYP-S830 2314783.78E 5656556.82N
Culvert CYP-S832 2315366.65E 5654298.44N
Culvert CYP-S832 2315535.44E 5654192.39N
Culvert CYP-S834 2316495.41E 5651541.04N
Culvert CYP-S835 2316816.67E 5651192.71N
Culvert CYP-S835 2317260.99E 5650617.56N
Culvert CYP-S835 2317501.77E 5650163.54N
Culvert CYP-S835 2317599.43E 5650003.57N
Culvert CYP-S836 2317760.54E 5649007N
Culvert CYP-S837 2318155.21E 5648420.67N
Culvert CYP-S837 2318908.69E 5647943.17N
Culvert CYP-S838 2320437.51E 5647833.68N
Culvert CYP-S838 2320743.49E 5647959.93N
Culvert CYP-S838 2321459.4E 5647638.79N
Culvert CYP-S838 2321486.04E 5647497.24N
Culvert CYP-S839 2321442.38E 5647345.94N
Culvert CYP-S839 2321594.15E 5647077.63N
Culvert CYP-S840 2322179.08E 5645889.55N
Culvert CYP-S840 2322308.47E 5645548.82N
Culvert CYP-S840 2322439.06E 5645406.35N
Culvert CYP-S840 2322821.9E 5644934.29N
Culvert CYP-S841 2323101.64E 5643932.91N
Culvert CYP-S844 2323601.3E 5639859.22N
Culvert CYP-S845 2323538.69E 5639461.72N
Culvert CYP-S845 2323517.64E 5638623.27N
Culvert CYP-S846 2323585.69E 5638398.99N
Culvert CYP-S846 2323665.82E 5638117.42N
Culvert CYP-S847 2323793.72E 5637195.18N
Culvert CYP-S848 2324840.03E 5634939.49N
Culvert CYP-S848 2324882.97E 5634764.89N
Culvert CYP-S849 2324921.99E 5634604.18N
Culvert CYP-S849 2325042.69E 5634059.25N
Culvert CYP-S849 2325121.35E 5633587.77N
Culvert CYP-S850 2325142.27E 5633364.27N
Culvert CYP-S850 2324848.51E 5632770.02N
Culvert CYP-S850 2324788.6E 5632542.81N
Culvert CYP-S850 2324746.54E 5632375.83N
Culvert CYP-S851 2324779.46E 5632020.3N
Culvert CYP-S851 2324911.73E 5631339.46N
Culvert CYP-S852 2325037.53E 5630847.2N



Culvert CYP-S852 2325283.22E 5629858.99N
Culvert CYP-S852 2325309.63E 5629677.3N
Culvert CYP-S853 2325198.33E 5629472.87N
Culvert CYP-S853 2325150.29E 5629440.85N
Culvert CYP-S853 2324397.69E 5629407.14N
Culvert CYP-S853 2324211.61E 5629378.55N
Culvert CYP-S853 2323939.61E 5629333.25N
Culvert CYP-S853 2323913.77E 5629358.05N
Culvert CYP-S853 2323886.98E 5629336.79N
Culvert CYP-S853 2323976.21E 5628499.94N
Culvert CYP-S853 2323828.35E 5628459.86N
Culvert CYP-S854 2323900.25E 5627541.56N
Culvert CYP-S857 2323956.45E 5624019.54N
Culvert CYP-S857 2323689.64E 5623504.86N
Culvert CYP-S858 2323640.61E 5623139.51N
Culvert CYP-S858 2323590.67E 5622993.88N
Culvert CYP-S858 2323401.89E 5622593.51N
Culvert CYP-S858 2323268.15E 5622358.44N
Culvert CYP-S858 2323105.88E 5622119.24N
Culvert CYP-S858 2323054.28E 5622034.46N
Culvert CYP-S859 2322965.15E 5621859.87N
Culvert CYP-S859 2322958.22E 5621843.33N
Culvert CYP-S859 2322929.05E 5621695.13N
Culvert CYP-S859 2322844.12E 5621426.61N
Culvert CYP-S859 2322725.45E 5621184.2N
Culvert CYP-S859 2322403.72E 5620838.2N
Culvert CYP-S860 2322212.81E 5619602.8N
Culvert CYP-S861 2321926.07E 5618795.71N
Culvert CYP-S861 2321660.91E 5618164.05N
Culvert CYP-S862 2321543.17E 5617886.79N
Culvert CYP-S862 2321494.79E 5617770.94N
Culvert CYP-S862 2321374.71E 5617490.61N
Culvert CYP-S862 2321340.74E 5617424.42N
Culvert CYP-S862 2321001.31E 5616876.99N
Culvert CYP-S863 2320298.83E 5615744.87N
Culvert CYP-S864 2319938E 5615162.97N
Culvert CYP-S864 2319674.59E 5614739.39N
Culvert CYP-S864 2319485.3E 5614432.25N
Culvert CYP-S865 2319152.78E 5613954.01N
Culvert CYP-S865 2318478E 5613358.38N
Culvert CYP-S866 2317955.09E 5612897.5N
Culvert CYP-S867 2317097.9E 5612157N
Culvert CYP-S867 2316832.35E 5611955.63N
Culvert CYP-S867 2316049.02E 5611359.94N
Culvert CYP-S868 2315296.08E 5610820.43N
Culvert CYP-S869 2314280.58E 5610367.83N
Culvert CYP-S869 2313534.52E 5610248.15N Just to true right of Padkins stream
Culvert CYP-S869 2313431.66E 5610230.85N
Culvert CYP-S869 2313082.8E 5610030.61N
Culvert CYP-S870 2311961.19E 5609121.95N Just before turn off to Hayes road
Culvert CYP-S870 2311521.84E 5609411.19N
Culvert CYP-S871 2310737.06E 5609898.08N
Culvert CYP-S871 2310301.92E 5610023.08N
Culvert CYP-S871 2309694.51E 5610131.33N
Culvert CYP-S871 2309531.97E 5610141.77N
Culvert CYP-S871 2309413.45E 5610150.95N
Culvert CYP-S871 2309326.55E 5610179.8N
Culvert CYP-S871 2309138.82E 5610245.7N
Culvert CYP-S872 2308680.93E 5610400.17N
Culvert CYP-S872 2308417.13E 5610670.5N
Culvert CYP-S872 2308311.71E 5610778.03N
Culvert 1538 TEK-CYG-010
Irishman Creek culvert TEK-CYG-012 Fibre in steel conduit with split ducting or conduit fixed to wing wall
Gravel Road CYG-S315 3940 Gravel driveway
Boat ramp road CYG-S772 9637 Gravel road - likely trenched 
Gravel Road CYG-S775 Just prior to culvert 5788
SH8 CYG-S777 Cable pushed/drilled under sealed road
Gravel Road CYG-S781/2
Pukaki canal road CYG-S782/3 Cable running to WLS crosses road
SH8 CYG-S784 9058 Crosses under sealed road, drilled under existing road, 
Gravel Road CYG-S784 Crosses gravel road directly after SH8 crossing, gravel road comes of SH8, likely trenched
Pukaki canal road CYG-S784
Access Road CYG-S792 4241 Crosses access road by substation, likely trenched (if gravel rd)
Gravel Road CYG-S792/3 Small gravel road before Ohau A intake access road
Ohau A Access Road CYG-S792/3
Ohau A Access Road CYG-S793 5410 to 5398, at base of access road
Ostler Road CYG-S795 Crosses under ostler road, sealed road to drilled underneath assuming sealed at time of installation
Ohau canal road CYG-S797 Cable runs under gravel road, likely trenched, just after road splits (1 heads to stn, 1 follows canal), goes under section that was follo         
Mcaughtries Road CYG-S797/8 Crosses road to get to power station
Mcaughtries Road CYG-S797/8 Crosses road after exiting station
Mcaughtries Road CYG-S798 Crosses road again after sub stn
Ohau canal road CYG-S802 Cable runs under gravel road, likely trenched, just after road splits (1 heads to stn, 1 follows canal), goes under section that was follo         
Mcaughtries Road CYG-S802 Crosses road to get to power station
SH8 CYG-S803 2378 Crosses SH8 directly opposite DOC centre, sealed road so drilled under
SH8 CYG-S803 AT Ostler Rd junction, RTH side, sealed road so drilled under, straight from vault housing (2276) 
Max Smith Drive CYG-S804 Cable crosses under Max Smith Drive to reach RTH 3 WLS, sealed road so likely drilled underneath
SH8 CYG-S804 903 Just before Substn turn off, Twizel side (not RTH side), sealed road so drilled underneath
Access Road CYG-S804 Runs under access road just after leaving switch yard
Gravel Road CYG-S806 8893 Crosses gravel road that runs around Wairepo arm to Ohau canal, likely trenched across road
Gravel Road CYG-S807 6817 Gravel access road (likely farm access), likely trenched across
Gravel Road CYG-S808 6240 Glenbrook Station driveway, likely trenched across
Gravel Road CYG-S811 1050 Across SH8 from road next to Clearburn (NZ Topo map)
Gravel Road CYG-S813 8281
Gravel Road CYG-S813 8179
Gravel Road CYG-S816 2181 Gravel driveway
SH8 CYG-S818
SH8 CYG-S819 7752 Cable runs under SH8 just before Ahuriri river bridge to be on East side of bridge, sealed road so drilled under



Gravel access road CYG-S820 Access to storage yard - piles of gravel etc
Driveway CYG-S821 4605 Just Sbefore Prohibition road joins SH83
SH83 CYG-S827 Crosses under SH83 directly after vault housing, sealed road so drilled underneath
SH83 CYG-S829 Crosses back to Eastern side of SH83, sealed road so drilled underneath
Driveway CYG-S831 1566 Gravel driveway, trenched under
Access Road CYG-S838 2330 Loop road by Benmore campground
Access Road CYG-S838 1986 Loop road by Benmore campground
Access Road CYG-S838 1718 Road to boat ramp
Loch Laird Road CYG-S838 Where road splits with Benmore dam access road 
Access Road CYG-S838 1986
Access Road CYG-S838 2330
Access Road CYG-S839 1374
Access Road CYG-S839 1787
SH83 CYG-S844 Just before vault housing 
SH83 CYG-S847 3641
Driveway CYG-S848 9294
Access Road CYG-S850 4370
SH83 CYG-S851 2394
SH83 CYG-S851 To reach Waitaki dam
Access Road CYP-S806 2304797.9E 5678805.11N
SH8 CYP-S809
SH8 CYP-S812 Crosses under sawdon stream bridge abutment
Haldons road CYP-S816 Under bridge
Haldons road CYP-S819 Under bridge
Haldon Road CYP-S825 At junction with Hakataramea Rd
Hakataramea Pass Road CYP-S825 At junction with Haldon road, cable runs diagonally across T-junction
Gormans Road CYP-S850 At intersection with Hakataramea valley road
Highland Farm Settlement RoaCYP-S853
SH8 TEK-CYG-012 2298530E 5678530N SH8 crossings - cable drilled under road. Just uproad from Tekapo Canal bridge
Canal access road TEK-CYG-012 2298484E 5678642.11N Gravel road - likely trenched 
Irishman Creek road TEK-CYG-013 Gravel road - likely trenched 
Pukaki inlet WLS CYG-S782/3 Cable runs from main loop to WLS IN 6182 OUT 10501
Farm track/dirt road CYG-S783 9967 Crosses dirt farm track
WLS CYG-S785 At canal 3400 metre mark, cable runs from main loop to WLS 
WLS CYG-S788 1970 cable runs from main loop across canal to WLS
Ohau B seep monitoring CYG-S797/8 Cable connects to headpond seep monitoring system for Ohau B
Ohau C canal inlet WLS CYG-S798
Ohau C Canal 1660m WLS CYG-S799 5078 Opposite spill weir
Ohau C Canal 4500m WLS CYG-S801 IN 2208 OUT 10051
RTH #3 WLS CYG-S804
Wairepo Arm WLS CYG-S805
Gravel Track CYG-S818 Cable follows centre of the track, opposite Quailburn Rd
Farm track/dirt road CYG-S825 2304
Edward Stream Ford CYP-S808 Between storage pits, cable supposedly buried at 2metres
Ford 1 CYP-S830 2314544.72E 5657560.61N First ford on Haka pass road
Ford 2 CYP-S833 2315791.92E 5653748.34N Second ford on Haka pass rd
Ford 3 CYP-S834 1st ford south of Haka pass
Ford 4 CYP-S835 2nd ford south of Haka pass
Ford 5 CYP-S836 3rd south of pass
Ford 6 CYP-S836 2317866.53E 5648728.99N 4th south of pass
Ford 7 CYP-S837 5th south of pass
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Appendix D3 

Co-seismic Slope Failure















Appendix D4
Debris Flow
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Rockfall



























Appendix E 

ECan Bore and 

Well site logs



Bore or Well No H39/0009

Well Name State Highway 8

Owner WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL

Well Number H39/0009 File Number

Owner WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road State Highway 8 NZTM Grid Reference CA15:56643-70437

Locality Omarama NZTM X and Y 1356643 - 5070437

Location Description Location Accuracy 50 - 300m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 12.20m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 100mm Initial Water Level 2.15m below MP

Measuring Point Description Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 442.22m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 5 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Water Table Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 01 Aug 1978 Max Tested Yield

Driller Washingtons Exploration Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Unknown Specific Capacity

Casing Material Last Updated 22 Mar 2006

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No

No screen data for this well

No step tests for this well

No comments for this well
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Bore or Well No H39/0019

Well Name CNR SH8 SH83

Owner MOBIL OIL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

Well Number H39/0019 File Number CO6C/11526

Owner MOBIL OIL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road CNR SH8 SH83 NZTM Grid Reference CA15:58654-69447

Locality OMARAMA NZTM X and Y 1358654 - 5069447

Location Description CNR SH8 SH83 Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 6.00m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 51mm Initial Water Level 4.24m below MP

Measuring Point Description G.L. Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 436.19m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 2 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 17 Dec 1996 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Cable Tool Specific Capacity

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Bore or Well No H39/0018

Well Name CNR SH8 SH83

Owner MOBIL OIL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

Well Number H39/0018 File Number CO6C/11526

Owner MOBIL OIL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road CNR SH8 SH83 NZTM Grid Reference CA15:58664-69447

Locality OMARAMA NZTM X and Y 1358664 - 5069447

Location Description CNR OF SH83 AND SH8 Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 6.00m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 51mm Initial Water Level 4.32m below MP

Measuring Point Description Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 436.17m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 2 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 17 Dec 1996 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Cable Tool Specific Capacity

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Bore or Well No H39/0017

Well Name SH8

Owner MOBIL OIL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

Well Number H39/0017 File Number CO6C/11526

Owner MOBIL OIL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road SH8 NZTM Grid Reference CA15:58674-69447

Locality OMARAMA NZTM X and Y 1358674 - 5069447

Location Description CNR OF SH8 AND SH83 Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 6.50m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 51mm Initial Water Level 4.29m below MP

Measuring Point Description G.L. Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 436.15m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 2 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 19 Dec 1996 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Cable Tool Specific Capacity

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Bore or Well No H38/0005

Well Name TEKAPO-TWIZEL ROAD SH 8

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NZ LTD

Well Number H38/0005 File Number CO6C/08829

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NZ LTD Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road TEKAPO-TWIZEL ROAD SH 8 NZTM Grid Reference BZ15:70964-03185

Locality LAKE PUKAKI NZTM X and Y 1370964 - 5103185

Location Description Location Accuracy 50 - 300m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Lake Pukaki outlet Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 20.49m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 51mm Initial Water Level 13.80m below MP

Measuring Point Description CAP LEVEL Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 537.35m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.35m below MP Last reading

Strata Layers 8 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 28 Aug 1998 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Rotary/Percussion Specific Capacity

Casing Material STEEL Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check

Water Use Data No

Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Stainless steel 18.7 20.2

No step tests for this well
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Bore or Well No H38/0006

Well Name TEKAPO-TWIZEL ROAD SH 8

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPOARATION OF NZ

Well Number H38/0006 File Number CO6C/08829

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPOARATION OF NZ Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road TEKAPO-TWIZEL ROAD SH 8 NZTM Grid Reference BZ15:71084-03105

Locality LAKE PUKAKI NZTM X and Y 1371084 - 5103105

Location Description Location Accuracy 50 - 300m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Lake Pukaki outlet Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 20.26m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 51mm Initial Water Level 12.10m below MP

Measuring Point Description CAP LEVEL Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 532.89m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.25m below MP Last reading

Strata Layers 7 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 28 Aug 1998 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Rotary/Percussion Specific Capacity

Casing Material STEEL Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No

Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Stainless steel 18.5 20

No step tests for this well

No comments for this well
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Bore or Well No H39/0015

Well Name OHAU C POWER HOUSE

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND

Well Number H39/0015 File Number CO6C/12399

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road OHAU C POWER HOUSE NZTM Grid Reference BZ16:75695-85717

Locality TWIZEL NZTM X and Y 1375695 - 5085717

Location Description 400M FROM STATION, 50M FROM FENCE Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 20.20m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 100mm Initial Water Level 13.20m below MP

Measuring Point Description Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 384.55m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 7 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 17 Apr 1997 Max Tested Yield

Driller Not Known Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Unknown Specific Capacity

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Bore or Well No H39/0016

Well Name OHAU C POWER STATION

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND

Well Number H39/0016 File Number CO6C/12399

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road OHAU C POWER STATION NZTM Grid Reference BZ16:75813-85597

Locality TWIZEL NZTM X and Y 1375813 - 5085597

Location Description 1200M FROM STATION Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 20.20m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 100mm Initial Water Level 12.60m below MP

Measuring Point Description G.L. Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 384.09m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 7 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 16 Apr 1997 Max Tested Yield

Driller Not Known Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Unknown Specific Capacity

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Bore or Well No H40/0001

Well Name RIVER TERRACE

Owner WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL

Well Number H40/0001 File Number CO6C/04969

Owner WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road RIVER TERRACE NZTM Grid Reference CA16:77573-56405

Locality OTEMATATA NZTM X and Y 1377573 - 5056405

Location Description Location Accuracy 50 - 300m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 6.05m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 187mm Initial Water Level 1.90m below MP

Measuring Point Description Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 296.12m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 3 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 22 Aug 1994 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Unknown Specific Capacity

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 03 Jun 2020

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No

No screen data for this well

No step tests for this well
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Bore or Well No H40/0002

Well Name RIVER TERRACE

Owner WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL

Well Number H40/0002 File Number CO6C/04969

Owner WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road RIVER TERRACE NZTM Grid Reference CA16:77511-56343

Locality OTEMATATA NZTM X and Y 1377511 - 5056343

Location Description Location Accuracy 50 - 300m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 11.37m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 51mm Initial Water Level 7.53m below MP

Measuring Point Description Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 291.82m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 4 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 22 Aug 1994 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Unknown Specific Capacity

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 03 Jun 2020

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No

No screen data for this well

No step tests for this well
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Bore or Well No I40/0016

Well Name STATE HIGHWAY 83

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND

Well Number I40/0016 File Number CO6C/12400

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road STATE HIGHWAY 83 NZTM Grid Reference CA17:96421-47818

Locality LAKE WAITAKI NZTM X and Y 1396421 - 5047818

Location Description 5M FROM FENCE 600M FROM POWER HOUSE Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone DnSt Waitaki Dam AND UpSt Black Pt Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 14.10m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 100mm Initial Water Level 9.70m below MP

Measuring Point Description G.L. Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 223.74m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 6 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 18 Apr 1997 Max Tested Yield

Driller Not Known Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Unknown Specific Capacity

Casing Material Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Bore or Well No I40/0017

Well Name STATE HIGHWAY 83

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND

Well Number I40/0017 File Number CO6C/12400

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road STATE HIGHWAY 83 NZTM Grid Reference CA17:96613-47582

Locality LAKE WAITAKI NZTM X and Y 1396613 - 5047582

Location Description 100M EAST OF OTHER WELL Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone DnSt Waitaki Dam AND UpSt Black Pt Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 14.10m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 100mm Initial Water Level 9.20m below MP

Measuring Point Description G.L. Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 219.79m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.00m above MP Last reading

Strata Layers 5 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Unknown Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 19 Apr 1997 Max Tested Yield

Driller Not Known Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Unknown Specific Capacity

Casing Material Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Unknown Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Slotted PVC 8 13.5

No step tests for this well
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Bore or Well No I37/0007

Well Name STATE HIGHWAY 8

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NZ LTD

Well Number I37/0007 File Number CO6C/14388

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NZ LTD Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road STATE HIGHWAY 8 NZTM Grid Reference BY17:97974-24319

Locality TEKAPO NZTM X and Y 1397974 - 5124319

Location Description TRUE RIGHT TOP OF SPILLWAY Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Lake Tekapo outlet Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 25.00m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 121mm Initial Water Level 22.38m below MP

Measuring Point Description CAP LEVEL Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 712.99m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.30m below MP Last reading

Strata Layers 18 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 14 May 1998 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Rotary/Percussion Specific Capacity

Casing Material UNKNOWN Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Unknown 9.96 12.8

2 Unknown 22.18 25

No step tests for this well

No comments for this well
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Bore or Well No I37/0006

Well Name STATE HIGHWAY 8

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NZ LTD

Well Number I37/0006 File Number CO6C/14388

Owner ELECTRICITY CORPORATION OF NZ LTD Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road STATE HIGHWAY 8 NZTM Grid Reference BY17:98064-24279

Locality TEKAPO NZTM X and Y 1398064 - 5124279

Location Description TRUE LEFT TOP OF SPILLWAY Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Lake Tekapo outlet Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 25.05m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 121mm Initial Water Level 16.19m below MP

Measuring Point Description CAP LEVEL Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation 713.27m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy < 5 m First reading

Ground Level 0.30m below MP Last reading

Strata Layers 18 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 18 May 1998 Max Tested Yield

Driller McNeill Drilling Co. Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Rotary/Percussion Specific Capacity

Casing Material UNKNOWN Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check

Water Use Data No
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Bore or Well No CA17/0004

Well Name Hakataramea Valley Road

Owner MFS Ventures Limited

Well Number CA17/0004 File Number CRC153095

Owner MFS Ventures Limited Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road Hakataramea Valley Road NZTM Grid Reference CA17:10259-53860

Locality Hakataramea Valley NZTM X and Y 1410259 - 5053860

Location Description Hakataramea Valley Road, Hakataramea Valley Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Lower Waitaki - South Coastal Canterbury Use Stock Supply, Irrigation

Groundwater Allocation Zone DnSt Waitaki Dam AND UpSt Black Pt Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 5.19m Water Level Count 1

Diameter 1000mm Initial Water Level

Measuring Point Description MP TOC Highest Water Level 1.55m below MP

Measuring Point Elevation 286.00m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level 1.55m below MP

Elevation Accuracy < 0.5 m First reading 28 Sep 2021

Ground Level 0.45m above MP Last reading 28 Sep 2021

Strata Layers 0 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date Max Tested Yield

Driller Owner Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Machine Dug Specific Capacity

Casing Material Last Updated 21 Oct 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check 28 Sep 2021

Water Use Data No

No screen data for this well

No step tests for this well
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Comments
Comment Date Comment

22 Jan 2015 NZTM Map Reference updated from: CA17:1035-5318 shifted 685m

22 Jan 2015 Location updated as per CRC146211, TRIM C15C/2498.

05 Oct 2021 Suspected replacement for I40/0780.

05 Oct 2021 Visited for Waitaki Investigation Well QA 28/9/21. Updated well depth from 5m to 5.190m. Updated MP to GL from 0 to 0.45m. Added reference level
elevation.
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Bore or Well No CA17/0008

Well Name Hakataramea Valley Road

Owner Canterbury Regional Council

Well Number CA17/0008 File Number

Owner Canterbury Regional Council Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road Hakataramea Valley Road NZTM Grid Reference CA17:08216-51416

Locality WAIMATE NZTM X and Y 1408216 - 5051416

Location Description Location Accuracy 1 - 2m

CWMS Zone Lower Waitaki - South Coastal Canterbury Use Groundwater Quality, Water Level Observation

Groundwater Allocation Zone DnSt Waitaki Dam AND UpSt Black Pt Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 6.10m Water Level Count 168

Diameter 150mm Initial Water Level 2.67m below MP

Measuring Point Description Top of Casing Highest Water Level 2.04m below MP

Measuring Point Elevation 261.72m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level 3.26m below MP

Elevation Accuracy < 0.1 m First reading 06 Jul 2016

Ground Level 0.46m below MP Last reading 07 Jul 2022

Strata Layers 2 Calc Min 80% 3.09m below MP (Estimated)

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 4

Drill Date 05 Jul 2016 Max Tested Yield

Driller McMillan Drilling Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Rotary/Percussion Specific Capacity 30.40 l/s/m

Casing Material Steel Last Updated 05 Oct 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check 07 Jul 2022

Water Use Data No

Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Stainless steel 2.73 4.71 1.5 120 1000

Step Tests
Step Test Date Step Yield Yield GPM DrawDown Step Duration

06 Jul 2016 1 1.52 20.06124 0.05 1
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Step Test Date Step Yield Yield GPM DrawDown Step Duration

06 Jul 2016 2 2.65 34.97519 0.09 1

06 Jul 2016 3 3.94 52.000843 0.14 1

06 Jul 2016 4 5.3 69.95038 0.2 1
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Comments
Comment Date Comment

29 Aug 2016 Drilled as permitted bore by McMillan Drilling for CRC. See RM C16C/160241.

12 Sep 2016 NZTM Easting/Northing updated from:1408215-5051416 shifted 1m

28 May 2018
NZTM Easting/Northing updated from:1408216-5051416 shifted 1m. Reference Level MP updated from 261.50m to 261.72m +MSD. QAR values
updated to 1. DGPS survey by Ecan Survey Unit April/May 2018. Surveyed to NZVD2016 but converted to LVD1937 using LINZ online conversion
tool. See documents C18C/73392, C18C/73396 and C18C/73399.

08 Jun 2021 Installed to fill a gap, identified in Report No. R10/142 (Network review – groundwater level monitoring phase two, gap analysis).

05 Oct 2021 Visited for Waitaki Investigation Well QA 28/9/21. Total depth updated from 6.19 to 6.1m.
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Bore or Well No I40/0018

Well Name MCHENRYS ROAD

Owner Murray Elliot

Well Number I40/0018 File Number CO6C/14256

Owner Murray Elliot Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road MCHENRYS ROAD NZTM Grid Reference CA17:09177-51119

Locality KUROW NZTM X and Y 1409177 - 5051119

Location Description NEAR CORNER OF ROAD ON IRVING PROPERTY Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Lower Waitaki - South Coastal Canterbury Use Domestic Supply,

Groundwater Allocation Zone DnSt Waitaki Dam AND UpSt Black Pt Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 6.00m Water Level Count 1

Diameter 200mm Initial Water Level 3.20m below MP

Measuring Point Description MP 0.1M ABOVE GL Highest Water Level 1.93m below MP

Measuring Point Elevation 265.00m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level 1.93m below MP

Elevation Accuracy < 0.5 m First reading 28 Sep 2021

Ground Level 0.10m below MP Last reading 28 Sep 2021

Strata Layers 4 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 02 Mar 1998 Max Tested Yield 0 l/s

Driller Washingtons Exploration Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield 0 m

Drilling Method Rotary Rig Specific Capacity

Casing Material STEEL Last Updated 05 Oct 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check 28 Sep 2021

Water Use Data No

Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Stainless steel 4 6

No step tests for this well
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Comments
Comment Date Comment

Leader length 0.5 m

05 Oct 2021 Well visited for Waitaki Investigation QA 28/9/21. Updated owner from K & F Bowmar to Murray Elliot. NZTM Easting/Northing updated
from:1409178-5051122 shifted 3m. Updated Reference Level elevation from 275 to 265m based on LiDAR data.
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Bore or Well No I40/0440

Well Name HAKATARAMEA VALLEY ROAD

Owner Aspley House Limited

Well Number I40/0440 File Number CO6C/19089

Owner Aspley House Limited Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road HAKATARAMEA VALLEY ROAD NZTM Grid Reference CA17:04566-48716

Locality HAKATARAMEA NZTM X and Y 1404566 - 5048716

Location Description Location Accuracy 10 - 50m

CWMS Zone Lower Waitaki - South Coastal Canterbury Use Irrigation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone DnSt Waitaki Dam AND UpSt Black Pt Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 8.20m Water Level Count 0

Diameter 500mm Initial Water Level 2.70m below MP

Measuring Point Description ToC Highest Water Level

Measuring Point Elevation Lowest Water Level

Elevation Accuracy First reading

Ground Level 0.50m below MP Last reading

Strata Layers 5 Calc Min 80%

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 4

Drill Date Max Tested Yield 37 l/s

Driller Rooney Eathmoving Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield 5 m

Drilling Method Clam Shell Specific Capacity 3.42 l/s/m

Casing Material PVC Last Updated 22 Jan 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check

Water Use Data Yes

Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Slotted PVC 4 8

Step Tests
Step Test Date Step Yield Yield GPM DrawDown Step Duration

29 Oct 2009 1 36.72 484.637329 4.51 0
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Step Test Date Step Yield Yield GPM DrawDown Step Duration

29 Oct 2009 2 29.34 387.2347 4.73 0

29 Oct 2009 3 28.88 381.163544 5.52 0

29 Oct 2009 4 20.2 266.603333 5.9 0
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Comments
Comment Date Comment

09 Dec 2009 Gridref changed from: I40:1446-1035 to I40:14497-10357. BCR confirms. No drilling date given.

21 Dec 2009 Step test added from data received by consent holder (?). Test date may not be accurate.
C06C/19089

01 Feb 2010 Screen top is estimated from drawing provided.
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Bore or Well No CA17/0008

Well Name Hakataramea Valley Road

Owner Canterbury Regional Council

Well Number CA17/0008 File Number

Owner Canterbury Regional Council Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road Hakataramea Valley Road NZTM Grid Reference CA17:08216-51416

Locality WAIMATE NZTM X and Y 1408216 - 5051416

Location Description Location Accuracy 1 - 2m

CWMS Zone Lower Waitaki - South Coastal Canterbury Use Groundwater Quality, Water Level Observation

Groundwater Allocation Zone DnSt Waitaki Dam AND UpSt Black Pt Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 6.10m Water Level Count 168

Diameter 150mm Initial Water Level 2.67m below MP

Measuring Point Description Top of Casing Highest Water Level 2.04m below MP

Measuring Point Elevation 261.72m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level 3.26m below MP

Elevation Accuracy < 0.1 m First reading 06 Jul 2016

Ground Level 0.46m below MP Last reading 07 Jul 2022

Strata Layers 2 Calc Min 80% 3.09m below MP (Estimated)

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Yield Drawdown Tests 4

Drill Date 05 Jul 2016 Max Tested Yield

Driller McMillan Drilling Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Rotary/Percussion Specific Capacity 30.40 l/s/m

Casing Material Steel Last Updated 05 Oct 2021

Pump Type Last Field Check 07 Jul 2022

Water Use Data No

Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Stainless steel 2.73 4.71 1.5 120 1000

Step Tests
Step Test Date Step Yield Yield GPM DrawDown Step Duration

06 Jul 2016 1 1.52 20.06124 0.05 1
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Step Test Date Step Yield Yield GPM DrawDown Step Duration

06 Jul 2016 2 2.65 34.97519 0.09 1

06 Jul 2016 3 3.94 52.000843 0.14 1

06 Jul 2016 4 5.3 69.95038 0.2 1
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Comments
Comment Date Comment

29 Aug 2016 Drilled as permitted bore by McMillan Drilling for CRC. See RM C16C/160241.

12 Sep 2016 NZTM Easting/Northing updated from:1408215-5051416 shifted 1m

28 May 2018
NZTM Easting/Northing updated from:1408216-5051416 shifted 1m. Reference Level MP updated from 261.50m to 261.72m +MSD. QAR values
updated to 1. DGPS survey by Ecan Survey Unit April/May 2018. Surveyed to NZVD2016 but converted to LVD1937 using LINZ online conversion
tool. See documents C18C/73392, C18C/73396 and C18C/73399.

08 Jun 2021 Installed to fill a gap, identified in Report No. R10/142 (Network review – groundwater level monitoring phase two, gap analysis).

05 Oct 2021 Visited for Waitaki Investigation Well QA 28/9/21. Total depth updated from 6.19 to 6.1m.
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Bore or Well No I38/0085

Well Name HALDON ROAD

Owner CANTERBURY REGIONAL COUNCIL

Well Number I38/0085 File Number CO6C/28333

Owner CANTERBURY REGIONAL COUNCIL Well Status Active (exist, present)

Street/Road HALDON ROAD NZTM Grid Reference BZ17:96545-07471

Locality MACKENZIE BASIN NZTM X and Y 1396545 - 5107471

Location Description Access 8km from Glen Rock mail box, 1.5 km SW of flood
protection wall Location Accuracy 1 - 2m

CWMS Zone Upper Waitaki Use Water Level Observation,

Groundwater Allocation Zone UpSt of Waitaki Dam AND DnSt of lakes Water Level Monitoring --

Depth 23.27m Water Level Count 522

Diameter 150mm Initial Water Level 18.24m below MP

Measuring Point Description ToC Highest Water Level 7.87m below MP

Measuring Point Elevation 569.75m above MSL (Lyttelton 1937) Lowest Water Level Dry

Elevation Accuracy < 0.1 m First reading 20 Nov 2008

Ground Level 0.50m below MP Last reading 05 Jul 2022

Strata Layers 17 Calc Min 80% 22.95m below MP
(Calculated)

Aquifer Name Aquifer Tests 0

Aquifer Type Water Table Yield Drawdown Tests 0

Drill Date 19 Nov 2008 Max Tested Yield

Driller Barber Drilling Ltd Drawdown at Max Tested Yield

Drilling Method Rotary Rig Specific Capacity

Casing Material Steel Last Updated 15 Jun 2022

Pump Type Last Field Check 05 Jul 2022

Water Use Data No
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Screens
Screen No. Screen Type Top (m) Bottom (m) Slot Size (mm) Slot Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Leader Length (mm)

1 Stainless steel 20.985 22.985

No step tests for this well
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Comments
Comment Date Comment

26 Nov 2008 Gridref changed from: I38:00392-69337. Proposed gridref switched with I38/0084 at Maryburn. Screens set from 21.485m to 23.485m below top of
casing. 4.232m drawdown available

27 Jul 2010 Added TIDEDA number, ECan recorder network, accessible for GWL

16 Jan 2012 NZMG Map Reference updated from: I38:06500-69101 shifted 8.60233m

22 Apr 2015 Total Depth of Well is 23.270m ( previously 22.985m )

28 Jun 2021 Purposely installed monitoring bore.

15 Jun 2022 GL to MP changed from positive to negative, entered in error initially
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Appendix F2 
Field Photos



 

Formerly Glaciated Terrain and glacial 
outwash surfaces photo taken from Mt John 
summit. 

 

Lake Tekapo, Glacial moraine (terminal) and 
outwash surfaces taken from Mt John Summit. 

 

Hummocky moraine (lateral) along the edge 
of Lake Pukaki taken from Tekapo B Stilling 
Basin 

 

Hummocky moraine (lateral) along the edge 
of Lake Pukaki taken from Tekapo B Stilling 
Basin 

 

Looking from Stilling Basin across lateral 
moraine and Lake Pukaki to the Ben Ōhau 
Range. 

 

Looking out across Ahuriri River Plain to Lake 
Benmore, taken from SH83. 



 

Otematapaio River take from SH83 bridge. 

 

Otematapaio River Sh83 bridge. Note: 
concrete wing wall and large boulders placed 
in an effort to protect embankment. 

 

Otematapaio River SH83 bridge chicken wire 
and gravel as additional flood protection. 

 

Otematapaio River Sh83 bridge, cable 
attached to bridge deck in steel tube. 

 

Historic and active alluvial processes formed 
terrain on true right of Waitaki River Valley, 
taken looking across Lake Aviemore towards 
SH83. 

 

Fern Gully stream 



 

Fern Gully Stream and culvert under SH83, 
1.6m person. 

Historic alluvial deposits down cut by Fern 
Gully Stream, offset from Fern Gully Fault in 
centre of image. 

 

Fern Gully Stream  

 

Fibre optic cable attached to side of Benmore 
Spillway 

 

Fibre optic cable attached to side of Benmore 
Spillway, taken from top of Benmore Dam. 

 



 

Waitaki Dam, gully fibre optic cable follows to 
left of centre of image. 

 

Farmland cable passes across between 
Hakataramea Valley and Waitaki Valley 

 

Farmland cable passes across between 
Hakataramea Valley and Waitaki Valley 

 

Small tributary drainage in Hakataramea 
Valley 

 

Alluvial fan cut face with debris apron at base 
of face, Hakataramea Valley Road 

Bedrock with colluvium blanket, 1.6m person, 
Hakataramea Pass Road 



 

Hakataramea Pass Road, very shallow 
bedrock along roadside where cable is buried 

 

Bedrock outcropping, Hakataramea Pass 

Stream and ford crossing Hakataramea Pass 

 

Mackenzie Stream 

  

Mackenzie stream bridge, cable in steel 
conduit attached to upstream side of bridge 
deck 

 

Cable conduit entering/exiting ground at 
shallow angle 



  

Cable attachment to outside edge of bridge 
deck 

 

Bridge wing wall and cable attached to wall, 
Red Hut Creek bridge 

 

Cable wrapped underneath bridge deck, Red 
Hut Creek bridge 

 

Red Hut Creek Bridge 

 

Glacial moraine cut face Hayman Road, 1.6m 
person 



 

Glacial moraine cut face Hayman Road, 1.6m 
person 

 

SH8 Bridge crossing Pukaki canal 

 

Fibre Optic cable in steel channel attached to 
abutment wall 

 

Fibre Optic cable in steel channel attached to 
abutment wall 

 

Fibre Optic cable in steel channel attached 
bridge deck 



 

Ahuriri River SH8 Bridge, cable in steel tube. 

 

Ruataniwha Dam Spillway 

 

Person standing on Ruataniwha Earth dam, 
SH8 approaching spillway structure 

 

Fibre cable fixed to wall of interior gallery, 
Ruataniwha dam 

 

Cable crosses Tekapo River/Lake Scott 
Spillway 



 

Cable crosses Tekapo River/Lake Scott 
Spillway 

 

Cable crosses Tekapo River/Lake Scott 
Spillway 

 

Cable crosses Tekapo canal intake gates at 
Lake Scott 

 

Cable crosses Tekapo canal intake gates at 
Lake Scott 

 



 

Bedrock outcropping 1.6m tall person, road to 
Benmore Dam. 

 

Large boulder >1m from rockfall 

 

Rockfaces Loch Laird Road to Benmore Dam 
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